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Abstract 

 

The Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) is that part of a computing machine visible for 

programming, including its native data types, instructions, registers, memory architecture, 

exception handling and external interfaces. The ISA also includes the specification of the 

machine’s native language: that is its instructions and their actions. This thesis proposes the use of 

the Event-B formal notation to construct a sequence of formal specifications applicable to a range 

of ISAs, by abstractly capturing their shared properties. Initial, very abstract, descriptions are 

refined by the incremental addition of greater detail, each increment providing a template for 

development of the next. The use of Event-B allows correctness, i.e. the preservation of the 

properties of the previous step, to be verified over successive refinements. This is achieved by the 

creation and proving of logical hypotheses, or proof obligations.  

 

The process enables development of ISAs with predictable behaviour when executing both correct 

and erroneous programs, by identification of the precise preconditions required for successful 

execution of instructions, their resulting actions, and all possible error conditions. Application of 

property proving techniques allows for the formal verification of desirable properties.  

 

A methodology is proposed for the incremental construction of the common elements of an ISA, 

and its features are discussed. The methodology is initially used to construct a generic description, 

which is then demonstrated by refinement to two representative ISAs capable of executing 

compiled C binary executables. The complete refinement process is demonstrated by the creation 

and testing of Virtual Machines automatically generated via novel translation tools. 

 

Prior art has relied on the provision of single-layered descriptions of specific ISAs to enable formal 

verification of implementations, placing a burden of correctness on these specifications. This work 

contributes by the provision of a common context for correct derivation of these previously 

independant descriptions. The work introduces novel levels of abstraction to allow re-use on any 

sequential computing machine, provides a framework for the comparison of different ISAs relative 

to a single datum, and enables analysis of design options during the creation and extension of ISAs. 

Further contributions are the construction of multiple ISAs from a single abstract description, and 

the introduction of automatic source-code generation techniques to the Event-B method, which 

include features to assist in the development and test of useable ISAs. 
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1. Introduction 

One of the most fascinating aspects of a computing machine is its instructions: a relatively small set 

of obscure functions that, when combined in large sequences, forms the emergent properties of a 

computer program. Thus, the same machine may be used to calculate a tax return, play a video 

game, or keep an otherwise uncontrollable aircraft in the air, simply by changing the seemingly 

unfathomable binary sequence loaded into its memory. However, the lack of intuitive connection 

between the detail of a computing machine‘s instructions and the large-scale functionality of a 

program presents a problem in attempting to define those instructions: how to ensure the machine 

reliably handles all combinations of instructions, whether functionally correct or erroneous. This 

problem has only been exacerbated with the appearance of Reduced Instruction Set Computer 

(RISC) machines, in which the instruction set is designed purely for efficiency and simplicity, with 

no regard to easing the burden of a programmer attempting to write programs or understand the 

rationale of an instruction sequence.  

This thesis therefore proposes and demonstrates a methodology (a series of methods and a 

higher method for invoking them) for managing this comprehension gap through the use of 

abstraction (the simplification of a system description to an understandable level) and subsequent 

refinement (the incremental additional of detail in understandable steps).  

1.1 “What are you trying to do here?” 

Proposing another application of Formal Methods to an expert in the field usually yields this 

response, and the question is a useful one. Formal Methods do not in themselves contain any 

definition of correctness, only a mechanism for the definition and imposition of requirements 

proposed by a designer [38]. Therefore the designer must be clear as to his objectives and consider 

whether Formal Methods in general, and the selected method in particular, can contribute to 

achieving them. 

The fundamental objective of the project described here is the definition of a reliable ISA [75], 

capable of executing binary images compiled from the C programming language [52], in sufficient 

detail to allow automatic generation and testing in the form of a Virtual Machine (VM) 

implemented in software [77]. “Reliable” is defined to mean giving deterministic and predictable 

behaviour for all possible instruction sequences, whether part of a useful program or not. Although 

the initial intention is the generation of a VM implemented in software, the process may also be 
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applied to the definition of the ISA of a hardware microprocessor, defining the functionality visible 

to the programmer but ignoring all underlying implementation issues. 

Systematic construction of ISA functionality enables a secondary goal: provision of a 

mechanism for exploring the relationship between a specification and its complexity, as defined by 

the number of possible functional outcomes. This capability may in turn be used to inform the 

design of future ISAs for simplicity of implementation and verification. A further goal is the 

promotion of re-usability by the development of common design patterns, to facilitate efficient 

construction of other ISAs. 

Some of these objectives could be achieved without the use of Formal Methods. For example, 

reliable detection of attempted out-of-bounds accessing of indexed array structures could be 

achieved by run-time checks inherent in high-level programming languages such as Java [26]. 

Similarly, abstraction of common properties for re-use across applications could be achieved by 

inheritance techniques provided in object-oriented languages: again, Java is an example of this. 

However, such techniques do not allow the “what” of a functional specification to be constructed 

and analysed independently of the “how” of a particular implementation. In the case of this work, 

such a separation of specification from implementation is important, as an ISA may be 

implemented on hardware or software in any of various languages appropriate to these domains: 

therefore a dedicated specification language is required. Various specification languages exist; not 

all of which include support for Formal Methods. For example, a popular specification language is 

Unified Modelling Language [76], which provides a set of graphical notation techniques to create 

abstract models of systems, but does not support Formal Methods in its basic form [81]. However, 

for the purposes of the project, formal specification in particular is appropriate and useful [38]. An 

ISA has a finite and manageable number of possible operations (typically in the order of hundreds 

of instructions [42,62]), whose conditions of operation and actions must be precisely defined if the 

machine is to function correctly. Such precision may be described in natural language, but is more 

reliably and unambiguously described in formal mathematical notation. Most importantly, an ISA 

specification is of such a size and detail that mechanical verification is both practical and desirable. 

Such analysis may verify a specification for both internal correctness (well-definedness), and 

preservation of desirable properties (property-proof).  

It should be noted that formal construction of the images to be executed on the machine is not 

attempted here. The machine may be loaded with programs generated by conventional means, and 

construction of reliable error detection mechanisms is motivated by the need for defence against 

typical errors caused by these methods. 
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1.2 Thesis Structure 

This thesis follows a general pattern of moving from the general and abstract to the specific and 

implementational, with its emphasis shifting from computer science to computer engineering. 

Chapter 1 has introduced the motivation for the work, i.e. the challenge of comprehension 

and complexity management presented by even relatively simple computer instruction sets, and the 

justification for the use of Formal Methods to address this.  

Chapter 2 reviews relevant context. The broad concept of Formal Methods is introduced 

and relevant existing notations and methods are categorised and described, and the hierarchy of 

usage at increasing levels of verification rigour is explained. A review of relevant prior art 

describes Formal Methods’ application in software source code development, verification of binary 

executables executing on existing ISAs (including micro-coding in complex instruction set 

computers), verification of hardware implementations against specifications, and verification of 

VMs. The shortcomings of these experiences are discussed and the work’s contribution in 

addressing them is introduced. 

 Chapter 3 introduces a proposed methodology for construction of formal models of ISAs in 

the Event-B formal notation, via a generic model capturing their shared properties. The objectives 

of the methodology are stated, i.e. the construction of a complete specification (i.e. covering all 

conceivable behavioural outcomes) that is understandable to a human developer and amenable to 

verification. The scope of the specification, in terms of the components of the ISA covered and the 

level of precision given, is described. The Event-B notation is described and the justification for its 

selection given. The subset of the notation used and its repeated application in the methodology is 

given. The modelling methodology is described, ranging in detail from its position in the wider 

development process to methods for construction of structures within particular classes of ISA. A 

critical assessment of the current limitations of the methodology, and possible approaches for 

addressing them is given. 

 Chapter 4 introduces an ISA model created to develop and demonstrate the methodology 

described in Chapter 3. This provides a complete refinement from a trivial abstraction through to a 

precise definition capable of automatic translation to source code. The general architecture is 

described as being in two parts: a generic model applicable to multiple ISAs, and its refinement to a 

particular demonstration ISA (of which there are two variants). These parts are sub-divided into 

several layers. The model and associated proofs are too large for a complete description but every 

layer is discussed individually, describing the refinement structure and significant features 

introduced at each refinement step within it. An overall summary of the refinements and associated 
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proofs is given, and the issues identified from the development experience discussed in order to 

inform future improvements to tools and techniques. 

 Chapter 5 describes the ISA created as a test article for the model given in Chapter 4. This 

was developed specifically to be representative of typical microprocessor ISAs and capable of 

executing binary images compiled from the C language, but with a minimal number of defined 

instructions in order to make a complete refinement practical. The two variants of the ISA, intended 

for demonstration of different ISA features, are compared. The tools developed to support the ISA 

are described: these are a compiler tool-chain for generation of test executables and extensions to 

the Event-B support tools for automatic generation of VM source code from the formal model. 

Integration of the VM into an execution environment for demonstration and testing is then 

described. 

Chapter 6 considers future investigations suggested by the work. Possible enhancements 

and extensions to the methodology of Chapter 3, identified during development, are suggested. 

Extension and re-use of the model of Chapter 4 in order to broaden its scope of functionality and 

application are also suggested. Suggestions for enhancements to the Event-B notation and its 

support tools are made, by employment of existing tools and provision of new developments, some 

specific to the ISA modelling work, others with wider application. More general applications of the 

notion of formal, abstracted ISA specifications are discussed.  

Chapter 7 gives the summary and conclusions of the work.
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2. Context 

2.1 Formal Methods 

2.1.1. Definition 

The term "Formal Methods" refers to rigorous techniques and tools for the specification and 

verification of systems using an internally consistent system of semantics. The phrase "rigorous" 

means that the specifications used are well-formed statements in the selected semantic system, and 

that verification is rigorous deduction in that system. Each step follows from a rule of inference and 

hence may be checked by a mechanical process. Semantic systems are typically based on 

mathematical constructs such as number theory, algebra, set theory, and logic. 

The value of Formal Methods is that they provide the ability to create a system that is 

“correct-by-construction”: the properties of the entire state space of a system may be deduced, 

confirming a property for all possible inputs [6]. The process may be applied to any discrete 

system, whether implemented in hardware or software. 

2.1.2. Review of Formal Methods 

There are a wide range of formal methods and supporting tools available, each developed for 

different domains and emphasising different properties. Additionally, notations are frequently 

conflated with their accompanying usage methods and support tools. Various different 

classifications exist [8,94], but in the context of this work the handling of two properties is 

considered significant: the representation of internal system state, and the expression of temporal 

properties. 

 Model-based formalisms allow representation of a system’s state as explicit mathematical 

structures derived in predicate logic and set theory. System behaviour is then represented as 

operations, which modify that state. This allows clear definition of sequential systems’ behaviour 

as consecutive state transitions. However, no explicit representation of the passage of time or 

operation concurrency is included. The most common examples of model-based formalisms are Z 

[82], Vienna Development Method (VDM) [50] and B-Method [6,78]. Z is a notation based on set 

theory: it is intended for specification only, although some refinement methodology is now 

supported. VDM is a notation and set of techniques for modeling computing systems, analyzing 

those models and progressing to detailed design and coding. B-Method is also a notation and 
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method, but places greater emphasis on simplifying tool support. For example, VDM specifies state 

transitions via implicit post conditions, whereas B-Method uses imperative assignments. Event-B 

[64] is a development of B-Method, discussed in detail in Section 3.4. 

 In contrast to model-based formalisms, algebraic formalisms give an implicit definition of 

state transitions by relating the behaviour of different operations: no explicit statement of system 

state is given. Again, no explicit statement of temporal effects is given. An example of this group is 

the OBJ family of languages [32]. 

 Process algebras introduce explicit constructs supporting reasoning about the interaction of 

processes occurring sequentially or simultaneously in time. A common example is Communicating 

Sequential Processes (CSP) [44]. CSP allows description of systems in terms of component 

processes that operate independently, and interact with each other solely through the passing of 

messages. A refinement methodology is included, and operators allow specification of the relative 

action sequences of processes and the nature of their interactions. The ability to explicitly represent 

internal state within processes is not included, although this has been added by combination with 

model-based methods such as B-Method [63]. 

 Temporal logic-based algebras extend the ordering of events expressible in state-transition 

systems, by introducing constructs allowing explicit statement of system properties with respect to 

time. For example, statements stating that a statement shall eventually be true are possible, a 

weaker requirement compared to an invariant statement, which implies that a statement must 

always be true. A common example is Temporal Logic of Actions (TLA) [55], and its supporting 

language TLA+. TLA+ allows specification of system state, its static and temporal behavior, and 

some refinement. Supporting tools are being developed to allow checking and proof generation 

from TLA+ specifications [56]. 

2.1.3. Usage Hierarchy 

Different Formal Methods generally offer varying degrees of system integrity, at the cost of 

developer workload. These may be broadly classified into three levels of use: Formal Specification, 

Formal Development and Formal Verification. 

 Formal Specification is the use of mathematical statements, typically embedded within a 

natural language specification document, to unambiguously describe the behaviour of all or part of 

a system. For example, formula (1) states in the Z notation that the variable x is a member of the set 

of natural numbers, concisely stating that it shall always be an integer greater than or equal to zero. 

x : ℕ  (1)   
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Formal Development is the linking of multiple specification statements to construct a larger 

system description. A common use of this technique is refinement, the transformation of abstract 

statements by the addition of greater precision, whilst still maintaining its abstract meaning. For 

example, formula (2) describes in the Event-B mathematical notation [65] the action of assigning 

any value from the set 1,2 or 3 to the variable x. Formula (3) refines the statement by specifying the 

particular value being assigned, i.e. 1. 

x :∈ {1,2,3}  (2)   

 

x := 1  (3)   

 Formal Verification is the proving of correctness of specifications with respect to certain 

stated properties. Correctness is proved by the generation and proof of mathematical theorems: 

proof obligations (PO), described further in Section 3.4.4. These state an assumed relationship 

between the elements of one or more statements. For example, formula (4) shows a PO verifying 

the well definedness of the refinement given in formulae (2) and (3). 

1 ∈ {1,2,3}  (4)   

POs may be discharged (i.e. proved true) by the repeated instantiation of simple axioms, a process 

that may be performed manually, automatically, or semi-automatically (i.e. automatically with user 

intervention). 

2.2 Prior Art in Formal Verification of Computing Machines 

2.2.1. High-Level Language Application Development 

The most frequent use of Formal Methods for specification and verification is the development of 

software source-code in familiar high-level languages. Specifically in the B-Method domain, 

examples exist at all scales.  

A celebrated example of a large-scale system is the control system of the Paris Metro Line 

14 [11], developed by Matra Transport International, and motivated by assurance of signaling 

safety properties. The economies of scale introduced by the project (i.e. approximately 100,000 

lines of B-Method) allowed the creation of standard procedures for model construction, discharging 

of POs, and creation of documentation. Proprietary tool support for refinement of models and 

automatic translation techniques to Ada [89] source code were developed as extensions to the 

AtelierB industrial tool [23]. 

Conversely, B-Method has also been used for the development of very small-scale 

applications. Deharbe, Gurgel and Martins [27] used B-Method to develop applications for Java 
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smart cards. Here the use of Formal Methods was motivated by assurance of information security 

properties, and Java source code was automatically generated. 

2.2.2. Instruction Set Specification  

Verification of ISA implementations or application executables must include the provision of a 

formal definition of the ISA behaviour: therefore all the examples cited in Sections 2.2.3, 2.2.4 and 

2.2.5 have included the formal specifications of the utilised instructions. 

The importance of making such specifications readable to the human developer has long 

been recognised, and techniques combining formal specification and informal comments began 

with the use by Bowen of well commented and structured Z for specification of the 6800 

microprocessor [15]. In this case the 6800 was selected for its relative simplicity, to allow an 

understandable but complete specification to be achieved. Here limited definition of instruction 

groups was introduced. However, this was achieved by the grouping of individually pre-defined 

machine instructions to define sets such as the legal instructions of the machine, rather than 

refinement of previously defined abstract sets. 

2.2.3. Binary Executable Verification  

Formal ISA specifications have been used to automatically verify ISA behaviour during execution 

of binary executables. This is a useful activity beyond the formal construction of high-level 

language source code described in Section 2.2.1, as the direct analysis of binaries requires no 

confidence in the semantics of the source language or the compilation tools in order for properties 

to be verified.  

Boyer and Yu used Nqthm (also known as the Boyer-Moore Theorem Prover) [51] to prove 

various correctness properties for a series of short subroutines for the 68020 [17]. Nqthm uses a 

form of the Lisp high-level language [79] as its input notation, and the work exploits this to both 

specify the 68020 ISA, and re-code the executed algorithms for functional comparison against 

conventional generated binaries. Properties were verified at both low-level and high-level. Low-

level properties include guaranteed termination of the routines without exceptions being generated, 

correct incrementing of the PC, correct location of results, correct restoration of register context in 

the post-condition, and avoidance of invalid memory accesses proved. High-level properties were 

equivalence between the binary functions and their re-coded algorithms. The technique involved 

per-instruction re-specification of a sub-set of the ISA down to the machine-code level, using 

features such as low-level bit-manipulation functions. 
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In the domain of Virtual Machine instruction sets, Basin, Friedrich and Gawkowski used 

HOL [73] to perform type-safety checking of Java Virtual Machine (JVM) [62] bytecode 

executables [9], i.e. checking that operands are applied to appropriately typed operations and no 

stack overflows or underflows occur. This activity is comparable to well-definedness verification of 

Event-B models, described in Section 3.4.4., duplicating some of the functionality of the JVM 

Bytecode Verifier [62], but distinct from verification of standard bytecode verifiers (described in 

Section 2.2.5). The work re-used a formal specification of a subset of the JVM in HOL tool’s 

MetaLanguage (ML) input notation [53], and introduced a tool to automatically parse Java 

bytecodes into ML, allowing verification to be performed in the Isabelle prover.  

Moore used A Computational Logic for Applicative Common Lisp (ACL2) [70], an 

evolution of Nqthm, to perform a similar analysis of JVM bytecode executables [68]. Here a 

similar process of automatic binary translation to the tool’s input notation (in this case a subset of 

Lisp) was employed. 

The boundary between verification of binary executables and micro-architectures is marked 

by the verification of processor microcode, i.e. low-level instructions used to implement the 

programmer-visible instructions in some Complex Instruction Set Computers (CISC) [41]. Arons et 

al. of Intel performed functional equivalence checking of successive microcode versions in order to 

confirm backward compatibility [7]. Again the employed technique was a per-instruction 

restatement of each instruction’s functionality, here in the form of a template coded in a proprietary 

language “Intermediate Representation Language” (IRL) and applied to every instruction of the two 

micro-programs to be compared. IRL introduced some abstraction and allowed formal analysis for 

state transition similarity to be performed. IRL also allowed bit-level statements to be made. 

 Moore et al. at AMD used ACL2 to verify correct operation of floating-point divide 

microcode [71]. These included high-level properties such as correct division results and also low-

level properties such as no instruction aborting or register overflows. Once again the program was 

translated into the input notation of the tool, and specifications of the employed instruction subset 

and correctness definitions were given in the same language.  

2.2.4. Microarchitecture Verification  

Since the 1980s there has been much activity in the field of automatic verification of processor 

microarchitecture (i.e. the hardware invisible to the programmer and used to implement the ISA). 

Two approaches have been taken: definition of simplified academic examples capable of being 

studied in their entirety, and verification of properties for pre-existing commercial processors, 
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usually down to the level of gate logic. Verification down to the transistor level has been proposed 

as part of a future challenge in Formal Methods [69]. 

An early example using the simplified processor approach is Hunt using Nqthm to verify 

the FM8501 (a sixteen bit microprocessor based on the PDP-11) [47]. This work constructs the 

familiar two levels of a per-instruction specification and an implementation in simple Boolean 

logic, both within the Nqthm environment. The tool’s proving capablility was then used to prove a 

functional correlation.  

Graham and Birtwistle used HOL to partially verify a hardware implementation of the 

SECD (Stack, Environment, Code, Dump) Virtual Machine [33]. This work again adopts the per-

instruction specification approach, but uses three levels: a top-level state transition representation, a 

register transfer representation, and gate-level implementation. 

In the domain of commercial grade microprocessors, the VIPER (Verifiable Integrated 

Processor for Enhanced Reliability) project at the Royal Signals and Radar Establishment achieved 

a partial proof of a thirty-two bit machine [18]. The work introduced four levels of abstraction, 

significantly beginning with an initial model of the machine state transitions abstract from 

particular instruction actions, although still specific to the VIPER processor. Major state machine 

and logic block levels were then refined to an implementation at gate level. The work used Logic 

for Computable Functions/Logic of Sequential Machines (LCF-LSM) notation [35] above the 

implementation level. The limitations of available tools prevented complete verification of 

refinement between levels: verification was achieved through use of a combination of “pencil-and-

paper”, translation to HOL, and exhaustive testing techniques.  

Srivas and Miller of NASA used the Prototype Verification System (PVS) [74], another 

theorem proving tool and input notation, to verify the AAMP5 proprietary microprocessor [83]. 

The work used only two modeling levels, instruction-set and register-transfer, and verified 

behavioural equivalence for a representative subset of instructions. However, the work 

demonstrated formal verification in an industrial environment, introducing tools packaged for use 

by engineers used to conventional techniques. 

Fox at the University of Cambridge Computer Laboratory used HOL to verify the ARM6 

processor by again constructing two models at the ISA and microarchitectural levels and proving 

equivalence [34]. This project covered all instructions apart from an extension package and 

coprocessor instructions.  

Beyer et al. used PVS to perform a complete verification of a microarchitecture 

implementation for the DLX processor (a simplification of the MIPS commercial processor) [13], 

using a similar two-level approach. Significantly, this work included automatic generation of a 
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functioning implementation capable of program execution on a Field Programmable Gate Array. 

This was achieved by the creation of a conventionally developed (i.e. not formally verified) tool 

capable of translating a subset of the PVS input notation to the Verilog hardware descriptor 

language.  

2.2.5. Java Virtual Machine Verification 

The ubiquitous nature of the JVM has attracted much interest in its formal verification. The 

complete JVM includes various components, and an integrated formal specification of all of them 

has not yet been accomplished. Separate proofs of some components have been performed, 

specifically the Interpreter (which performs the functions of an ISA) and the Bytecode Verifier 

(BCV), which checks bytecode (i.e. binary) executables prior to being executed by the Interpreter. 

Stark, Borger and Schmid used Abstract State Machines (ASM) [14] to provide a high-level 

formal description of the interaction of the JVM components together with a mathematical and 

experimental analysis [87], in order to provide an unambiguous statement of the JVM specification 

and prove some properties of interest such as type safety and completeness in the Interpreter. An 

AsmGopher implementation was manually produced from the specification for testing purposes but 

no verification of correspondence between the two levels was performed. 

Various works address the BCV. Klein and Nipkow [53] used HOL to perform checking of 

properties such as type-safety, by abstracting the specification [62] to a more general verifier, 

potentially extending its applicablility to other bytecode formats. Casset of Gemplus has a more 

practical emphasis [22], using Classic-B to construct a model in order to automatically generate a C 

implementation. 

More relevant to this thesis is the JVM Interpreter, and all the examples involving 

verification of bytecode executables or the BCV quoted in Sections 2.2.2, 2.2.3, 2.2.4 and 2.2.5 

entailed specification of a subset of the JVM instruction set in order to complete the main 

verification exercise.  

Evans and Grant of the UK Atomic Weapons Establishment used Event-B to construct a 

specification of some of the JVM instruction set in order to verify an existing micro-coded 

interpreter implementation [29]. An approach dedicated to the verification of JVM interpreter 

bytecodes is adopted, and only a small number of instructions is addressed for demonstration 

purposes. Significantly, the work makes use of Event-B’s features to introduce incremental 

refinement from single events defining the complete state transition of each JVM instruction, via an 

intermediate pseudo-code step, to sequences of events specifying the implementing micro-

program,. 
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2.2.6. Summary of Prior Art 

Several common patterns emerge throughout the works described in Sections 2.2.2, 2.2.3, 2.2.4 and 

2.2.5. Instruction sets are usually formally defined as a series of specifications, separately defining 

the behaviour of each instruction in a particular pre-existing instruction set. Use of abstraction is 

limited, and is usually applied retrospectively by the grouping of these complete statements. In 

these cases abstraction serves to aid understanding or simplify proof, but does not directly enforce 

high level properties. Analysis is frequently performed by similar reverse engineering of state 

transition models from the more complex pre-existing system under verification: this is distinct 

from the forward refinement of abstract models proposed by this thesis. 

Once constructed, two uses of these target-specific formal specifications dominate: 

verification of the functional equivalence of detailed implementations, and property proof of 

compiled binary executables. Typical instances of implementations are the logic of hardware 

microarchitectures, usually specified down to the level of register transfers or gate logic in the 

formal notation used. Property proof of executables generally requires manual or automatic 

translation of the binary to the same notation used for the ISA specification, and supplying of the 

requirements to be verified in the same form. Verification of the behaviour of the JVM’s BCV can 

be considered an extension of this analysis. Verification is achieved by provision of a series of 

theorems stating a required behaviour, and discharging these using automatic or semi-automatic 

proving tools. 

2.2.7. Erroneous ISA Specification 

Computer instruction sets are normally specified by informal documents combining tables, semi-

formal formulae and natural language text, for example [42]. The result of the incompleteness and 

ambiguity inherent in this approach has been recognised: for example, Cotroneo, Orlando and 

Russo identify variations in behaviour of the JVM across implementations, particularly during 

handling of failure conditions [25]. 

Instruction sets have been defined as a series of individual specifications for each 

instruction, making any verification effort vulnerable to errors at this point. Such errors are 

generally only discovered by manual review or mismatch with the very implementations they are 

intended to check. Boyer and Yu’s 68020 project described in Section 2.2.3 found “approximately 

a dozen” errors in their formal specification by review. In the VIPER project described in Section 

2.2.4, Cohn reports “a few” errors in the HOL specification and discusses two in more detail [24]. 

One is a simple type mismatch, but another is more serious in which handling of a possible invalid 

instruction during instruction fetching is omitted. NASA’s AAMP5 project described in Section 
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2.2.4 found twenty-eight bugs in its formal specification by manual review, in comparison with the 

two bugs finally found in the implementation. 

2.3 Motivation of Contribution 

As described in Sections 2.2.2, 2.2.3, 2.2.4 and 2.2.5, machine checking techniques have been 

applied to verification of various properties of implementations and executable software against 

formally stated ISA specifications. Such techniques rely on both clear definitions of the properties 

to be verified and on the provision of correct ISA specifications. The abstraction inherent in formal 

specification allows clearer functional descriptions to be provided compared to implementation 

techniques but, as described in Section 2.2.7, the process has still proved to be problematic.  

Thus a need exists for systematic construction of the ISA specifications themselves, 

preferably including techniques to allow efficient re-application across a range of ISAs, avoiding 

the duplication of initial setup effort. These goals can be achieved by exploiting the shared features 

of the various ISAs in existence to provide generic models and a suite of standard methods for 

manipulating them. The use of generic models, which my be continually checked and expanded, 

would allow improvements to be immediately passed on to future applications. Creation of a 

standard manipulation methodology would allow for similar economies of scale, particularly by 

enabling automation. 

As described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, automation of repetitive tasks by the development of 

tools has been complementary to the evolution of Formal Methods. Therefore efficient 

implementation of methods by extension of existing tools and the place of proposed techniques in 

the wider development process should be considered. Application of these enhanced techniques 

beyond their original motivation should also be examined.  

The contributions made by the work in order to address these issues are explicitly stated in 

Section 7.1. 
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3. Methodology 

This chapter proposes a methodology (i.e. a series of methods and an overarching procedure for 

selecting and invoking them) for the formal construction of ISA models and implementations. The 

shared properties of ISAs that enable such a generally applicable approach to be taken are 

introduced in Section 3.1. The intended objectives of the methodology, which influence the style of 

its usage as illustrated by the example in Chapter 4, are stated in Section 3.2. Its intended scope (i.e. 

the parts of the computing machine intended to be described by the methodology) is stated in 

Section 3.3. Section 3.4 introduces the Event-B notation and details the sub-set used by the 

methodology. Section 3.5 describes the invoked methods and their relationships. Section 3.6 

describes the recognised limitations of the current methodology, and suggests possible approaches 

to overcoming them. 

3.1 Common ISA Properties 

The modelling methodology exploits the observation that, in spite of a vast number of general-

purpose microprocessor ISAs being in existence, many share a set of common properties [41]. 

These are summarised here. 

Programs are stored within the machine as a contiguous indexed array of binary values, 

each locatable via an integer address stored in a special register: the Program Counter (PC). During 

execution, numerical values are read and their meaning decoded to activate the appropriate 

behaviour. The selection of the next instruction to be executed (“control flow”) is achieved by 

incrementing of the PC past the instruction or its overwriting with a calculated value to perform a 

jump operation. Jump operations may be conditional, i.e. different behaviours may be selected by 

Boolean decisions, causing the PC to be either overwritten with a calculated value or also 

incremented past the instruction. 

Data is stored in two distinct units: the register file and data memory. The register file is a 

collection of registers, individual data storage elements which may be organised in a variety of 

ways. ISAs are usually classified by the size in bits of the registers in their register files. The data 

memory consists of a contiguous indexed array of binary values. Data may be transferred between 

elements of the register file and the data memory. For ISAs with large register sizes, register values 

may be stored across two or more contiguous memory locations. Data manipulations are only 

carried out between elements of the register file, calculations consisting of taking the contents of 

one or more input registers and outputting a result, typically to one register. Certain ISAs 
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implement specialist instructions with more than two inputs and more than one result [2], but are 

not targeted at general purpose applications. Calculations consist of bit-manipulations, typically 

implementing the basic arithmetic operations (i.e. addition, subtraction, multiplication and division) 

plus a number of application-oriented operations.  

Transferring of data to and from the register file is accomplished by a variety of addressing 

modes, a general classification of the source or destination of the data and the process used to 

transfer it. Addressing modes fall into three broad categories: immediate, register-direct and 

register-indirect (subsequently referred to here as direct and indirect respectively). Immediate 

mode addressing is the loading of a constant value incorporated into the instruction: it therefore 

only applies to transferring of data into the register file. Direct mode addressing refers to moving of 

data between elements of the register file, addressing indexes specifying the source and destination 

registers are implied by each instruction. Indirect mode addressing refers to transfer of data 

between the register file and data memory. Transfers therefore have two forms: a load or push from 

memory to register file, and a store or pop from register file to memory. During indirect mode, the 

memory location is specified by a value in a register (i.e. the address is itself direct mode 

addressed). The complementary register file location is specified in a similar way to direct mode. 

Variations on this general paradigm do exist, which may be considered as extensions or 

combinations of these modes. Displacement, indexed and scaled modes may be considered as 

forms of indirect mode. In displacement mode an immediate constant is added to the register-stored 

address before data memory is accessed. In indexed mode the contents of two registers are summed 

before being used to index the memory: scaled mode is similar to this but applies a scaling factor to 

one register before the addition, and may also include addition of an immediate constant. In 

absolute mode, the memory is indexed at an absolute address given by an immediate constant. PC-

relative mode may be considered as a further instance of displacement mode, in which the indexing 

register is the PC. Memory indirect mode accesses memory at an address given via (register) 

indirect mode, and therefore does not fit within the paradigm. This mode is not common amongst 

typical RISC ISAs, and therefore is not considered by the methodology. 

Many ISAs share particular properties at a deep level of detail, specifically in the domain of 

data storage. These should be also considered during construction of generic models, albeit 

partitioned from the more abstract properties already described. These are the specific use of thirty-

two bit registers in the register file, eight bit elements in the data memory, and all instruction and 

data memory being addressable from a single register file element. Such properties are required in 

order to execute binary images compiled from high level languages such as C using conventional 

commercial tools, for example the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) [72,86]. 
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3.2 Objectives 

3.2.1. A Complete Specification  

An instruction sequence being executed by a computing machine may constitute a well-formed 

program that runs to completion, or a malformed one that contains unrecognised instruction codes, 

attempts to perform an illegal operation, or attempts to drive the machine into an illegal state. For 

many applications it is desirable that the machine gives deterministic and predictable behaviour for 

all possible instruction sequences, whether part of a correct program or not. Therefore, the 

objective of the methodology is to derive a complete and unambiguous specification of the 

structure and functionality of an ISA for instruction sequences. The structure of the ISA is defined 

as all modifiable state variables within the machine: its registers, memory system and any stored 

status. Complete functional specification refers to the explicit description of all possible state 

transitions of the machine, including the preconditions necessary for their occurrence and 

description of their actions, i.e. their effect on the machine’s state. Particularly, it refers to the 

preconditions and actions for successful execution of each valid instruction, and the complementary 

preconditions and actions that define all the possible error conditions. Error conditions may be due 

to invalid instructions being executed, or the necessary preconditions for valid instruction execution 

not being met. Functionality specification also includes any state transitions not associated with 

instruction execution, such as machine behaviour after an error condition is detected.  

3.2.2.  An Understandable Specification 

Large and complex specifications are difficult for a designer to construct correctly, and harder still 

for a second party to understand. Therefore, an objective of the methodology is the reduction of the 

ISA specification into a form more easily understood by a human developer, using the principles of 

abstraction and refinement [6]. Abstraction is the process of reducing the detail of a descriptive 

statement in order to generalise it or retain only information that is relevant for a particular purpose. 

Refinement is the converse process: introduction of detail to an abstract statement in explicit, 

incremental steps. Therefore, the methodology seeks to express the ISA as an initial abstract 

description of trivial complexity, and refine this by any number of stages to a detailed description, 

provided that each is simple enough for easy comprehension by a developer. Giving a precise 

answer to the question “How much is a head full?” is an impossible task, but an approximate metric 

is a limit of four unfamiliar concepts that may be reliably stored in human Short Term Memory 

[54]. Therefore this provides an indicator of the number of information “chunks” [21] to be 

introduced at each refinement step.      
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3.2.3. A Verifiable Specification 

As discussed in Section 2.3, there exists a need for systematic construction and checking of a 

specification for its own errors, and the methodology includes aspects to achieve this. Therefore, 

the methodology seeks to enforce common properties horizontally (i.e. is across all parts of the 

specification at a given stage of refinement), and vertically (i.e. that is along all statements refined 

from a single abstract statement). These objectives are enforced by consistency checking, which is 

used to show that the operations of a machine preserve an invariant, and refinement checking, 

which is used to show that one machine is a valid refinement of another [60]. Both of these 

checking processes consist of the generation and discharging of appropriate POs. Thus a 

“specification of a specification” is constructed, exploiting the same abstraction and refinement 

process described in Section 3.2.2. 

The methodology also seeks to allow property proving: verification that the entire 

specification at a given stage of refinement obeys certain requirements. In particular, proving of 

complete coverage of all possible state transitions is desirable, represented by the property of 

enabledness [37] (i.e. transitions are defined from all possible states of the system). This may also 

be defined as absence of deadlock states, or states from which there are no transitions. Property 

proving is achieved by the insertion of theorem statements based on the constructed specification, 

which give rise to appropriate POs, which must then be discharged. 

3.3 Scope 

3.3.1. Specified Components 

The methodology addresses only the functionality of a computing machine’s ISA: that is all 

operations and state needed to effect execution of instructions, and any state that will affect 

execution behaviour. Functionality invisible to an executing program is deliberately abstracted. In 

the case of a practical hardware microprocessor, the program counter, instruction-addressable 

memory system and register file would be specified, but microarchitectural features such as 

caching, pipelining and speculative execution mechanisms [41] would not. 

3.3.2. Level of Refinement  

Formal abstraction/refinement methodologies allow refinement to any level of detail to be 

introduced. The methodology seeks to refine an ISA specification to sufficient detail to allow 

automatic translation to high-level language source code, capable of being compiled to a VM able 

to execute a binary image. The formal refinement process, in which each refinement step is verified 
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for logical equivalence to the preceding step, does not include these translation and compilation 

steps. The internal functionality of data manipulation functions is not formally specified: only their 

input and output interfaces are defined.  

3.4 Event-B 

The ISA specification methodology uses the Event-B formal method. The following section gives a 

summary of the method, the reasons for its selection, and the sub-set used by the methodology. 

3.4.1. Overview 

Event-B is a formal method that combines mathematical techniques, set theory, and first-order 

logic. It is an evolution of B-Method (now often referred to as Classic-B), which was itself derived 

from Z notation. Event-B is a simplification of Classic-B, intended to allow more convenient 

practical development. Therefore, the terms “Event-B” and “Classic-B” will be used subsequently, 

and the term “B-Method” will be used to refer to both collectively. 

 Event-B is a model-based method allowing the definition of the stored state within a system 

as globally scoped state variables, and the modifications, events, that may be performed on them. 

These consist of actions, the description of the state modification, and guards, the conditions under 

which the action may occur. Events may also define local variables, with scope limited to the 

event, to model function arguments and intermediate concepts used within the guards or actions. 

Set membership statements, fundamentally derived from integers, booleans, or completely abstract 

sets, provide variable type information. Invariant statements define the conditions that must hold 

true under all variable modifications: these are enforced by the generation and discharging of POs. 

An essential feature of Event-B is refinement. Abstract model variables may be refined to 

one or more concrete variables, which may be of a different type to the abstract version. The 

relationship between abstract and concrete versions of a variable is stated by a gluing invariant. 

Thus any events containing refined variables must also be refined in the concrete version of the 

model in order to maintain the relationship stated in the gluing invariant. Local variables may also 

be refined within the scope of an event by witnesses, analogous to gluing invariants for state 

variables. Other event refinements are possible: guards may be restated or strengthened, that is 

replaced by a logical sub-set of the abstract guard (i.e. making them harder to satisfy). Events may 

be split during refinement into two or more concrete events, in which the guards and actions of both 

must be valid refinements of the abstract version. Event-B syntax explicitly references an event’s 

abstract version, allowing different names to be used in the concrete version if desirable, or a name 

to be reused if no splitting is performed. Splitting of abstract events does not necessarily imply 
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mutual exclusion between the concrete guards, potentially giving rise to non-determinism in the 

model, i.e. either event could be triggered under conditions that satisfy both guards.   

 The only requirements of a valid Event-B model that are enforced by default are 

consistency (preservation of all invariants), and refinement correctness (all events of a model 

preserve the gluing invariants). All other required properties must be explicitly stated, for example, 

model determinism, i.e. any given condition resulting in only one possible set of actions (although 

the actions themselves may still contain indeterminism). The developer must explicitly enforce 

these by the introduction of appropriate invariants or theorems. 

 As discussed in Section 2.1.2, by default Event-B imposes no concept of temporal 

sequencing. Within an event, all actions are considered to occur simultaneously, and any of the 

events of a machine can be triggered at any time if their guards are satisfied. This can be thought of 

as analogous to parallel decoding mechanisms in hardware systems, but can be a difficult concept 

for software developers familiar with the position-derived ordering of execution implicit in 

conventional programming languages. In keeping with the Event-B philosophy of all effects being 

explicitly stated by the developer, sequential triggering of events must be specified by the 

construction of suitable state machines. 

 Event-B models are specified in two basic component types: machines and contexts [36]. 

Machines contain all definitions of variables, events, invariants and any theorems relating to these. 

Contexts contain all constant and type definitions and any theorems relating to them, and are 

referenced by machines in order to use these definitions. Context components may be extended by 

other contexts. Unlike refinement of machine components, in which elements are substituted in a 

more detailed form, this is the simple addition of information to that of the extended component. 

3.4.2. Reasons for Selection 

There are a wide variety of Formal Methods available: VDM, B-Method and Z are well known 

examples. Z specifications and VDM modules allow for the description of individual machines, and 

Classic-B also allows individual machines to be combined into larger systems [57]. Z notation is 

only capable of system specification and modelling, whereas B-Method and VDM are specifically 

intended to allow refinement through to implementations. VDM and B-Method support similar 

notions of action definition, although B-Method syntax gives an appearance closer to a 

conventional programming style, using imperative substitutions to represent state transitions, as 

opposed to VDM’s and Z’s implicit representation through pre and post conditions of action 

statements.  
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 The selection of B-Method and Event-B in particular is driven by several factors. Event-B 

is a simplification of Classic-B, decomposing machines into small, discrete events explicitly linked 

to their abstractions. This encourages more incremental refinement and easier verification by the 

generation of more easily discharged POs, enabling the practical construction of larger systems. 

However, Event-B’s primary advantage is its flexibility, both in the notation itself and its 

supporting tools. Event-B does not strictly define a notation, but a methodology for the construction 

and analysis of linked logical objects, and the notation seen when using support tools is actually an 

arbitrary front-end for users familiar with Classic-B and Z notation. Event-B was therefore 

developed closely alongside a supporting tool-set, Rodin [3], which allows flexibility in the 

presentation and manipulation of an underlying linked database representing the loaded model. 

Rodin has a modular architecture based on the Eclipse [28] framework with clearly defined 

Application Programming Interfaces (API) exposing the database, and supporting expansion via the 

addition of Eclipse plug-ins [80]. This feature provides the capability to enhance the notation by the 

addition of syntactic sugar (macros expandable to longer low-level statements), and the automation 

of procedures specific to a usage domain. The tool may be enhanced to expand its scope across the 

development process, allowing complete end-to-end refinement within a single development 

environment. 

Offsetting the advantages of Event-B and Rodin is its immaturity. Rodin development has 

achieved good run-time reliability but functionality is still under development [5]. For example, 

desirable features available through the Classic-B and B-Toolkit combination [10], but not 

currently available on Event-B and Rodin are machine decomposition, automatic executable 

generation and proof inspection capabilities. However, the flexibility offered by the Rodin 

architecture allows shortcomings to be worked around by the provision of locally produced plug-

ins, reducing risk to development. 

3.4.3. Employed Subset 

The Event-B notation, whose main features have been described in Section 3.4.1, allows the 

construction of discrete transition systems by the framing and linking of mathematical notation [65] 

within a modelling language [4]. The methodology uses a subset of the complete Event-B 

mathematical and modelling notations, and this is described here. The keywords of the modelling 

language used in the context and machine components are summarised in Table 1 and Table 2 

respectively. 
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Table 1. Modelling Notation Context Subset.  

Keyword Meaning 

CONTEXT Start of context. 

EXTENDS Extended context (i.e. context extended by this context). 

SETS Definition of indeterminate sets. 

CONSTANTS Definition of constants. 

AXIOMS Listing of axioms (i.e. hypotheses not requiring proof). 

THEOREMS Listing theorems (i.e. hypotheses requiring proof). 

Table 2. Modelling Notation Machine Subset.  

Keyword Meaning 

MACHINE Start of machine. 

REFINES Abstract machine (i.e. that refined by this machine). 

SEES Listing of included contexts. 

VARIABLES Listing of state variables 

INVARIANTS Listing of invariants (type-defining and gluing) 

THEOREMS Listing of theorems local to machine. 

EVENTS Listing of machine events. 

Two keywords are not used by the methodology: STATUS and VARIANT. These keywords 

implement a mechanism to prove convergence, i.e. that the state of the model demonstrably moves 

towards some defined conclusion. Although this property may apply to a program executing on it, 

the ISA itself does not support the concept, and may execute forever. Thus the associated keywords 

are not required.  

The keywords used within the event definitions in the machine components are summarised 

in Table 3. 

Table 3. Modelling Notation Event Subset.  

Keyword Meaning 

REFINES Abstract events (i.e. one or more events refined by this event). 

ANY Local variable listing. 

WHERE Guard listing. 

WITH Witness listing (i.e. definition of abstract locals in this event). 

THEN Actions listing. 
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The subset of the mathematical notation used within the modelling language is summarised in 

Table 4. 

Table 4. Mathematical Notation Sub-set. 

Construct Meaning 

⊥ Logical false 

= ≠ < ≤ > ≥ Comparison: equal, not-equal, less, less-or-equal, greater, greater-or-equal 

+ - Arithmetic: addition, subtraction 

‥ Up to: defines range 

∈ ∉ Membership: member-of, not-member-of 

⊆ Sub-set or equal-to 

∀ Universal quantifier: for-all 

∃ Existential quantifier: there-exists 

:∈ Assignment: becomes member-of 

≔ Assignment: becomes equal-to 

⇒ Implies 

∧ ∨ Logical AND, OR 

→ ⤖ Mappings: total, bijective [78] 

⋂ ⋃ Set: intersection, union 

× Cartesian product 

∅ Empty set 

ℤ ℕ ℕ1  Numerical sets: integers, natural numbers, naturals greater than zero 

 Relation override 

↦ Set pairing 

◁ Domain restriction 

; Forward composition 

{} Set definition 

[] Set extraction 

‘ Post condition 

bool Boolean of predicate 

dom The domain of a mapping 
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The methodology uses the mathematical notation in various repeated expressions: these are 

summarised in Table 5, Table 6, Table 7, Table 8 and Table 9. More complex forms are 

constructed by nesting of these expressions. The general form of the expressions used in either the 

axioms or theorems of the context components are summarised in Table 5. 

Table 5. Employed Context Expressions.  

Expression Description 

E1 ⇒ E2 Expression E1 implies expression E2 

S = ∅ Set S is empty 

S ≠ ∅ Set S is not empty 

S = {C1,C2,C3} Set S is an enumeration of constants C1, C2 and C3 

C ⊆ S Constant C is a sub-set of or the entire set S 

C ∈ ℤ Constant C is an integer 

C ∈ ℕ Constant integer C is greater-than or equal-to zero 

C ∈ ℕ1 Constant integer C is greater-than or equal-to one 

C1 < C2 Constant number C1 is less than constant number C2 

C = N1‥N2 Constant number C is in the range N1 to N2 

C = 0 Constant number C is literal value (e.g. zero) 

C1 = C2 Constant C2 is equivalent to C1 

C1 ≠ C2 Constant C2 is never equivalent to C1 

C3 = C1 + C2 Constant number C3 is the sum of C1 and C2 

C1 = N1‥N2 → C2 Constant C1 is an indexed array of C2s 

v ∈ S Variable v is in the set S 

v1 = v2 Variable v2 is equivalent to v1 

v ∈ dom(F) Variable v is in the domain of mapping F 

F ∈ S1 → S2 Function F is a mapping from an S1 to an S2 

F ∈ S1 ⤖ S2 Function F is a mapping from an S1 to a unique element of S2 

F ∈ (S1 × S1 × S1 × S1) → S2 Function F is a mapping from several S1 to an S2 

F ∈ (S1 × S1) → (S2 × S3) Function F is a mapping from several S1 to an S2 and an S3 

S3 = S1 ∪ S2 Set S3 is the union of sets S1 and S2 

S1 ∩ S2 = ∅  Sets S1 and S2 do not intersect 

F[S] = {n} Function F maps set S to number n 

F(n) = C Function F maps number n to constant C 

F(n) ∈ S Function F maps number n to set S 

∀n·(n≥N1) ∧ (n≤N2) ⇒ F(n)∈S Function F maps all values in range N1 to N2 to set S 
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Expression Description 

∀v1,v2·v1∈dom(F) ⇒ v2=F(v1) For all values of variables v1 and v2, if v1 is in the domain of F, v2 is 

a valid mapping from v1 via function F 

∀v·v∈dom(F1) ⇒ F2(v)=F1(v) For all values of variables v in the domain of F, function F2 is an 

example of function F1 

∀v1·v1∈dom(F) ⇒ ∃v2·v2=F(v1) For all inputs to function F, there exists an output v2 

∀v·v∈S1 ⇒ v∈S2 All members of S1 are members of S2 

∀v·v∈S ⇒ v∈dom(F) All members of S are in the domain of mapping F 

The general expressions used within the machine components are summarized in Table 6, Table 7, 

Table 8 and Table 9. The expressions used in the machine invariants (both type-defining and 

gluing) are summarised in Table 6. 

Table 6. Employed Machine Invariant Expressions.  

Expression Description 

v ∈ S Variable v is a member of set S (type defining) 

v ∈ S1 → S2 Variable v is a member of an array of S2s with domain S1 (type 

defining) 

v1 = v2(v3) Abstract variable v1 becomes the v3-th element of array v2 (gluing) 

∀v1,v2,v3·v1∈dom(v2) ⇒ 

v2(v1)=v3(v1) 

For all elements of abstract array v2, each element of v2 becomes 

each element of v3 (gluing) 

∀v1,v2,v3·v1∈dom(v2) ⇒ 

v2(v1)=F(v3(v1)↦v3(v1+1)) 

For all elements of abstract array v2, each element of v2 maps to a 

contiguous region of v3 via function F (gluing) 

∀v1,v2,v3·v1∈dom(v2) ⇒ 

v2(v1)=F1;F2(v3(v1)) 

For all elements of abstract array v2, each element of v2 maps to a 

contiguous region of v3 via chained functions F1 and F2 (gluing) 

The expressions used in the event definitions of the machine components are summarized in Table 

7, Table 8 and Table 9. The expressions used in the event guards are summarized in Table 7. 

Table 7. Employed Event Guard Expressions.  

Expression Description 

⊥ Logical false (i.e. event cannot be triggered) 

v ∈ S Local or global variable is a member of set S 

v ∉ S Local or global variable is not a member of set S 

v + C ∈ S Numerical variable v plus constant C is a member of set S 

v + C ∉ S Numerical variable v plus constant C is not a member of set S 

v = C Variable v is equal to constant C 

v ≠ C Variable v is equal to constant C 
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Expression Description 

v≥N1 ∧ v≤N2 Numerical variable v is in the range N1 to N2 

v1 = v2(v3) Variable v 1 is the v3-th element of array variable v2 

v1 = v2(v3 + C) Variable v 1 is the v3-th plus constant C element of array variable v2 

v1 = F(v2) Variable v 1 is the output  of function F with input v2 

(v1 ↦ v2) = F(v2 ↦ v3) Variables v 1 and v2 are the output  of function F with inputs v3 and 

v4 

E1 ∨ E2 Either logical expression E1 or E2 must be true  

The expressions used by the event witness statements (which define the transformation of the 

abstract local variables in refined events) are summarised in Table 8. 

Table 8. Employed Event Witness Expressions.  

Expression Description 

v1 = v2 Variable v1 becomes variable v2 

v = C Variable v becomes constant C 

v = bool(E) Boolean variable v becomes logical expression E 

v = bool(E1 ∧ E2) Boolean variable v becomes logical expression E1 AND E2 

v ∈ S Variable v becomes any member of set S  

v1’ = v2’ In post-condition, global variable v1 becomes global variable v2 

v1 = v2;F1;F2 v1 becomes v2 mapped via forward-composed functions F1 and F2 

v1 = S ◁ v2 All elements of array v1 become restricted region S of array v2 

The expressions used in the event actions are summarized in Table 9. 

Table 9. Employed Event Action Expressions.  

Expression Description 

V1 :∈ S Variable v1 becomes equal to any member of set S 

V1 ≔ v2 Number variable v1 becomes equal to variable v2 

v1 ≔ v1 + C Number variable v1 is incremented by constant C 

v1 ≔ v1 + v2 Number variable v1 is incremented by variable v2 

v1(v2) ≔ v3 The v2-th element of array v1 becomes equal to v3, equivalent  to 

 v1 ≔ v1  {v2 ↦ v3} 

v1 ≔ v1  {v2↦v3}  {(v2+1)↦v4} … Contiguous elements of array v1 at v2 become equal to v3/v4/…. 
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3.4.4. The Use of Proof Obligations 

Central to the use of Event-B as a formal method is the use of proof obligations (PO). These are 

sequents, i.e. a requirement to logically prove a goal, given a set of hypotheses. As discussed in 

Section 3.2.3, POs serve two roles: verification of the internal consistency of a model with respect 

to some behavioural semantics, and verification of some desired property of the model [37]. For 

models employing multiple steps of refinement, internal consistency POs may be further 

categorised into those confirming the correct semantics of the modelling statements (including 

those linking refinement steps), and those confirming that each step is a valid refinement of its 

abstract. 

 Event-B enforces these checks by generation of different classes of PO. Those engendered 

by the ISA methodology are summarised in Table 10. 

Table 10. Occurring Proof Obligation Types.  

Expression Meaning Occurring In 

WD Well-definedness axiom, theorem, invariant, guard, action 

WWD Witness well definedness Witness 

FIS Feasibility of action Action 

WFIS Witness feasibility Witness 

THM Theorem Theorem 

INV Invariant preservation Action 

GRD Guard strengthening Guard 

SIM Action simulation Action 

Proof of well-definedness consists of checking whether the actual inputs to an expression adhere to 

the input constraints (e.g. type) of the expression. Checking POs are generated for all sub-

expressions within axioms, theorems, invariants, guards, actions and witnesses.  Checking the 

feasibility of an action is the proof that it provides a post-condition when its guards are satisfied. 

Feasibility of action proofs are typically required when non-deterministic assignments are made, 

and proof is needed that the assignee is not the empty set. Witness feasibility is proving that the 

witness’s abstract local variable can exist under the constraints of the witness expression. Theorem 

proof is the simple proof of the expression, given the visible hypotheses. Theorems may be stated 

in context or machine components. Theorems in a context component have visibility of all the 

contexts extended by it. Those in machines have visibility of the machine’s abstractions, seen 

contexts, and contexts extended by them. Proof of invariant preservation is the proof that an 
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invariant expression remains true in both the pre and post-conditions of an event. Proof of guard 

strengthening is checking that a refined event’s guards always satisfy its abstract’s guards: they 

may be exactly equivalent or more selective than the abstract, i.e. satisfied under a subset of the 

abstract guards’ conditions. Proof of action simulation is similar reasoning applied to the actions of 

the refined event: proof that the actions are equivalent to or a subset of the actions of the abstract. 

Axiom and theorem expressions form hypotheses for the discharging of subsequent POs. 

However, apart from well-definedness POs, axiom expressions do not require any proof, and can 

therefore be used to make logically contradictory statements, potentially leading to incorrect proofs 

of hypotheses. Therefore, theorems should be used over axioms if possible, as they must be proved 

in the context of previous hypotheses. In this role theorems provide a mechanism for providing 

intermediate hypotheses for assisting discharge of other POs. They may also serve another role: the 

proving of desired properties of the model, as discussed in Section 3.2.3 and employed in Section 

3.5.13. 

Event-B PO classes exist that do not occur when using the methodology. This is a result of 

their enabling keywords not being used (as described in Section 3.4.3) or enabling refinement 

techniques not being invoked. The unused PO classes are summarised in Table 11. 

Table 11. Unused Proof Obligation Classes.  

Expression Meaning Reason for omission 

EQL Equality of preserved variable 

during merge 

No merging of variables on event merging 

MRG Guard preservation during merge Identical guards used in merged events 

VWD Well-definedness of variant VARIANT not used in model 

FIN Finiteness for a set variant VARIANT not used in model 

NAT Natural number for numeric variant VARIANT not used in model 

VAR Decrease of variant VARIANT not used in model 

3.5 Construction Methodology 

The methodology consists of a range of techniques, described in this section. These fall into four 

general catagories: the overall development process, methods for structuring of the formal model, 

methods for constructing patterns, and methods for instantiating these patterns to define the 

particular components of the ISA. 
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Section 3.5.1 is the only member of the first category, describing the top-level development 

process, and the use of both formal and conventional techniques within it. Sections 3.5.2, 3.5.3, 

3.5.5, 3.5.12 and 3.5.13 compose the second category. These give methods for efficient ordering of 

refinements, insertion of new data structures into the model, elimination of redundant events, 

construction of models covering all state transitions, and verification of this property. Sections 

3.5.4, 3.5.6 and 3.5.11 compose the third category. These give methods for constructing type-

defining data patterns in the context parts of the Event-B model. Sections 3.5.7, 3.5.8, 0 and 3.5.10 

compose the final category. These describe instantiation of the context patterns to define the 

particular components of the ISA, specifically the memory system, flow-control mechanism and 

register file, and operations between them. Thus some methods include or are invoked by others: 

the resulting general flow of dependency between the methods in each section is summarised in 

Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Methods Dependency Flow 

3.5.1. ISA Development Process 

As described in Section 3.1 and Chapter 5, a particular ISA design is influenced by the 

requirements of its supporting compilation tools. Also, conventional programming techniques 

provide greater development productivity, at the cost of lower development rigour. Therefore, in 

order to achieve both rapid and robust development, the methodology includes a top-level 
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development process in which tool development is performed in parallel with that of the tools, and 

an ISA is prototyped and tested using conventional C programming techniques before formal 

construction is attempted. This introduces duplication of effort in ISA implementation, but the 

slower development in the formal development environment causes this to be outweighed by the 

greater speed of development and retest in the informal environment. This top level of the 

methodology is summarised by the flow chart in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2: Development Process Flow-Chart 

Initial high-level requirements are stated. For the purposes of the demonstration ISA 

described in Chapter 5, these are the ability to execute all C programming constructs after 

compilation to a minimal instruction set, without regard to execution efficiency.  

A representative sample of C functionality is captured in an example test program, and 

target compilation tools are used to compile it to a binary test executable for the ISA. The target 

tools are in turn produced using available host compilation tools (i.e. executing on the development 

environment platform). A prototype ISA is then hand-coded in C and compiled to a VM executable 

using host compilation tools, allowing the binary test executable to be evaluated for metrics such as 

image size or execution efficiency. Multiple iterations to the ISA detail may be made at this point. 

The C prototype also allows development of functions intended for re-use within the formally 

constructed version (i.e. implementations of un-interpreted functions).  

Once a working prototype has been achieved, the ISA is re-implemented using formal 

construction methods. Formal construction may inform changes to the initial specification. This is 

typically due to discovery of incorrect specification, e.g. a possible error condition that has not been 

identified during informal development. As the informal prototyping process is driven by support 
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for functionally correct programs, discovery of unsupported error conditions is a frequent example 

of this. Changes may also be made to the specification to simplify the formal construction process 

itself, e.g. grouping of assigned instruction codes in relation to their abstract meaning. Modification 

of the ISA design at this second stage requires that the prototype still be modified to reflect 

changes, and the first iterative loop be repeated.  

Once a working, formally constructed ISA has been achieved, a precise natural language 

document may be produced, capturing the detailed data structures and events of the formal model. 

The flow of information through the tools used in the process is summarised in Figure 3. 

Three groups of tools are used. Host C compilation tools are used to compile three separate items: 

the target compilation tools, the conventionally coded ISA prototype, and the formally derived ISA. 

The target compilation tools are then used to compile the ISA test executable. The Rodin 

environment with its Event-B to C translation extensions is used to create the formal model and 

generate its derived ISA source code. 

 

 

Figure 3: Development Process Tool Flow 

Figure 3 does not show those tools used for the development of the methodology tools themselves: 

notably the Eclipse development environment used to create the Rodin Event-B to C translation 

extension, described in Section 5.3. 
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3.5.2. Refinement Structuring 

Full ISA refinement may be considered to consist of two parts: a generic description of properties 

common to most ISAs, and a further refinement to a particular ISA. This conceptual division is 

only approximate, as some modification of the generic part is likely when re-used, but the intention 

is for this to be minimised. The order of refinement in the generic and specific parts of the 

methodology demonstration described in Chapter 4 is summarised in Table 12 and Table 13 

respectively. 

Table 12. Generic refinement summary.  

Layer Description 

 

StateMch Define machine states and transitions.  

Construct state machine transition events. 

ControlFlow Refine instruction to instruction array and program counter.  

Construct events based on program counter manipulation. 

RegArrayMch Introduce register file.  

Construct register file manipulation events. 

MemMch Introduce memory as abstraction and refine to byte-addressable form.  

Construct memory manipulation events. 

Table 13. ISA-specific refinement summary.  

Layer Description 

 

ConFlagMch Refine control-flow conditional to conditional-flag state variable.  

Construct comparison events modifying conditional-flag. 

CalcMch Refine abstract calculations to particular operations (add, subtract, multiply etc). 

MidasMch Assign numerical instruction codes. 

Fix undefined constants (memory space, sizes etc). 

Consideration is given to the order of the model’s refinements in order to allow its re-use with 

minimal modifications. Some layers of the model provide essential definitions necessary for later 

refinements, thus forcing their order with respect to each other. For example, a general state 

machine is constructed in the StateMch layer to model the ISA’s operating modes of normal 

execution and machine halting, before particular events causing such modes to be entered is refined 

in later layers. Similarly, state must be introduced with abstract modification events prior to their 

detailed refinement. Other refinements may be performed at any point in the modelling process, 

and are postponed as much as possible, in order to maximise the flexibility of the model. For 

example, a generic function specifying the combination of two elements of the register file and re-
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insertion of the result is specified in the RegMch layer in Table 12. However, the precise instances 

of two-operand algorithms supported by the demonstration ISA are postponed to the CalcMch layer 

in Table 13. Some elements of the specification may be considered orthogonal of one another, and 

ideally would be refined on separate refinement paths before being merged. However, current 

Event-B techniques do not support the splitting and re-merging of refinement paths, and a 

particular order must be imposed. In this case the simplest functionality is introduced first in order 

to postpone the introduction of complexity and its associated management burden being replicated 

through the refinement stages in which it plays no part. For example, in Table 12 construction of 

the register file in RegMch and the memory system in MemMch could be performed in either order, 

but RegMch is placed first due its greater simplicity. 

Throughout the model all the functionality of a single instruction execution is contained within 

a single event. Thus the ordering of unconnected actions during an instruction execution is 

deliberately abstracted, simplifying the model and maximising the range of possible 

implementations. For example formula (5) shows a simplification of a register-write instruction 

event, in which the variables regArray (representing the register file) and instPtr (representing the 

PC) are both modified. Representations of the PC and register file are described in Section 3.6.6 

and Section 3.5.8 respectively. The actions act1 and act2 are considered to be simultaneous, and 

therefore may occur in any order, even in parallel, in an implementation.  

RegWriteOk ≙ 

ANY srcData dstIndex instSize 

WHERE 

  grd1: srcData ∈ Data 

  grd2: dstIndex ∈ RegArrayDom 

  grd3: instSize ∈ ℕ 

THEN  

  act1: regArray(dstIndex) ≔ srcData 

  act2: instPtr ≔  instPtr + instSize 

END  

(5)   

In Event-B deadlock occurs when no actions are enabled by the machine state, causing further 

state transitions to cease. Implicit deadlock is defined here as deadlock due to no guard in the 

machine events being enabled, and explicit deadlock as deadlock due to events with no actions 

being enabled. Formula (6) shows an example event in which a state variable status being set to 
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HALTED causes machine transitions to stop: setting status to HALTED in another event may then 

explicitly enable this condition. Implicit deadlock is a valid Event-B construct, but is deemed 

invalid within the methodology. Machine deadlock is stated by the explicit enabling of a skip event 

such as formula (6). 

Halted ≙ 

WHERE 

  grd1: status = HALTED 

THEN  

  skip 

END  

(6)   

Thus, deadlock intended by the developer (explicit) and deadlock erroneously introduced (implicit) 

may be distinguished. As described in Section 3.5.13, this allows property proving to be performed 

on event guards for full coverage, as any non-enabling condition must be erroneous. As described 

in Section 5.3.6, explicit deadlock events inserted by the developer may be used to explicitly define 

machine termination, and automatic implementation generation tools may detect this to insert valid 

execution termination. 

3.5.3. Event Grouping 

All events pertaining to the execution of a particular instruction group are constructed together. An 

event describing the successful execution of the instruction is initially created by appropriate 

refinement of its abstract event. Complementary events describing all possible failure conditions 

for the instruction are then derived by the negation of each guard in the success event, within the 

constraints of a separate abstract failure event. One failure event is constructed for each negated 

guard. All failure events lead to only one action: setting the abstract state variable to the FAILED 

state. For example, formula (7) shows a simplification of the successful register-write event. Guard 

grd1 detects the execution of the RegWriteInst instruction. Guard grd2 verifies that the targeted 

index in the register file is valid, and grd3 verifies that the PC is to be incremented to a valid 

location. The insertion of grd2 and grd3 is enforced by the need to discharge well-definedness POs 

based on the type-defining invariants of regArray and instPtr. 
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RegWriteOk ≙ 

REFINES IncrInstOk 

ANY dstIndex instSize 

WHERE 

  grd1: instArray(instPtr) = RegWriteInst 

  grd2: dstIndex ∈ RegArrayDom 

  grd3: instPtr + instSize ∈ InstArrayDom 

THEN   

  act1: regArray(dstIndex) ≔ srcData 

  act2: instPtr ≔  instPtr + instSize 

END 

(7)   

Formula (8) shows the first derived failure event, triggered by the negation of grd2 in formula (7). 

This event describes the detection of an attempt to overwrite an invalid register file element. 

RegWriteBadIndex ≙ 

REFINES IncrInstFail 

ANY dstIndex 

WHERE 

  grd1: instArray(instPtr) = RegWriteInst 

  grd2: dstIndex ∉ RegArrayDom 

THEN  

  act1: status ≔ FAILED 

END 

(8)   

Formula (9) shows the other derived failure event, triggered by the negation of grd3 in formula (7). 

This event describes the detection of an attempt to increment the PC beyond its valid domain. 
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RegWriteBadPc ≙ 

REFINES IncrInstFail 

ANY instSize 

WHERE 

  grd1: instArray(instPtr) = RegWriteInst 

  grd2: instPtr + instSize ∉ InstArrayDom 

THEN  

  act1: status ≔ FAILED 

END  

(9)   

This refinement strategy implies non-determinism in the model; i.e. in the case of multiple failure 

conditions being enabled simultaneously, the precise event to be triggered is not defined. This 

strategy reduces the complexity of the refinement process and the complexity of the resulting 

model, as individual events specifying all combinations of error are not required. Employing a non-

deterministic model is justified by the construction of identical actions for all potentially 

ambiguous events. For example, formulae (8) and (9) are non-deterministic complementary 

outcomes to formula (7), but both lead to the machine status being set to the value FAILED, and are 

therefore functionally identical. 

Concepts local to individual instructions are represented by local variables within all the 

events triggered by that instruction. Using the construction methodology, identical concepts 

appearing in multiple events are represented by the repetition of the same variable name, and event 

refinements are made by the inclusion of identical witness statements across all the events of an 

instruction. For example, formulae (10) and (11) show the simplified guards of two events 

specifying the possible outcomes of a theoretical instruction NullInst. The success or failure of the 

internal operation of the instruction is represented by a Boolean operationOk, which is repeated in 

each event. 

NullOk ≙ 

REFINES InstOk 

ANY operationOk  

WHERE 

  grd1: inst ∈ NullInst 

  grd2: operationOk = TRUE 

THEN 

(10) 
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NullFail ≙ 

REFINES InstFail 

ANY operationOk  

WHERE 

  grd1: inst ∈ NullInst 

  grd2: operationOk = FALSE 

THEN 

(11) 

Thus the two possible outcomes of the instruction operation are represented by two separate events, 

linked by the repeated local variable. Formula (12) shows an example witness statement used to 

refine operationOk, defining the success of the operation as a source data availability flag being 

true, and an index within a destination data array being valid.  

operationOk =  

          bool(srcValid=TRUE ∧ dstIndex∈RegArrayDom) 

(12) 

The witness statement is inserted to all the events triggered by NullInst in the next refinement step. 

Thus grd2 of event NullOk formula (10) is refined to formula (13). 

grd1: srcValid = TRUE 

grd2: dstIndex ∈ RegArrayDom 

(13) 

Applying witness (12) to NullFail in formula (13) requires it to be refined to two separate failure 

events, in which grd2 of formula (11) is refined to guards (14) and (15) respectively. 

srcValid = FALSE (14) 

 

dstIndex ∉ RegArrayDom (15) 

3.5.4. Instruction Code Construction 

The entire instruction space of the ISA is initially represented by an abstract set Inst, defined by the 

Event-B SETS keyword in a context construct, shown in formula (16). This technique allows all 

aspects of the representation to be abstracted, including any numerical values that may be assigned 

by a particular implementation, or even whether a numerical representation (in contrast to some 

other symbolism) is used. 
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SETS 

Inst   // Set of all possible instructions 

(16) 

Inst represents all possible instructions that may be presented to the machine at run-time, including 

both valid (i.e. capable of being recognised and decoded to a valid operation) and invalid.  

Instruction groups are constructed by the successive division of sub-sets of Inst. The initial 

instance of this process is shown in formula (17), in which Inst is partitioned (i.e. divided into 

mutually exclusive sub-sets) into the two sub-sets ValidInst and InvalidInst, representing the valid 

and invalid regions of the instruction space.  

CONSTANTS 

ValidInst   // All valid instructions 

InvalidInst // All invalid instructions  

AXIOMS 

axm1: ValidInst ⊆ Inst            // Subset of Inst 

axm2: ValidInst ≠ ∅               // Valid instructions exist 

axm3: InvalidInst ⊆ Inst         // Subset of Inst 

axm4: InvalidInst ≠ ∅            // Invalid instructions exist 

axm5: ValidInst ⋂ InvalidInst = ∅    // Mutually exclusive 

axm6: ValidInst ⋃ InvalidInst = Inst // Complete coverage 

(17) 

In formula (17), axm1 and axm3 explicitly state that ValidInst and InvalidInst are part of the 

instruction space. Statements axm5 and axm6, are required to explicitly state that the sub-sets are 

mutually exclusive (i.e. no instruction can be both valid and invalid) and between them the sub-sets 

cover the entire instruction space. Thus both statements are required to partition Inst.  

Further instruction groups are constructed by applying a similar division process to 

ValidInst. For example, formula (18) shows the decomposition of ValidInst into StopInst 

(instructions that cause the machine to halt without error) and ExecInst (instructions that cause 

normal execution to proceed). 
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CONSTANTS 

ExecInst   // Normal execution instructions 

StopInst   // Machine halt instructions  

AXIOMS 

axm1: ExecInst ⊆ ValidInst    // Subset of ValidInst 

axm2: ExecInst ≠ ∅              // Normal must exist 

axm3: StopInst ⊆ ValidInst    // Subset of ValidInst 

axm4: StopInst ≠ ∅              // Halt instructions must exist 

axm5: ExecInst ⋂ StopInst = ∅           // Mutually exclusive 

axm6: ExecInst ⋃ StopInst = ValidInst // Complete coverage 

(18) 

In a similar fashion to axm4 of formula (17), axm4 of formula (18) enforces the construction of an 

explicit machine-halting instruction, which may not be appropriate for many ISAs [42]. In this 

case, axm4 would explicitly state that StopInst is the empty set. Similarly, axm2 of formula (18) 

enforces the construction of some normal operation instructions. However, subsequently derived 

sub-sets of ExecInst are not constrained to be non-empty, allowing them to be defined or not when 

applied to a particular ISA, using the method described in Section 3.5.12. Formula (19) illustrates 

this technique. 

 If an instruction group is split into several sub-sets at a single refinement step, this division 

technique becomes unwieldy as the required number of mutual exclusion statements rises. For 

example, formula (19) shows the axioms needed to sub-divide FetchImmInst into the three groups 

FetchImmByteInst, FetchImmShortInst and FetchImmLongInst. 
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axm1: FetchImmByteInst ⊆  FetchImmInst 

axm2: FetchImmShortInst ⊆  FetchImmInst 

axm3: FetchImmLongInst ⊆  FetchImmInst 

axm4: FetchImmInst =  FetchImmByteInst ⋃ 

                                       FetchImmShortInst ⋃ 

                                           FetchImmLongInst 

axm5: FetchImmByteInst ⋂  FetchImmShortInst =  ∅  

axm6: FetchImmShortInst ⋂  FetchImmLongInst =  ∅  

axm7: FetchImmLongInst ⋂  FetchImmByteInst =  ∅  

(19) 

Therefore, for divisions into four or more sub-sets, mutual exclusion is stated implicitly, by the use 

of a bijective [78] mapping function between each sub-set and a unique integer. This method is 

illustrated in formula (20). 

axm1: CmpEqInst ⊆  CmpInst 

axm2: CmpGtInst ⊆  CmpInst 

axm3: CmpLtInst ⊆  CmpInst 

axm4: CmpFgtInst ⊆  CmpInst 

axm5: CmpFltInst ⊆  CmpInst 

axm6: CmpInst =  CmpEqInst ⋃  CmpGtInst ⋃  CmpLtInst ⋃ 

                               CmpFgtInst ⋃  CmpFltInst 

axm7:    CmpInstIndex ∈ CmpInst ⤖ 1..5 

axm8:    CmpInstIndex[ CmpEqInst]  =  {1}   

axm9:    CmpInstIndex[ CmpGtInst]  =  {2} 

axm10:  CmpInstIndex[ CmpLtInst]  =  {3}  

 axm11: CmpInstIndex[ CmpFgtInst]  =  {4} 

 axm12: CmpInstIndex[ CmpFltInst]  =  {5}  

(20) 

Here CmpInst is divided into CmpEqInst, CmpGtInst, CmpLtInst, CmpFgtInst and CmpFltInst. This 

technique has the advantages of requiring fewer axiom statements to express multi-way exclusion 

between all sub-sets. For formula (20), ten explicit exclusion statements would be required to 

express the relationship expressed by axm7, axm8, axm9, axm10, axm11 and axm12. The 

correctness of the technique can be verified by the introduction of some (or all) of the explicit 

exclusion statements as theorems, as illustrated in formula (21). Such theorems will be 
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automatically expressed as POs by the Rodin Proof Obligation Generator, which may be discharged 

using the hypotheses given in formula (20). 

thm1: CmpEqInst ⋂  CmpGtInst = ∅ 

thm2: CmpEqInst ⋂  CmpLtInst = ∅ 

(21) 

Although a more efficient expression of multi-way exclusion, the bijective mapping form has the 

disadvantage of not explicitly stating the constructed relationship to the user, and clear comments 

should be included. A possible solution to this dilemma is described in Section 6.4.2. 

Subsequent elimination of instruction groups is possible by defining the sub-set as an empty set, 

via an axiom. For example, axiom (22) is a valid refinement of formula (19). 

axm1: FetchImmShortInst =  ∅   (22) 

The elimination of a derived sub-set allows axm4 of formula (19) to be restated as theorem (23). 

Being a theorem, the statement will yield a PO, which may be discharged. 

thm1:FetchImmInst =  FetchImmByteInst ⋃ FetchImmLongInst  (23) 

As stated previously, the specification of instruction groupings in terms of abstract sets 

allows any symbolic representation to be assigned to an instruction at a later refinement step. In 

practice a unique numerical code is usually assigned to each instruction, which may be specified by 

the bijective mapping function from the domain of numerical values to the set Inst given in axiom 

(24). 

 axm1: Int2Inst ∈ ℤ ⤖ Inst (24) 

Formula (25) shows an application of this method to an ISA with a byte-code architecture [62,96], 

which has an instruction space in the range 0-255. 

axm1: Inst2Inst ∈ 0..255 ⤖ Inst 

axm2: ∀x�(x≥0)∧(x≤15) ⇒ Int2Inst(x)∉ValidInst 

axm3: Int2Inst(16) ∈ NopInst 

(25) 

In formula (25) axm1 defines an initial bijective mapping between 0..255 and Inst, which ensures 

that each numerical value signifies a unique instruction. axm3 illustrates the simple definition of a 

single instruction code. The universal mapping function across a range of values given in axm2 is 

an efficient method for defining ranges of invalid codes. Range statements may also be derived as 

theorems, based on sets of individual mappings and corresponding sub-set axioms. For example, 

axm20 and axm21 of formula (26) may be combined with thm1 of theorem (23) to derive thm1 of 

formula (26). 
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AXIOMS 

axm20: Int2Inst(34) ∈ FetchImmByteInst 

axm21: Int2Inst(35) ∈ FetchImmLongInst 

THEOREMS  

thm1: ∀x�(x≥34)∧(x≤35) ⇒ Int2Inst(x) ∈ FetchImmInst 

(26) 

3.5.5. Instruction Action Construction 

Event-B allows for the introduction of new events (i.e. not refined from any abstract event) at any 

refinement step of a model. This is logically correct as the new event may be considered to be a 

refinement of an event with no guards or actions (i.e. skip). However, this technique is not used in 

the methodology: all events are derived by the refinement of an abstract event.  This enforces a 

hierarchical structure, allowing traceability of all events back to a single initial abstract event at 

initial model definition. The refinement of all events from an abstract form achieves one of the 

most useful aspects of the refinement process for the construction of complex systems: enforcement 

of property preservation across multiple refined events. For example, the demonstration model 

described in 4 introduces a concept of a variable status, a member of the enumerated set Status. 

Modification of status to a new value is included in an action in the single top-level event of the 

machine, shown in formula (27).  

act1: status :∈ STATUS (27) 

As all events are recursively refined from this event, their particular behaviour with respect to 

status must therefore be included, for example formula (28).  

act1: status ≔ FAILED (28) 

The example is described in more detail in Section 4.2.1. A hierarchical structure also allows 

efficient guard analysis algorithms to be implemented, such as that described in Section 3.5.13. 

The methodology must include a mechanism for the introduction of new state variables. This is 

achieved by the provision of a “no-operation” event NullOk and its preservation through all 

refinement steps. The event is triggered by a successively partitioned instruction group, but 

performs no actions apart from selection of the next instruction. A simplification of the initial event 

NullOk is shown in formula (29).  
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NullOk ≙ 

WHERE 

  grd1: inst ∈ NullInst 

THEN 

  act1: inst :∈ Inst 

  END 

(29) 

On the introduction of a new state variable into the model, the triggering instruction is divided 

using the methodology described in Section 3.5.4 and two corresponding events are refined. One 

event preserves the no-operation event: the other introduces an action allowing modification of the 

new variable, thus allowing modification in its subsequent refinements. For example, formula (29) 

is refined into formulae (30) and (31), in which instruction group NullInst is divided into Null2Inst 

and ConFlagWriteInst. Formula (30) preserves the no-operation event for subsequent re-use. 

NullOk ≙ 

REFINES NullOk 

WHERE 

  grd1: inst ∈ Null2Inst 

THEN 

  act1: inst :∈ Inst 

  END 

(30) 

Further modification of an introduced variable conFlag (declaration not shown here), is enabled by 

act1 of formula (31). 

ConFlagWriteOk ≙ 

REFINES NullOk 

WHERE 

  grd1: inst ∈ ConFlagWriteInst 

THEN 

  act1: conFlag :∈ BOOL 

  act2: inst :∈ Inst 

  END 

(31) 

At the final refinement step of a particular ISA, the no-operation event may be eliminated by 

definition of its triggering instruction as the empty set (as described in Section 3.5.4) or refined to 

the NOP instruction common to many ISAs. For example, the instruction division hierarchy created 

in the demonstration model described in Chapter 4 is summarised in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Null Instruction Hierarchy 

3.5.6. Data Modelling 

Modelling of an ISA within a formal environment highlights two common aspects of 

microprocessor design that greatly increase specification complexity: multiple interpretations of 

stored data and the fragmentation of large data elements across multiple smaller elements. For 

example, the same thirty-two bit long-word may be treated as an integer during an addition 

operation or a simple bit field during shift or bit-wise AND operations. This long-word will also be 

stored as four contiguous eight bit bytes. A data type handling system must therefore be constructed 

to explicitly express the correct interpretation for a given context. 

Data is initially defined as an abstract set Data, which implies nothing about the meaning of 

the information contained within it, shown in formula (32). 

SETS 

Data   // Abstraction of any data element 

(32) 

This definition is sufficient for the abstract modelling of data transfers within the machine to 

be modelled at an abstract level. For example, the action shown in formula (33) specifies the 

transfer of data from memory to the register file during a memory-fetch operation.  

act1: regArray(regIndex) := memArray(memIndex) (33) 

In this case, knowledge of the meaning of the data being transferred does not affect the outcome of 

the operation, and may therefore be abstracted. 

However, if a stored data element is used to affect the behaviour of the machine within the 

model, total mapping functions must be introduced to explicitly state a translation relationship 

between Data and its local interpretation. In hardware design and C applications, this translation is 

implicit, potentially leading to ambiguity of behaviour. The most common example in any ISA is 

usually the interpretation of Data as a sub-set of the integers, illustrated in formula (34). 

IncrInst 

NullInst 

Null2Inst 

Null3Inst 

  NopInst 

ConFlagInst 

MemWriteInst 

RegWriteInst 
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axm1: DataInt ⊆ ℤ 

axm2: Data2Int ∈ Data → DataInt 

axm3: Int2Data ∈ DataInt → Data 

(34) 

Although axm2 and axm3 state the existence of translation mappings and axm1 states that 

only a sub-set of the integers may be expressed by Data, all other details are still abstracted, for 

example the numerical values assigned to each member of Data and the value range of DataInt. 

These details may be ISA-specific and precise specification is therefore postponed to later 

refinement stages. An example action showing storage of the PC to the register file using this 

method is shown in formula (35). 

act1: regArray(regIndex) := Int2Data(instPtr) (35) 

After the definition of the abstract Data type, refinements are introduced to capture the 

different data sizes generally used within a computing machine: 8-bits (byte), 16-bits (short) and 

32-bits (long). Although this paradigm is not necessarily universal, its use is so ubiquitous [41] that 

no other abstraction is constructed. DataLong, DataShort and DataByte are initially refined from 

Data as the three nested sub-sets in formula (36), representing the properties that any DataByte 

may be contained by a DataShort, and any DataShort contained by a DataLong. 

CONSTANTS 

DataLong    

DataShort      

DataByte 

AXIOMS 

DataLong ⊆ Data    

DataShort ⊆ DataLong  

DataByte ⊆ DataShort  

(36) 

The implicit property of any DataByte being contained by a DataLong may then be shown as the 

theorem in formula (37), and the resulting PO discharged. 

thm1: DataByte ⊆ DataLong (37) 

Construction of DataLong, DataShort and DataByte is accompanied by refinement of the 

discussed type-translation mappings. For example, the Data2Int mapping defined in formula (34) is 

initially refined in formula (39).  
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CONSTANTS 

DataLongInt 

DataLong2Int 

AXIOMS 

axm1: DataLongInt = DataInt         

axm2: DataLong2Int ∈ DataLong → DataLongInt 

axm3: ∀x·x∈DataLong ⇒ DataLong2Int(x)=Data2Int(x) 

(38) 

Precise integer values expressible by a DataLong may be explicitly stated by further refinement of 

DataLongInst, shown in formula (39). 

axm1: DataLongInt = 2147483647..2147483647 (39) 

The property of DataLong being composed of four DataByte elements is initially specified 

via an abstract mapping function that generates a single DataLong from four DataBytes, shown in 

formula (40).  

axm1: DataBytes2DataLong ∈  

      DataByte × DataByte × DataByte × DataByte  

         → DataLong 

(40) 

Conversely, abstract record accessor mapping functions [31] are defined to specify the extraction of 

each DataByte element, shown in formula (41). 

axm2: DataLong2DataByte0 ∈ DataLong → DataByte 

axm3: DataLong2DataByte1 ∈ DataLong → DataByte 

axm4: DataLong2DataByte2 ∈ DataLong → DataByte 

axm5: DataLong2DataByte3 ∈ DataLong → DataByte 

(41) 

The location of each DataByte within a DataLong must also be defined. In formula (42), the 

DataLong constructed by DataBytes2DataLong is specified as four contiguous DataBytes at any 

location within a generic array. 

axm6: ∀A,m,n,i,l·A∈m‥n+3→DataByte ∧ i∈m‥n ⇒  

   l=DataBytes2DataLong(A(i)↦A(i+1)↦A(i+2)↦A(i+3)) 

(42) 

In formula (42), axm6 is complemented by formula (43), stating the position of each DataByte 

accessed by each of the record accessor functions. 
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axm7:  

 ∀a,b,c,d,l· 

 a∈DataByte ∧ b∈DataByte ∧ c∈DataByte ∧ d∈DataByte ∧ 

 l∈DataLong ∧ l=DataBytes2DataLong(a↦b↦c↦d) ⇒  

 a=DataLong2DataByte0(l) ∧  

  b=DataLong2DataByte1(l) ∧  

 c=DataLong2DataByte2(l) ∧  

  d=DataLong2DataByte3(l) 

(43) 

Collectively, these statements implicitly define the machine’s byte-order, or endianess [49], as little 

endian (i.e. the least significant byte of a multi-byte element is stored at the lower address of a 

storage array).  

A similar process is then used to construct the component DataBytes of a DataShort. 

Another abstract mapping function, generating a DataShort from two DataBytes is given (44). 

axm1: DataBytes2DataShort ∈  

             DataByte × DataByte → DataShort 

(44) 

Separate abstract record accessor mapping functions specifying the extraction of each DataByte 

element from a DataShort are not required, as these are already implicit in formula (41) due to 

DataShort being a subset of DataLong, as stated in formula (36). 

In formula (45) the DataShort constructed by DataBytes2DataShort is specified as two 

contiguous DataBytes at any location within a generic array. 

axm2:  

∀A,m,n,i,s·A∈m‥n+1→DataByte ∧ i∈m‥n ⇒  

   S=DataBytes2DataShort(A(i)↦A(i+1)) 

(45) 

In formula (46) the relationship between a DataShort and a DataLong is established in 

terms of their component DataBytes.  

axm3:  

 ∀a,b,c,d· 

 a∈DataByte ∧ b∈DataByte ∧ c∈DataByte ∧ d∈DataByte 

  ⇒  

   DataBytes2DataLong(a↦b↦c↦d)= 

    DataBytes2DataShort(a↦b) 

(46) 
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In keeping with little-endian byte ordering, a DataShort is defined as contained within the lower 

two DataBytes of a DataLong.  

Combination of the hypotheses implicit in these axioms allows restatements to be made as 

theorems, and their correctness verified by discharging of the resulting PO. In formula (47), thm1 

derives the DataBytes extracted via the functions in formula (41), from the axioms in formulae (43) 

and (46). 

thm1:  

 ∀a,b,s· a∈DataByte ∧ b∈DataByte ∧ s∈DataShort ∧  

  s=DataBytes2DataShort(a↦b) ⇒  

  a=DataLong2DataByte0(s) ∧ b=DataLong2DataByte1(s) 

(47) 

Although not used in the ISA demonstration model, an additional level of refinement may be added 

to the data specification. A new type Byte, equivalent to DataByte is created, and two other new 

types Short and Long, are then defined to be arrays of this, shown in formula (48). 

CONSTANTS 

Byte 

Short 

Long 

AXIOMS 

axm1: Byte = DataByte 

axm2: Short = 0..1 → Byte 

axm3: Long = 0..3 → Byte  

(48) 

Theorems expressing these types on terms of DataByte, DataShort and DataLong are constructed 

by instantiation of previous axioms and theorems. In formula (49), thm1 states a translation 

between the component Bytes of a Long and a DataLong, derived by instantiation of axm6 in 

formula (42). 

thm1:  

 ∀l,d·l∈Long ⇒  

 d=DataBytes2DataLong(l(0)↦l(1)↦l(2)↦l(3))  

(49) 

In this instance the four DataByte elements of l provide the contiguous array elements in A. 
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3.5.7. Data Memory Construction 

The basic functionality of data storage memory is common to virtually all ISAs: a randomly 

accessible array of data elements, indexed by a contiguous sub-set of the natural numbers. Formula 

(50) shows the top-level abstraction of this memory system.  

VARIABLES 

memArray 

INVARIANTS 

typedef1: memArray ∈ MemArrayDom → Data 

(50) 

The stored state of the memory is represented by the variable memArray, defined as a 

mapping from a domain definition (which is defined separately) to the most abstract Data set, 

discussed in Section 3.5.6. The mapping domain MemArrayDom (effectively the address space of 

the memory) is constructed in formula (51). The precise definition of the upper and lower limits of 

the space is deliberately postponed: axm1 and axm2 constrain their values to be positive, axm3 

implicitly defines the space size to be at least one, and a symbol MemArrayDom is defined in axm4. 

CONSTANTS  

 MinMemPointer 

 MaxMemPointer 

 MemArrayDom 

AXIOMS  

 axm1: MinMemPointer ∈ ℕ 

 axm2: MaxMemPointer ∈ ℕ 

 axm3: MinMemPointer ≤ MaxMemPointer 

 axm4: MemArrayDom = MinMemPointer‥MaxMemPointer 

(51) 

This definition is sufficient for the abstract modelling of data transfers within the machine and 

enforcing high-level system properties, without needing to consider the effects of other details. For 

example, the simplified event shown in formula (52) specifies the loading of an unspecified data 

element data to a memory location.  
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MemWriteOk ≙ 

ANY data memIndex 

WHERE 

 grd1: data ∈ Data 

 grd2: memIndex ∈ MemArrayDom 

THEN  

 act1: memArray(memIndex) := data 

END  

(52) 

A PO is generated requiring proof that memIndex is a member of MemArrayDom, in order to 

maintain memArray’s type-defining invariant. This can only be satisfied by the inclusion of an 

appropriate guard, such as grd2. In this way the formal definition of abstract state properties drives 

the form of the events acting on it. 

 A common property of most ISAs is the use of eight-bit data elements in data memory and 

the storage of multi-byte data (i.e. DataShort and DataLong) as their component bytes across 

multiple contiguous locations. A significant side effect of this storage method is the implicit 

modification of subsequent address locations by the writing of a single multi-byte data element. For 

example, Figure 5 shows the loading of a DataLong to memory: the data elements visible at the 

three following locations will also change. 

 

Figure 5: Data to Byte Mapping 

This effect is visible via the machine’s instructions, and therefore to applications written in low-

level programming languages such as assembler or C, and must therefore be captured by a model.  

Refinement of the abstract memory model to one including these effects is performed in two 

stages. An intermediate refinement of formula (52) is introduced to specify each element of the 

memByteArray memArray 

DataLong DataByte 
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DataByte 
DataByte 

DataLong 
DataLong 
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memory as the particular sub-set DataLong of Data, shown in formula (53). This step is inserted to 

simplify the proving process, rather than to provide any useful additional level of abstraction.  

VARIABLES 

 memArrayDataLong 

INVARIANTS 

 typedef1: memArrayDataLong ∈  

            MemArrayDom → DataLong 

 gluing1:  ∀x·x∈MemArrayDom ⇒  

          memArray(x)=memArrayDataLong(x) 

(53) 

Event-B requires that a new state variable memArrayDataLong be introduced and typed by 

typedef1, and a gluing invariant gluing1 establish equivalence across the entire domain 

MemArrayDom via a universal quantifier. As DataShort and DataByte are sub-sets of DataLong, 

this specification implicitly allows these smaller data types to be accessed at each address. Thus 

events handling Data types in the abstract model may be split into separate events handling each 

type, although modification of subsequent elements is not introduced here. For example, formula 

(54) shows a simplification of the event writing data of type DataShort to memory. 

MemWriteShortOk ≙ 

REFINES 

 MemWriteOk 

ANY data memIndex 

WHERE 

 grd1: data ∈ DataShort 

 grd2: memIndex ∈ MemArrayDom 

THEN  

 act1: memArrayDataLong(memIndex) := data 

END  

(54) 

The memory state is then fully refined to an array memArrayDataByte of DataBytes by 

typedef1 in formula (55).  
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VARIABLES 

 memArrayDataByte 

INVARIANTS 

 typedef1: 

  memArrayDataByte ∈ MemByteArrayDom → DataByte 

 gluing1:  

∀x·x∈MemArrayDom ⇒  

  memArrayDataLong(x)=  

   DataBytes2DataLong(memArrayDataByte(x)↦  

                       memArrayDataByte(x+1)↦ 

                        memArrayDataByte(x+2)↦ 

                         memArrayDataByte(x+3)) 

(55) 

The relationship between each DataLong in the abstract and its multiple component DataBytes is 

established by the invariant gluing1, applying the mapping function DataBytes2DataLong 

discussed in Section 3.5.6 across the entire memory domain. A consequence of this refinement is 

the need to refine the abstract memory domain MemArrayDom to MemByteArrayDom in order to 

accommodate the three additional DataByte elements mapped to the last DataLong of the abstract 

memory state (illustrated in Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6: Extension of Memory End 

This refinement, shown in formula (56), is enforced by the need to discharge POs generated by type 

defining invariants. As with the definition of MemArrayDom in formula (51), the precise definition 

of the space is postponed, all definitions being made relative to MemArrayDom. The exception is 

the literal statement of the data size, based on the assumed universality of the size of DataLong.  

MaxMemBytePointer 

DataLong DataByte 
DataByte 
DataByte 
DataByte 

MaxMemPointer 
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CONSTANTS  

 MinMemBytePointer 

 MaxMemBytePointer 

 MemByteArrayDom 

AXIOMS  

 axm1: MinMemBytePointer ∈ ℕ 

 axm2: MaxMemBytePointer ∈ ℕ 

 axm3: MinMemBytePointer = MinMemPointer 

 axm4: MaxMemBytePointer = MaxMemPointer + 3 

 axm5: MemByteArrayDom = 

                MinMemBytePointer..MaxMemBytePointer 

(56) 

Detailed refinement of multi-byte accesses to the memory is now possible. Formula (57) shows the 

event MemWriteLongOk, which defines the extraction of the component DataBytes of a DataLong 

and their simultaneous insertion into four contiguous locations of memArrayDataByte.  

MemWriteLongOk ≙ 

 REFINES MemWriteLongOk 

 ANY data byte memIndex 

 WHERE 

  grd1: data ∈ DataLong 

  grd2: byte ∈ 0..3 → DataByte 

  grd3: byte(0) =  DataLong2DataByte0(data) 

  grd4: byte(1) =  DataLong2DataByte1(data) 

  grd5: byte(2) =  DataLong2DataByte2(data) 

  grd6: byte(3) =  DataLong2DataByte3(data) 

  grd7: memIndex ∈ MemArrayDom 

 WITH 

  data = DataBytes2DataLong(byte(0)↦byte(1)↦                                         

                             byte(2)↦byte(3))                                 

 THEN  

  act1: memArrayDataByte :=   

          memArrayDataByte 

           ◁{memIndex↦byte(0)} 

            ◁{memIndex+1↦byte(1)} 

             ◁{memIndex+2↦byte(2)} 

              ◁{memIndex+3↦byte(3)}  

 END  

(57) 
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Establishing the correctness of the gluing invariant gluing1 from formula (55), and hence the 

correctness of the refinement, for such modifying events yields complex POs requiring careful 

manually directed proof. For example formula (58) shows the PO establishing gluing1 in formula 

(55), which enforces the relationship between each DataLong and its four component DataBytes 

across the entire memory space MemArrayDom.  

∀ x·x∈MemArrayDom 

  ⇒ 

(memArrayDataLong  {memIndex ↦  

   DataBytes2DataLong(byte(0) ↦ byte(1)↦ 

                       byte(2) ↦ byte(3))})(x) 

 = DataBytes2DataLong( 

    (memArrayDataByte 

     {memIndex ↦ byte(0)} 

      {memIndex+1 ↦ byte(1)} 

       {memIndex+2 ↦ byte(2)} 

        {memIndex+3 ↦ byte(3)})(x)  

  ↦ (memArrayDataByte 

     {memIndex ↦ byte(0)} 

      {memIndex+1 ↦ byte(1)} 

       {memIndex+2 ↦ byte(2)} 

        {memIndex+3 ↦ byte(3)})(x+1)  

  ↦ (memArrayDataByte 

     {memIndex ↦ byte(0)} 

      {memIndex+1 ↦ byte(1)} 

       {memIndex+2 ↦ byte(2)} 

        {memIndex+3 ↦ byte(3)})(x+2)  

  ↦ (memArrayDataByte 

     {memIndex ↦ byte(0)} 

      {memIndex+1 ↦ byte(1)} 

       {memIndex+2 ↦ byte(2)} 

        {memIndex+3 ↦ byte(3)})(x+3))  

(58) 

Proving of the hypothesis implied by formula (58) is performed by the decomposition of the 

hypothesis into nine scenarios, corresponding to the possible values of x with respect to memIndex, 

as illustrated in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Memory Write Decomposition 

Each scenario may them be proved individually. For example, formula (59) shows the intermediate 

hypothesis for the scenario for memIndex=x+1. 

memArrayDataLong(x) = 

DataBytes2DataLong(memArrayDataByte(x) ↦  

                    byte(0) ↦  

                     byte(1) ↦  

                      byte(2)) 

(59) 

This is turn is established by the hypotheses in formulae (60), (61) and (62).  

byte(0) = memArrayDataByte(x+1) (60) 

 

byte(0) = DataLong2DataByte0(data) (61) 

 

data = DataBytes2DataLong(byte(0)↦ 

                            byte(1)↦ 

                               byte(2)↦ 

                                 byte(3)) 

(62) 

The gluing invariant may also also be proved to hold for the writing of DataShort and DataByte to 

memArrayDataByte by a similar process. 

This refinement method does give an unwanted side effect. A valid write domain of 

MemArrayDom is established for the abstract memory-writing event in formula (52), which is then 

refined to write events for DataByte, DataShort and DataLong. Due to the enforcement of guard 
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similarity in concrete events, this domain restriction is preserved. This is a valid restriction for the 

DataLong event, but causes last three DataBytes of memory to be inaccessible via a DataByte 

access event, and the last two DataBytes to be inaccessible via a DataShort access event.  

3.5.8. Instruction Memory Construction 

In Section 3.5.4 a mechanism for the definition of instruction groups within a model context is 

described: this type construction is used to create and refine a state variable within the model, 

representing the instruction currently selected for execution. This is initially represented as a single 

instruction variable inst of type Inst, shown in formula (63), thus abstracting the precise mechanism 

of its storage and selection.  

VARIABLES 

 inst 

INVARIANTS 

 typedef1: inst ∈ Inst 

(63) 

Selection of a new instruction is initially represented in an equally abstract fashion, by the 

transformation of inst into a new, indeterminate member of Inst. Formula (64) shows the very 

abstract event Iterate, which specifies this.  

Iterate ≙ 

BEGIN 

  act1: inst :∈ Inst 

  END 

(64) 

This initial abstraction is introduced to demonstrate the potential for other instruction selection 

mechanisms. Even refinement to the tape and symbolic representation mechanism of the original 

example of the Universal Turing Machine [91] is conceivable. 

In practice, most computing machines share the common instruction mechanism described 

in Section 3.1, i.e. selection of an instruction from a pre-loaded contiguous array via a modifiable 

indexing variable, referred to as the Program Counter (PC). Thus the inst variable is specifically 

refined to an indeterminate array instArray, representing the stored program, and a scalar variable 

instPtr, representing the PC, shown in formula (65).  
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VARIABLES 

 instArray 

 instPtr 

INVARIANTS 

 typedef1: instArray ∈ InstArrayDom → Inst 

 typedef2: instPtr ∈ InstArrayDom 

 gluing1:  inst = instArray(instPtr) 

(65) 

The creation of a new instruction given in formula (64) is therefore refined to selection of a new 

(still indeterminate) value of instPtr, shown in formula (66). 

act1: instPtr :∈ InstArrayDom (66) 

Construction of the domain of instArray is shown in formula (67), using a similar technique to 

formula (56), used to construct the ISA data memory in Section 3.5.7. 

CONSTANTS 

 MaxVector 

 InstArrayDom 

AXIOMS  

 axm1: MaxVector ∈ ℕ1 

 axm2: InstArrayDom = 1‥MaxVector 

(67) 

Modelling of the stored program as a state variable allows for its modification at any time 

during execution, the conditions under which modification is possible being defined by the 

accompanying events of the machine. Abstract modelling of a Harvard architecture (which prevent 

write-access to the stored program) [59] could be achieved by the definition of the stored program 

as an Event-B constant. However, a variable-based approach is more useful if complete refinement 

is required, as a program may still be loaded from an external source prior to execution initiation. 

This level of abstraction allows many features of the ISA’s instructions to be refined 

without specifying details, such as its encoding mechanism. For example, formula (68) shows a 

simplified later refinement of the abstract event shown in formula (64), specifying the successful 

execution of the instruction group ExecInst. 
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ExecInstOk ≙ 

ANY newInstPtr 

WHERE 

 grd1: instArray(instPtr) ∈ ExecInst 

 grd2: newInstPtr ∈ InstArrayDom 

THEN  

 act1: instPtr ≔ newInstPtr 

END  

(68) 

An example later refinement of formula (68) is given in formula (69), in which the instruction 

group IncrInst is executed successfully. IncrInst represents those instructions that cause instPtr to 

be incremented. 

IncrInstOk ≙ 

REFINES ExecInstOk 

ANY instSize 

WHERE 

 grd1: instArray(instPtr) ∈ IncrInst 

 grd2: instSize ∈ ℕ1 

 grd5: instPtr + instSize ∈ InstArrayDom 

WITNESSES  

 newInstPtr: newInstPtr =  instPtr + instSize 

THEN  

 act1: instPtr :=  instPtr + instSize  

END 

(69) 

 In order to pursue the refinement process through to implementation, the encoding 

mechanism must be represented in the model. This is performed in two stages: assignment of 

numerical values to the instructions using the mechanism discussed in Section 3.5.4, and 

representation of these numerical codes within a data memory system as discussed in Section 3.6.5. 

Thus the last level of instruction abstraction is refined, with the representation of the stored 

program in the same format as manipulated data. Applying numerical codes to each instruction 

rather than directly assigning bit patterns to instructions gives advantages. A human developer is 

more familiar with numerical values during assignment of instruction codes, and model flexibility 

is improved by allowing the method of storage in the data storage system to be changed 
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independently of the numerical mappings. For example, data representation of values could be 

discarded completely and the instruction space modelled as a numerical array.  

In the current methodology, the two-stage translation of abstract instructions to stored data 

patterns is constructed in a single refinement step, shown in formula (70). The instruction code 

mapping function shown in formula (24) is forward-composed with the numerical mapping 

function shown in formula (34) and applied to an instance of data memory memByte, an array of 

DataBytes. 

typedef1: memByte ∈ MemDom → DataByte  

gluing1:  

 ∀x·x∈InstArrayDom ⇒  

  instArray(x) = (DataByte2Int;Int2Inst)(memByte(x)) 

(70) 

The accompanying context provides an axiom stating that the domain of instArray may be 

contained within that of memByte, shown in formula (71). 

 axm1: ∀x·x∈InstArrayDom ⇒ x∈MemDom (71) 

An example of an accompanying event refinement is shown in formulae (72), (73) and (74). The 

guard of an abstract event is shown in formula (72).  

 grd1: instArray(instPtr) ∈ NopInst (72) 

An instance of formula (24), allocating a code of 16 to NopInst, is shown in formula (73). 

 axm3: Int2Inst(16) ∈ NopInst (73) 

The resulting accompanying refinement of formula (72) is shown in formula (74).  

 grd1: op = memByte(instPtr) 

 grd2: opVal = DataByte2Int(op) 

 grd3: opVal = 16  

(74) 

This refinement is achieved by the simultaneous transformation of instArray by invariant gluing1 in 

formula (70), the application of the NopInst numerical mapping given in formula (73), and the 

introduction of intermediate local variables op and opVal in order to unroll the otherwise deeply 

nested statement. 

3.5.9. Unified Memory Construction 

Construction of the data memory and instruction regions of the ISA have been described in Section 

3.5.7 and Section 3.5.8, in which state variables instArray and memArray are defined as arrays of 

abstract types and refined to separate arrays of type DataByte. Many practical ISAs store both of 

these data sets in a single memory system, and therefore the methodology supports the merging of 

these state elements into a single state variable. 
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The unified memory variable memByte is defined as an array of DataBytes with domain 

MemDom, shown in formula (75).  

typedef1: memByte ∈ MemDom → DataByte (75) 

The definition of MemDom is derived from the domain definition of MemByteArrayDom and 

InstArrayDom, shown in formulae (56) and (67) respectively. A value range including the upper 

and lower bounds of each domain is specified in formula (76), and MemByteArrayDom is specified 

above InstArrayDom in the memory space in formula (77). 

axm1: MemDom = 1‥MaxMemBytePointer (76) 

 

axm1:MinMemBytePointer > MaxVector + MaxInstSize (77) 

 Desired properties may be verified by the inclusion of appropriate theorems. For example, formula 

(78) asserts that all four of the component DataBytes of a DataLong may be contained in the 

unified space, and formula (79) asserts that instruction codes may be contained in it. Discharging 

these POs therefore proves the assertions. 

thm1: ∀x·x∈MemArrayDom ⇒ x∈MemDom 

thm2: ∀x·x∈MemArrayDom ⇒ x+1∈MemDom 

thm3: ∀x·x∈MemArrayDom ⇒ x+2∈MemDom 

thm4: ∀x·x∈MemArrayDom ⇒ x+3∈MemDom 

(78) 

 

thm1: ∀x·x∈InstArrayDom ⇒ x∈MemDom (79) 

 The non-intersection of the two abstract spaces can also be proved. For example, formula (80) 

provides theorems asserting that none of the component DataBytes of a DataLong will encroach on 

the instruction space. Again these are proved by PO discharge. 

thm1: ∀x·x∈MemArrayDom ⇒ x∉InstArrayDom 

thm2: ∀x·x∈MemArrayDom ⇒ x+1∉InstArrayDom 

thm3: ∀x·x∈MemArrayDom ⇒ x+2∉InstArrayDom 

thm4: ∀x·x∈MemArrayDom ⇒ x+3∉InstArrayDom 

(80) 

As well as confirming desired properties to the developer, instantiations of such universal 

quantifiers may also be used to discharge well-definedness POs for the events of the refinement.  

Gluing invariants establish the correspondence between the separate and unified spaces. A 

simple universal mapping across the domain MemByteArrayDom (a sub-set of MemDom) maps the 

data memory memArrayDataByte to memByte, shown in formula (81). 
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gluing2:  

 ∀x·x∈MemByteArrayDom ⇒  

  memArrayDataByte(x)=memByte(x) 

(81) 

The more complex universal quantifier already shown in formula (70) maps the abstract instruction 

memory to memByte via chained mapping functions. 

Abstract memory-mapped IO devices may be specified in initially indeterminate locations 

in the data space, shown in formula (82). 

axm1: IoLocation ∈ MemArrayDom (82) 

Immediately prior to implementation, actual numerical values are assigned within the constraints of 

the previously constructed requirements. Example assignments meeting these requirements are 

given in formula (83). 

axm1: MaxVector = 99992 

axm2: MinMemBytePointer = 100000 

amx3: MaxMemBytePointer = 299999 

axm4: IoLocation = 299996 

(83) 

The unification methodology may be applied to multiple separate elements. For example, a 

read-only memory region, loaded at start up in a similar fashion to the instruction space and 

inaccessible to the executing program, could be separately constructed and merged into memByte. 

3.5.10. Register File Construction 

Register files generally adopt one of three paradigms: register array, stack or accumulator [41]. 

For the register array paradigm, elements of an indexed data array are explicitly referenced by 

integers embedded as fields within an instruction. Operations may therefore act on any elements of 

the array, at the cost of larger instructions being required to specify all operand indexes. In the 

stack paradigm, array elements are implicitly indexed relative to a stack counter or pointer that is 

incremented or decremented by the actions of instructions moving data to and from the stack. 

Operations are performed on data at fixed offsets from the counter, reducing individual instruction 

sizes at the cost of the greater executable complexity needed to manage the operand locations 

within the stack. In the accumulator paradigm, operands are loaded into dedicated registers that are 

either individually named or at fixed indexes within an array. The method initially introduces the 

abstract register file as an indexed array of data elements, as this form may be subsequently refined 

to all three paradigms by initial representation of indexes as local variables and subsequent 

refinement to any of the three paradigms.  
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Initial abstraction of the register file to individual register variables (effectively the 

accumulator paradigm) with subsequent refinement to the stack paradigm has been demonstrated 

[96], and is worthy of discussion. A part of this initial abstraction is shown in formula (84), in 

which registers representing the input operands and result of a two-input operation are defined. 

VARIABLES op1 op2 res 

INVARIANT 

 typedef1: op1 ∈ DataLong 

 typedef2: op2 ∈ DataLong 

 typedef3: res ∈ DataLong 

(84) 

An example simplification of an accompanying event, in which the operand registers are combined 

via an indeterminate function into the result register, is shown in formula (85). 

DualOpOk ≙ 

ANY funcRes 

WHERE 

 grd1: funcRes = DualOpFunc(op1↦op2) 

THEN  

 act1: result ≔ funcRes  

END  

(85) 

The individual registers of formula (84) may be refined to elements of a stack consisting of a data 

array and an index counter, via gluing invariants associating each register with an element relative 

to the index counter.  

However, initially defining the register file as an indexed array allows for more efficient 

refinement to all three paradigms, as the imposition of functionality to individual elements may be 

deferred to later in the refinement process. More significantly, functionality may be defined purely 

within the scope of a particular event and its refinements by the use of local variables as indexes. 

The use of fixed or global indexes with potentially complex gluing invariants is therefore avoided, 

along with the accompanying burden of PO discharge. 

The abstract definition of the register file is therefore given as an indeterminate array 

regArray of the abstract Data type, shown in formula (86). 

typedef1: regArray ∈ RegArrayDom → Data (86) 

The definition of the register space shown in formula (87) follows the pattern established for the 

memory space MemArrayDom in formula (51). The precise definition of the limits of the register 
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space is deliberately postponed, although axm3 in formula (87) implicitly defines the space size to 

be at least one. 

CONSTANTS  

 MinRegIndex 

 MaxRegIndex 

 RegArrayDom 

AXIOMS  

 axm1: MinRegIndex ∈ ℕ 

 axm2: MaxRegIndex ∈ ℕ 

 axm3: MinRegIndex ≤ MaxRegIndex 

 axm4: RegArrayDom = MinRegIndex..MaxRegIndex 

(87) 

In a similar theorem to the intermediate refinement of the data memory used in Section 

3.5.7, regArray is trivially refined to regArrayDataLong, of type DataLong. This level of 

refinement is sufficient for full refinement to all three register file paradigms. 

VARIABLES regArrayDataLong 

INVARIANT 

 typedef1:regArrayDataLong ∈ RegArrayDom → DataLong 

 gluing1: ∀i·i∈RegArrayDom ⇒ regArray(i) = 

            regArrayDataLong(i) 

(88) 

As stated previously, abstract events (i.e. those before the definition of the precise register 

file paradigm) reference register file elements via locally defined indexes. Formula (89) shows a 

simplified example of the abstract overwriting of a single register, via an index variable dstIndex. 

RegWriteOk ≙ 

 ANY dstIndex srcData 

 WHERE 

grd3: dstIndex ∈ RegArrayDom 

grd4: srcData ∈ Data 

 THEN  

act1: regArray(dstIndex) ≔ srcData 

 END  

(89) 

In the case of a register array ISA, the register index dstIndex is extended to an abstract record 

accessor mapping function [31], stating that the index is extracted from the current instruction, 

shown in formula (90). 
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RegArrayWriteOk ≙ 

 REFINES RegWriteOk 

 ANY instr dstIndex srcData 

 WHERE 

  grd1: instr = instArray(instPtr) 

grd2: dstIndex = Inst2DstIndex(instr) 

grd3: dstIndex ∈ RegArrayDom 

grd4: srcData ∈ DataLong 

 THEN  

act1: regArrayDataLong(dstIndex) ≔ srcData 

 END 

(90) 

In the case of a stack ISA, a new variable stkSize representing the stack counter is first introduced 

by formula (91). 

VARIABLES 

 stkSize 

INVARIANT 

 typedef1: stkSize ∈ 0‥MaxRegArraySize 

(91) 

The register index dstIndex is now extended to track stkSize, shown in formula (92). The action of 

the event on stkSize is also introduced here.  

StkWriteOk ≙ 

 REFINES RegWriteOk 

 ANY dstIndex srcData 

 WHERE 

grd1: stkSize < MaxRegArraySize 

grd2: dstIndex = stkSize 

grd3: srcData ∈ DataLong 

 THEN  

act1: regArrayDataLong(dstIndex) ≔ srcData 

act2: stkSize ≔ stkSize + 1 

 END 

(92) 

Alternatively, dstIndex could be eliminated by the inclusion of an appropriate witness statement. 

Significantly, the relationship between stkSize and dstIndex is established purely within the scope 

of the event StkWriteOk, so that no gluing invariant is required.  
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Although not demonstrated by the example model in Chapter 4, the method allows for 

construction of the individual registers of an accumulator ISA. Specific elements of the register 

array are mapped to separate register variables by a gluing invariant of the form shown in formula 

(93).  

INVARIANTS  

 typedef1: reg0 ∈ DataLong 

 typedef2: reg1 ∈ DataLong 

 gluing1: reg0 = regArrayDataLong(0) 

 gluing2: reg1 = regArrayDataLong(1) 

(93) 

Events may then be refined to access specific registers by refining the local register index to the 

desired constant. Formula (94) shows an example refinement of formula (89) for this paradigm’s 

refinement. 

RegZeroWriteOk ≙ 

 REFINES RegWriteOk 

 ANY srcData 

 WHERE 

grd1: srcData ∈ DataLong 

 WITNESSES 

  dstIndex = 0 

 THEN  

act1: reg0 ≔ srcData 

 END 

(94) 

3.5.11. Function Construction 

Operations on the abstract data types described in Section 3.5.6 are represented at various levels of 

abstraction within the model via mapping functions between the input of the operation and its 

resulting outputs. For operations in which a manipulation may fail, leading to the result being 

invalid the output is given as a sequence containing a Boolean. Examples of this are divide-by-zero 

or arithmetic overflow. In this case a convention of Boolean true meaning data valid and false 

meaning data invalid, is adopted. For example, formula (95) shows the abstract single-operand 

operation, which could ultimately represent operations such as type conversions or a square-root 

function.  
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axm1: SingleOpFunc ∈ Data → (Data × BOOL) (95) 

Operations representing multiple inputs are represented by mappings from sequences of data 

elements. The same output convention as that for single-operand operations is used. For example, 

formula (96) shows the abstract two-input operation, potentially representing arithmetic operations 

such as addition or bit-wise operations such as shift. 

axm1: DualOpFunc ∈ (Data × Data) → (Data × BOOL) (96) 

In another example, shown in formula (97), the mapping function for an abstract comparison 

operation is shown.  

axm1: CompFunc ∈ (Data × Data) → BOOL (97) 

In this case the operation cannot fail, and thus no validity flag is included, but the result is instead 

represented by a Boolean. The mapping function contains no explicit description of the different 

meaning of the Boolean flag in this instance: this information is conferred by its use in its context 

events. 

Refinement of data types (as described in Section 3.5.6) is accompanied by trivial 

refinement of the mapping functions to define a modified interface. For example formula (98) 

shows the refined version of formula (95). 

axm1:SingleOpFuncDataLong ∈  

              DataLong → (DataLong × BOOL) 

(98) 

Equivalence between the two mappings must be explicitly stated by an accompanying axiom. 

Formula (99) shows the linking axiom between formulae (95) and (98). 

axm1: ∀a·a∈DataLong ⇒  

          SingleOpFuncDataLong(a)=SingleOpFunc(a) 

(99) 

After refinement of the interface, mapping functions are refined by division into multiple sub-sets. 

For example, the function SingleOpDataLong is divided into two functions Flt2IntFunc and 

Int2FltFunc (described further in Section 4.2.6). Ideally, this division could be represented as 

shown in formula (100). 

axm1: Flt2IntFunc ⊆ SingleOpFuncDataLong 

axm2: Int2FltFunc ⊆ SingleOpFuncDataLong 

(100) 

However, in order to prove refinement of SingleOpDataLong in the Rodin tool, the refinement 

must be stated more explicitly, shown in formula (101). 
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axm1: ∀a,b,c·a∈DataLong ∧ (b↦c)=Flt2IntFunc(a) ⇒  

       (b↦c)=SingleOpFuncDataLong(a) 

axm2: ∀a,b,c·a∈DataLong ∧ b=Int2FltFunc(a) ⇒  

       (b↦c)=SingleOpFuncDataLong(a) 

(101) 

Similar axioms are used to refine the dual-operand function (102). 

axm1: ∀a,b,c,d· 

 a∈DataLong ∧ b∈DataLong ∧ (c↦d)=AddFunc(a↦b)  

  ⇒ (c↦d)=DualOpFuncDataLong(a↦b) 

(102) 

Functions may be refined into mappings yielding a sub-set of the abstract interface by a modified 

version of the linking axiom. For example, AndFunc is defined by formula (103), and refines 

DualOpDataLong 

axm1: AndFunc ∈ (Data × Data) → Data (103) 

Formula (104) shows the axiom stating AndFunc as a refinement of DualOpDataLong.  

axm1: ∀a,b,c,d· 

 a∈DataLong ∧ b∈DataLong ∧ c=AndFunc(a↦b) ∧ d∈BOOL 

  ⇒ (c↦d)=DualOpFuncDataLong(a↦b) 

(104) 

The output Boolean d is not included in the outputs of AndFunc and may be instantiated by any 

Boolean during proof of refinement, effectively discarding it. 

The various data manipulation operations are distinguished by separately named mappings 

within the model, but remain as un-interpreted functions, i.e. only the definition of the inputs and 

resultant outputs of the functions are stated, but their internal behaviour remains undefined within 

the formal environment. Non-formal insertion of their meaning is discussed in Section 5.3.5. 

3.5.12. Event Elimination 

The methodology uses a generic model to define a complete set of events for a theoretical ISA. For 

many actual implementations, events may not occur and can be eliminated. A method is therefore 

included for explicit elimination of events. One or more guards are refined to a logical false (e.g. a 

contradictory statement). Thus all the guards of the event may be refined to a single false statement, 

in turn allowing the actions of the event to be eliminated, as they are now unenabled and their 

functionality is equivalent to skip (i.e. no action). In the next refinement step the simplified event 

may be merged with an event NullEvent, which also has a false guard and no actions. For example, 

formula (105) shows a simplified event, in which execution of the instruction FetchImmShortInst is 

detected.   
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FetchImmShortOk ≙ 

WHEN 

  grd1: inst ∈ FetchImmShortInst 

  grd2: status = RUNNING 

THEN 

    act1: regArray(dstIndex) ≔ srcData 

(105) 

In the context of a subsequent refinement, the instruction FetchImmShortInst is stated not to exist 

for a particular ISA, shown in formula (106). This example is described in further detail in Section 

4.2.7.  

  axm1: FetchImmShortInst = ∅ (106) 

Thus grd1 of formula (105) may be proved to be false, and all the guards of the event are simplified 

to a single false statement. The now un-enabled actions of the event are simplified to skip, shown in 

formula (107).  

FetchImmShortOk ≙ 

WHEN 

  grd1: ⊥ 

THEN 

    skip   

(107) 

Finally the event is merged into a single NullEvent, constructed to combine eliminated events at 

previous refinement steps, shown in formula (108). 

NullEvent ≙ 

REFINES NullEvent FetchImmShortOk 

WHEN 

  grd1: ⊥ 

THEN 

    skip 

(108) 

3.5.13. Enabledness Checking 

As discussed in Section 3.4.4, desired properties of the model may be verified by generation and 

discharge of POs. Appropriate POs may be generated by insertion of theorems into the model at 

any level of refinement, in order to establish the property at that level of refinement. A property of 

particular importance for an ISA is proof of enabledness, introduced in Section 3.2.3. This check is 

particularly appropriate in Event-B due to the possibility of unintentional guard strengthening 
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during development, which is not detected by the standard generated refinement checks. A 

mechanism for efficient verification of enabledness and the introduction of appropriate support for 

it is proposed here. Enabledness is not necessarily a requirement for some models (such as those 

constructed for specification of parts of a system), but should be considered desirable for any model 

intended for refinement to an executable program. The method is applicable to any such model. 

The hierarchy of guards within a simplified example refinement tree is shown in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8: Example Guard Refinement 

In the simplest form, enabledness may be verified by proving that the disjunction of all the guards 

of the final refinement of a machine is true: i.e. for any condition within the machine’s state space, 

at least one event must be triggered. For the example illustrated in Figure 8, the appropriate 

theorem is shown in formula (109). 

⊤ ⇒ G31 ∨ G32 ∨ G33 (109) 

However, this procedure will become inefficient for models with large numbers of events (and 

therefore guards). An alternative procedure exploits the refinement process itself: as each guard has 

already been proved to be a sub-set of its abstract, it is only necessary to prove that the disjunction 

of each refined guard is implied by its abstract. For the example in Figure 8, one such check is 

shown in formula (110). 

G11 ⇒ G21 ∨ G22 (110) 

This process must be carried out for all refinement steps, until a top-level case is proved, in which 

the disjunction of a small number of abstract guards are shown to be true. Thus, in order to fully 

check the machine for enabledness, the model must contain top-level abstract events for which 

enabledness may be easily proved, and all events must be derived from these (i.e. insertion of new 

events by refinement of skip is disallowed). The simplest method for achieving this is a single event 

with no guards, equivalent to a single guard of true. In the example, this yields the initial theorem 

shown in formula (111). 

G1 
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G21 

G31 G32 

G22 G23 G24 
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⊤ ⇒ G11 ∨ G12 (111) 

Unnecessary checks may be identified and eliminated: no check is needed for merged events, as a 

check is performed by the existing “MRG” PO (described in Section 3.4.4). No check is needed for 

inherited events, as by definition their guards will be identical. The technique requires insertion of 

explicit deadlock events (as discussed in Section 3.5.2) into the model for conditions in which no 

state change is intended: this informs the proof mechanism that deadlock in intended, in contrast to 

unintentional deadlock which would lead to unexpected hanging of the ISA during program 

execution. 

Thus this methodology enables several advantages at the cost of some imposed model 

requirements. Enabledness verification becomes scalable to large models by decomposing of 

checking to the discharging of multiple smaller POs. Checking of only part of a model is also 

possible, by selection of particular refinement sub-trees. Theorem decomposition allows efficient 

location of any erroneous guards to the introducing refinement step and an identifiable group of 

events within that step. The technique is useful for re-used generic models, as enabledness checks 

for theorems established in the generic model may be re-used once proved.  

The technique may be adapted for determinism checking: that is verification of no more 

than one event ever being enabled. Similar to enabledness checking, determinism may be naively 

verified by proving that there is no intersection between the guards of every event pair combination 

in the final refinement. For the example illustrated in Figure 8, the appropriate theorems are shown 

in formulae (112), (113) and (114). 

G31 ∧ G32 ⇒ ⊥ (112) 

 

G31 ∧ G33 ⇒ ⊥ (113) 

 

G32 ∧ G33 ⇒ ⊥ (114) 

 As each event pair combination must be verified, this check is particularly prone to size explosion 

for larger models. Thus the exploitation of refinement properties is particularly useful: once the 

guards of abstract events have been proved to be disjoint, the principle of guard strengthening 

allows cross-checks between their refinements to be omitted. For example, in Figure 2 an initial 

determinism check is made by formula (115). 

G11 ∧ G12 ⇒ ⊥ (115) 

Therefore in the final refinement the determinism checks in formulae (113) and (114) may be 

omitted. The demonstration model described in Chapter 4 does not achieve determinism for failure 
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cases, but does for events describing successful operation cases. The technique may therefore be 

applied selectively to this model. 

3.6 Limitations 

The following section describes the recognised limitations of the current methodology, and 

considers possible approaches to its improvement. 

3.6.1. Instruction Code Construction 

In Section 3.5.4 the set Inst (representing the entire instruction space of the ISA) is divided into the 

sub-sets ValidInst and InvalidInst, representing the instruction codes decoded to supported 

operations or causing failure conditions. Formula (116) restates axioms axm2 and axm4 of formula 

(17), which state that neither sub-set is empty (i.e. the instruction space contains both valid and 

invalid instructions). 

axm2: ValidInst ≠ ∅   // Valid instructions exist 

axm4: InvalidInst ≠ ∅ // Invalid instructions exist 

(116) 

Statement axm4 enforces the construction of invalid instructions in later refinement steps, a 

common feature of most instruction sets. However it also detracts from the abstraction’s 

universality, as an ISA in which all possible instruction codes are valid is conceivable, is which 

case axm4 should state that InvalidInst is the empty set, shown in formula (117).  

InvalidInst = ∅ (117) 

Definition of the existence of InvalidInst should be postponed to the ISA-specific part of the model, 

in which the hypothesis might be stated as an axiom or derived as a theorem. If InvalidInst is 

shown to be the empty set, the elimination of the event triggered by the current instruction being 

invalid can be eliminated using the methodology described in Section 3.5.12.  

A methodology for the allocation of numerical values to instruction codes in the later stages 

of model refinement is described in Section 3.5.4. All codes are allocated by explicit axioms, 

including mappings to the InvalidInst sub-set. An example of this is shown in formula (118). 

axm1: ∀x·(x≥0)∧(x≤15) ⇒ Int2Inst(x) ∈ InvalidInst 

axm2: Int2Inst(16) ∈ NopInst 

axm3: ∀x·(x≥17)∧(x≤31) ⇒ Int2Inst(x) ∈ InvalidInst 

(118) 

A more robust approach to this step would be the statement of InvalidInst allocations, i.e. axm1 and 

axm3 in formula (118), as theorems. This would require InvalidInst allocations to be proved as 

codes left unallocated to any valid instruction, thus defending against accidental allocation of a 

numerical value to two or more instruction groups. Even this approach does not guarantee 
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allocation of values to all instruction codes, and full coverage should be checked using model 

checking techniques such as those described in Section 3.5.13. 

3.6.2. Instruction Refinement 

The methodology described in Section 3.5.8 refines a scalar variable inst representing the current 

instruction to a member of an array instArray selected by an indexing variable instPtr, representing 

the PC. The refinement is stated by the invariants in formula (65). The significant invariants of the 

refinement are restated in formula (119). 

typedef1: instPtr ∈ InstArrayDom 

gluing1:  inst = instArray(instPtr) 

(119) 

Constraining of instPtr to the domain of instArray by invariant typedef1 simplifies modelling of 

ISA functionality at an abstract level, but at the cost of flexibility: ISAs in which the PC can move 

outside the instruction memory domain (for reasons undefined at the abstract level) cannot be 

specified. An alternative refinement is shown in formula (120), in which the value of the PC is 

unconstrained and the gluing invariant is strengthened in order to maintain well-definedness. 

 typedef1: instPtr ∈ ℕ 

 gluing1:  instPtr ∈ InstArrayDom ⇒  

            inst = instArray(instPtr) 

(120) 

3.6.3. Instruction Memory Model 

The instruction memory refinement process described in Section 3.5.8 includes the refinement of 

the abstract instruction space instArray to its encoding and storage in a large data memory space, 

by simultaneous allocation of numerical values to each instruction and mapping of that value to an 

element of the data memory. This is achieved by forward-composed mapping functions used in the 

gluing invariant shown in formula (121). 

typedef1: memByte ∈ MemDom → DataByte  

gluing1:  

 ∀x·x∈InstArrayDom ⇒  

  instArray(x) = (DataByte2Int;Int2Inst)(memByte(x)) 

(121) 

Thus three refinements are performed simultaneously: the allocation of numerical values to abstract 

instructions, the mapping of these numerical values to elements of a data memory, and merging of 

smaller data memory into a larger one. Such simultaneous refinement reduces the number of 

refinement stages in a model and the total POs to be discharged. However, decomposition of the 

process to three separate steps would yield a more flexible model, appropriate for simple 
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modification to other refinements. Formulae (122), (123) and (124) show such a decomposition of 

formula (121). The instruction space is initially refined to an array of integers with an identical 

domain, shown in formula (122), allowing numerical values to be assigned to each instruction using 

the method described in Section 3.5.4. 

typedef1: instNat ∈ InstArrayDom → ℤ 

gluing1:  ∀x·x∈InstArrayDom ⇒  

            instArray(x)=(Int2Inst)(instNat(x)) 

(122) 

If refinement to storage of the numerical codes within a data memory is required, formula (123) is 

introduced at the next refinement step. Here each numerical value is mapped to the same location 

within an array of DataBytes. Again the new array has the same domain as the abstract array. 

typedef1: instByte ∈ InstArrayDom → DataByte  

gluing1:  ∀x·x∈InstArrayDom ⇒  

            instNat(x)=(DataByte2Int)(instByte(x)) 

(123) 

The instruction space may then be merged into a larger data memory if required, by formula (124).  

typedef1: memByte ∈ MemDom → DataByte  

gluing1:  ∀x·x∈InstArrayDom ⇒ 

            instByte(x)=memByte(x) 

(124) 

As described in Section 3.5.8, the accompanying context provides a theorem asserting the 

hypothesis that the domain InstArrayDom may be contained within that of the larger memory 

memByte, established in formula (71). 

This more incremental structure will yield a greater total number of POs compared to 

simultaneous refinement, as the intermediate state introduced in formula (122) and (123) will 

require refinement of the state within all relevant events, with resulting gluing invariant-derived 

POs. In mitigation, the POs will be simpler to discharge, as all forward-composed mappings have 

been eliminated. 

The definition of the instruction space domain InstArrayDom is shown in formula (67). The 

essential statement from this definition is shown in formula (125). 

axm2: InstArrayDom = 1‥MaxVector (125) 

This is a valid definition of a memory domain, capturing a requirement that a null-vector be 

considered invalid, and allowing a limited degree of flexibility, as the upper bound MaxVector may 

be subsequently refined to a more definite value. However, the definition is insufficiently flexible 

for a general model, as all refinements will be constrained to locate the instruction space at the 

bottom of the ISA’s address space: this is not necessarily true for all ISAs. A more useful initial 

definition is suggested in formula (126). 
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CONSTANTS 

 MinVector 

 MaxVector 

 InstArrayDom 

AXIOMS  

 axm1: MinVector ∈ ℕ 

 axm2: MaxVector ∈ ℕ 

 axm3: MinVector ≤ MaxVector 

 axm4: InstArrayDom = MinVector‥MaxVector 

(126) 

Here the domain is more loosely defined as a having any positive values for its upper and lower 

bounds, and the upper bound is greater than or equal to the lower, so that the space has a size of at 

least one. Specific details may then be added by later refinements. For example, the requirement of 

a null-vector being invalid may be introduced explicitly by formula (127). 

 axm1: MinVector ≠ 0 (127) 

If a particular ISA requires it, the original definition given in formula (125) may be refined as 

special case of this form. 

 The merging of instruction and data spaces into a single space given in formulae (121) 

implies a capability for modelling of both Von Neumann (which allow an executing program to 

modify itself) and Harvard architectures [58,59]. However, when the methodology described in 

Section 3.5.5 is used to incrementally construct separate abstract instruction and data spaces, with 

accompanying modifier events, modification of the instruction space by data-modifying events is 

precluded. Thus the methodology is limited to construction of Harvard architectures, such as the 

ISA constructed in Chapter 4.  

3.6.4. Data Modelling 

The data modelling methodology described in Section 3.5.6 provides abstractions of data structures 

down to the resolution of a byte, represented by DataByte. It is therefore not possible to specify 

multiple information fields within a byte, such as two nibbles (i.e. four-bit quantities capable of 

expressing two numbers in the range zero to fifteen).  

The definition of two nibbles within a DataByte may be achieved by extension of the 

existing nested refinement of Data described in Section 3.5.6. A new type DataNibble may be 

defined as contained within DataByte, shown in formula (128).  
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DataNibble ⊆ DataByte (128) 

This reflects the fact that any four-bit nibble data may be expressed as part of an eight-bit byte, 

allowing the existence of a DataNibble to be deduced from that of a DataByte (and therefore 

DataShort and DataLong) during construction and proving. 

The property of DataByte being composed of two DataNibble elements is specified via a 

mapping function that generates a DataByte from two DataNibbles, shown in formula (129).  

axm1: DataNibbles2DataByte ∈  

      DataNibble × DataNibble → DataByte 

(129) 

Conversely, record accessor mapping functions are defined to specify the extraction of each 

DataNibble element, shown in formula (130). 

axm1: DataByte2DataNibble0 ∈ DataByte → DataNibble 

axm2: DataByte2DataNibble1 ∈ DataByte → DataNibble 

(130) 

Mapping functions defining extraction of numerical meaning may also be defined, shown in 

formula (131). 

DataNibble2Int ∈ DataNibble → 0..15 (131) 

Specification of data elements within a byte as accessed records would enable alternative 

specifications of the detail of instruction formats, used in the later stages of refinement. For 

example, the MIDAS demonstration ISA described in Section 5.1 defines a group of instructions 

with similar properties with contiguous instruction codes between eighty-one and ninety-three. 

Using the existing method, instructions in the group are detected by consideration of the whole 

DataByte containing the instruction code, shown in formula (132). 

grd1: op = memByte(instPtr) 

grd2: opVal = DataByte2Int(op) 

grd3: opVal≥81 ∧ opVal≤93 

(132) 

The nibble accessor function would allow an alternative decoding method to be defined, shown in 

formula (133). 

grd1: op = memByte(instPtr) 

grd2: opNibble1 = DataByte2DataNibble1(op) 

grd3: opNibble1 = 5 

(133) 

3.6.5. Data Memory Model 

The method described in Section 3.5.7 constructs a little-endian memory system using the data 

definition techniques described in Section 3.5.6. The order of storage of the component DataBytes 

of DataLong, DataShort and DataByte elements for little-endian storage is shown in Figure 9.  
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Figure 9: Little-endian byte mappings 

Significantly, the first and second DataBytes of DataShort and DataByte elements are located in 

the same location as those of a DataLong. This property of a little-endian storage allows a single 

gluing invariant to establish the location of the DataBytes of all element types, shown in formula 

(134). 

∀x·x∈MemArrayDom ⇒  

  memArrayDataLong(x)=  

   DataBytes2DataLong(memArrayDataByte(x)↦  

                       memArrayDataByte(x+1)↦ 

                        memArrayDataByte(x+2)↦ 

                         memArrayDataByte(x+3)) 

(134) 

The gluing invariants for DataByte and DataShort shown in formulae (135) and (136) do not need 

to be stated as they are implicit in formula (134).  

∀i·i∈MemArrayDom ⇒  

  memArrayDataLong(x) = memArrayDataByte(x) 

(135) 

 

∀x·x∈MemArrayDom ⇒  

  memArrayDataLong(x)=  

   DataBytes2DataShort(memArrayDataByte(x)↦  

                        memArrayDataByte(x+1)) 

(136) 
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However, refinement of the abstract memory system to a big-endian storage method is expected to 

be problematic. The order of storage of the component DataBytes of DataLong, DataShort and 

DataByte elements is shown in Figure 10: the storage method gives no commonality of location 

between component DataBytes. 

 

Figure 10: Big-endian byte mappings 

This lack of commonality is shown in the gluing invariants for a DataLong, DataShort and 

DataByte for a big-endian memory system, shown in formulae (137), (138) and (139) respectively.  

∀x·x∈MemArrayDom ⇒  

  memArrayDataLong(x)=  

   DataBytes2DataLong(memArrayDataByte(x+3)↦  

                       memArrayDataByte(x+2)↦ 

                        memArrayDataByte(x+1)↦ 

                         memArrayDataByte(x)) 

(137) 

 

∀i·i∈MemArrayDom ⇒  

  memArrayDataLong(i)=  

   DataBytes2DataLong(memArrayDataByte(x+1)↦  

                       memArrayDataByte(x) 

(138) 

 

∀x·x∈MemArrayDom ⇒ 

  memArrayDataLong(x) = memArrayDataByte(x) 

(139) 

The methodology used to establish little-endian storage exploits the nested membership of 

DataByte and DataShort within the DataLong set shown in formula (36), allowing DataByte and 
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DataShort data elements to inherit properties of DataLong elements. This technique will not be 

appropriate for the construction of big-endian storage. 

3.6.6. Register File Model 

The methodology for modelling of ISA register files is described in Section 3.5.10. Modification of 

the register file within an instruction is initially introduced by the general action shown on formula 

(140), which allows any number of elements within the register file to be updated. 

regArray :∈ RegArrayDom → Data (140) 

In the first refinement step, this is limited to modification of only a single data element by an 

instruction, shown in formula (141).  

regArray(dstIndex) ≔ srcData (141) 

This simplification provides sufficient scope for specification of many general-purpose ISAs, for 

example [42]. However, modelling of ISAs that support the simultaneous modification of multiple 

register file elements [1] will require the provision of more flexible refinements of formula (140). 

For example, formula (142) shows an abstract action allowing the simultaneous modification of 

two registers. 

regArray ≔  

   regArray   

      {dstIndex1↦srcData1}  {dstIndex2↦srcData2} 

(142) 

This enhanced specification provides a mechanism for the specification of the additional 

complexity implied by multi-destination ISAs. For example, the two-destination action shown in 

formula (142) must be guarded by formula (143), as simultaneous modification of the same 

element is considered an error condition. 

grd1: dstIndex1 ≠ dstIndex2 (143) 

This in turn implies the provision of a corresponding failure condition, in which both destination 

indexes are equal. 

3.6.7. Construction of Instruction Events 

Section 3.5.2 describes a methodology for the construction of a single event specifying the 

successful execution of an instruction, and a complementary set of events describing all possible 

failure conditions. These are derived from two events specifying abstract success and failure 

outcomes, derived early in the refinement process. Figure 11 illustrates an example usage case: the 

initial success and failure outcomes GoodInst and BadInst are constructed at the first refinement, 
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and these are subsequently used to derive success and failure conditions for two instructions 

NullInst and RegInst.  

 

Figure 11: Instruction Success/Failure Refinement 

However the example illustrates a shortcoming of the methodology: the success and failure events 

for a given instruction are not refined from the same event, but link common concepts by use of 

repeated local variables as described in Section 3.5.5. Failure cases are constructed by analysing a 

success event’s guards and reading them across into separately constructed refinements of the 

abstract failure event. Thus the methodology requires a potentially error-prone manual process to 

co-ordinate the repeated local variables within separate refinement branches pertaining to execution 

of the same instruction.  

An alternative methodology is the definition of all instruction state via global variables instead 

of locals, and gluing invariants predicated by instruction definitions fulfilling the role of the 

repeated witness statements during data refinement. This technique ensures that data 

transformations are enforced across all events by a single gluing statement, but introduces multiple 

complex invariant-derived POs and hence a considerably greater proving burden. The use of gluing 

invariants predicated by selected instructions has other implications, discussed in Section 3.6.8. The 

use of repeated local variables within multiple events triggered by a particular instruction provides 

an understandable model of an instruction’s internal behaviour, in which functionality is clearly 

encapsulated within events pertaining to the instruction. Use of local variables and their 

transformation via witness statements (effectively invariant statements limited to the scope of a 

single event) enhances the discharging of many POs, as all necessary hypotheses only have scope 

local to the event. Mitigating these advantages is the need for a process to introduce the similar 

variables and refining witnesses across multiple related events, currently performed manually as 

discussed. PO discharge may also be made more complex for some types of PO, as discussed in 

Section 4.3.3. Possible solutions to this requirement are the development of automatic refinement 

tools [48], or the extension of the Event-B notation to allow specification of witnesses across 

Running 

GoodInst BadInst 

ExecInstOk ExecInstFail 

NullInstOk NullInstFail RegInstOk RegInstFail 
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multiple events. Formula (144) shows the suggested form of a statement enforcing formula (12) 

across all events of the example in Figure 11. 

inst ∈ NullInst ⇒ 

     operationOk =  

          bool(srcValid=TRUE ∧ dstIndex∈RegArrayDom) 

(144) 

3.6.8. Instruction Event Granularity 

Section 3.6.7 discusses the potential utility of gluing invariants predicated by particular instruction 

selections, Section 3.5.8 describes refinement of the ISA’s current instruction to a static instruction 

array accessed via an indexing variable, and Section 3.5.2 establishes a convention combining all 

the guards and actions specifying the execution of an instruction into a single event, abstracting the 

order in which independent actions occur. For example, formula (145) shows a simplification of a 

hypothetical instruction event specifying the writing to the register file: the independent updating of 

the PC (represented by instPtr) is included in the event. 

RegWriteOk ≙ 

WHERE 

grd1: instArray(instPtr) ∈ RegWriteInst 

THEN  

  act1: regArray(dstIndex) ≔ srcData 

act2: instPtr ≔ instPtr + instSize 

END 

(145) 

Instruction-predicated invariants would allow refinements to be enforced across all events, for 

example formula (146). 

instArray(instPtr) ∈ IncrInst ⇒  

       dstIndex = Inst2DstIndex(instArray(instPtr)) 

(146) 

However, this mechanism is incompatible with the modification of the PC, as invariants must be 

proved in both the pre and post conditions of the event, and modification of the PC causes the 

selected instruction to become indeterminate in the event post-condition. For example, application 

of invariant (146) to event (145) requires the proving of formula (147): this cannot be achieved. 
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instArray(instPtr + instSize) ∈ IncrInst (147) 

3.6.9. Numerical Manipulation 

Section 3.5.6 describes a method for specifying translations between basic data elements 

(represented by type Data) and their integer meaning. At the abstract level this is given by a single 

mapping function given in axiom (148). 

Data2Int ∈ Data → ℤ (148) 

Complication arises in later refinement steps when the Data type is refined to DataByte, DataShort 

and DataLong. Each of these types may be translated to signed or unsigned integers. As it is not 

needed for the demonstration model described in 4, an integer mapping for DataShort is not 

provided. Similarly, as only the unsigned integer meaning of DataByte is needed in the 

demonstration, only this refinement of axiom (148) is provided, shown in axiom (149). 

DataByte2Int ∈ DataLong → 0‥255 (149) 

Again, only the unsigned meaning of DataLong is needed as only this is used, shown in axiom 

(150).  

DataLong2Int ∈ DataLong → −2147483647‥2147483647 (150) 
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4. ISA Model 

In order to develop and demonstrate the refinement methodology described in Chapter 3, a 

complete refinement from a trivial machine abstraction through to a precise definition capable of 

automatic translation to useful source code has been constructed: this model is described here. The 

model and associated proofs are too large for complete description here, and instructions for their 

download, display and inspection are given in Appendix A. 

4.1 Model Architecture 

The model may be considered to consist of two parts: a generic description of properties common 

to most ISAs, and a further refinement to an example ISA. The generic part is incrementally 

constructed from an initial abstraction, sufficiently simple to be trivially understandable and 

capable of multiple refinements even at an abstract level. The second part constructs an example 

ISA, the “Microprocessor Instruction and Data Abstraction System” (MIDAS) [99] from this. In 

order to demonstrate the principle of multiple refinements of a common abstraction within resource 

limits, two variants of MIDAS are constructed within the specific part, rather than entirely different 

ISAs being constructed from the end of the generic path.  This refinement structure is summarised 

in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12: Model Refinement Structure  

The model consists of twenty-eight stages of common refinement, which may be summarised into 

seven distinct layers: StateMch, ControlFlow, RegArrayMch, MemMch, ConFlagMch, CalcMch 

and MidasMch. The final common layer is then split in the two variant paths: MidasStk and 
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MidasReg, which introduce a further five and two refinement steps respectively.Each layer of the 

model adds particular properties to the model, discussed in detail in the following sections.  

4.2 Model Detail 

4.2.1. State Machine Layer 

The StateMch layer initially abstracts the ISA to its most trivial form by defining two scalar 

variables representing the currently loaded instruction and the machine’s status. The instruction 

abstraction inst is defined using the method discussed in Section 3.5.8, abstracting the mechanism 

by which the instruction is loaded. The variable status is defined of type Status, defining four 

possible operating modes: LOADING, RUNNING, FAILED and HALTED. Status is constructed 

in the accompanying context as four mutually exclusive enumerations, partially defined in formula 

(151). 

axm1: Status = {LOADING, RUNNING, FAILED, HALTED} 

axm2: LOADING ≠ RUNNING 

axm3: LOADING ≠ FAILED 

… 

(151) 

In the opening definition, a single unguarded event is defined as acting on the two variables, 

causing each to change to any value within the sets Inst or Status respectively, shown in formula 

(152). All other detail on the nature of these transitions is omitted.   

Iterate ≙ 

BEGIN 

  act1: inst :∈ Inst 

  act2: status :∈ Status 

END 

(152) 

Over the next four refinement steps, the possible transitions of status with respect to the values of 

inst are constructed. The values of inst are derived from the base set Inst in the accompanying 

context, using the method defined in Section 3.5.4. 

 In StateMchR1 the possible transitions from each value of status are defined by refining 

Iterate to events guarded by each value. For example, formula (153) specifies the possible 

transitions from the LOADING state. 
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Loading ≙ 

REFINES Iterate 

WHEN 

  grd1: status = Loading 

THEN 

  act1: inst :∈ Inst 

  act2: status :∈ {LOADING,RUNNING} 

END 

(153) 

The state transition diagram implicit in the events of StateMchR1 is shown in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13: StateMchR1 State Transitions 

Note that the conditions for selection of a particular transition are still indeterminate at this level. 

Figure 13 also illustrates the triggering of explicit deadlock conditions from the HALTED and 

FAILED states, as discussed in Section 3.5.2. The entry point to the transition diagram is explicitly 

set to LOADING at this step by the machine’s initialisation event shown in formula (154). 

INITIALISATION ≙ 

  act1: inst :∈ Inst 

  act2: status := LOADING 

(154) 

In StateMchR2, the Running event is refined to include differentiation of the instruction 

being valid or invalid, in which invalid instructions must cause transition to the FAILED state. The 

resulting implied state transition diagram is shown in Figure 14. The sub-sets representing the valid 

and invalid parts of the instruction set are constructed in the accompanying context, using the 

method described in Section 3.5.4.  
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Figure 14: StateMchR2 State Transitions 

In StateMchR3, the GoodInst event is refined to separate events describing a special 

instruction StopInst which transitions the state to HALTED (and therefore explicit deadlock), and 

all other valid instructions. Thus an instruction for the stopping of the machine without error is 

defined. These instructions are constructed by division of ValidInst, using the usual method. The 

state transition diagram implicit in this refinement is shown in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15: StateMchR3 State Transitions 

StateMchR4 is the final step within the StateMch layer. No further division of the Inst set is 

performed, but the ExecInst event, describing the execution of a normal execution instruction, is 

refined to ExecInstOk and ExecInstFail, representing the success or failure of an abstract operation 

invoked by the instruction. This result is represented by a local Boolean variable instSuccess, 

defined within both events: TRUE and FALSE signify success and failure of the operation 

respectively. For example, ExecInstFail is shown in its entirety in formula (155). 
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ExecInstFail ≙ 

REFINES ExecInst 

ANY instSuccess 

WHERE 

  grd1: inst ∈ ExecInst 

  grd2: instSuccess = FALSE 

  grd3: status = RUNNING 

THEN 

  act1: status ≔ FAILED 

END 

(155) 

The expanded implied state transition diagram is shown in Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16: StateMchR4 State Transitions 

The successive refinement of events and instruction groups in the accompanying context for 

each step of StateMch is summarised in Figure 17. Note that events not refined at a particular step 

are duplicated by the use of the inherited property. The ExecInstOk and ExecInstFail events are of 

particular significance, as most of the ISA functionality is constructed as subsequent refinements of 

these events. 
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Figure 17: StateMch Refinement Summary 

Thus the state transitions of the ISA from machine start up to program completion are 

defined. The ISA initially enters a LOADING state, during which the stored program is modified 

until completion is detected (by a mechanism not defined at this point). On completion of program 

loading, the machine proceeds to the RUNNING state. When in RUNNING, the current instruction 

is decoded as either invalid (causing a stop with an error, defined by FAILED), a special halt 

instruction (causing a stop without an error, defined by HALTED), or a valid instruction. Detection 

of a valid instruction may in turn lead to operation success (causing continuation in RUNNING), or 

failure (causing a stop with error, again defined by FAILED). Successful completion of a valid 

instruction’s operation is accompanied by modification of the instruction to a new value by a 

currently unspecified means. Entering of explicit deadlock represents the stopping of the machine. 

4.2.2. Control Flow Layer 

In StateMch, the selection of the instruction is abstracted by the apparent modification of a single 

instruction variable inst. The ControlFlow layer refines this abstraction to the mechanism common 

to most computing machines by the application of the method described in Section 3.5.8. The first 

refinement step ControlFlow applies the refinement shown in formula (65), redefining the 

instruction inst used in StateMch as an element of the instruction array instArray selected by the PC 

abstraction instPtr. This variable refinement requires the corresponding refinement of all 

instruction-handling events of the machine, by trivially substituting all instances of inst. Further 

complexity is necessary in the refinement of ExecInstOk, as the action of reselecting the instruction 

is restated as modification of instPtr to a new value newInstPtr. This must be a member of 
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InstArrayDom in order to preserve the type defining invariant of instPtr (i.e. well-definedness). A 

simplification of the refinement of ExecInstOk is shown in formula (156).  

ExecInstOk ≙ 

REFINES ExecInstOk 

ANY operationOk newInstPtr 

WHERE 

  grd1: instArray(instPtr) ∈ ExecInst 

  grd2: operationOk = TRUE 

  grd3: newInstPtr ∈ InstArrayDom 

THEN 

  act1: instPtr ≔ newInstPtr 

END 

(156) 

The representation of successful instruction completion, instSuccess, is locally refined by a witness 

statement, and repeated across all the events pertaining to the instruction, shown in formula (157). 

instSuccess =  

 bool(operationOk=TRUE ∧ newInstPtr∈InstArrayDom) 

(157) 

Applying the method described in Section 3.5.2 calls for the provision of two separate failure 

events, refined from ExecInstFail and corresponding to operation failure and attempted overwriting 

of instPtr with an out-of-domain value. The significant guards of these events are shown in 

formulae (158) and (159). 

 grd1: instArray(instPtr) ∈ ExecInst 

 grd2: operationOk = FALSE 

(158) 

 

 grd1: instArray(instPtr) ∈ ExecInst 

 grd2: newInstPtr ∉ InstArrayDom 

(159) 

 In ControlFlowR1 the ExecInst instruction group is divided into IncrInst and FlowInst and 

each of the events pertaining to ExecInst are divided into refinements for each sub-group. IncrInst 

represents those instructions that perform a (currently undefined) operation and increment the PC 

forwards past the instruction. Incrementing of the PC is specified by local refinement of newInstPtr 

using the witness statement shown in formula (160). 

 newInstPtr = instPtr + instSize (160) 

Forward movement of the PC is particularly specified by defining the increment value as an integer 

greater than zero, shown in formula (161). 
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grd1: instSize ∈ ℕ1 (161) 

Using the method, this data refinement requires the refinement of ExecInstBadPc to IncrInstBadPc, 

specifying the detection of an attempt to increment the PC beyond the domain of instPtr. Thus the 

guards shown in formula (159) are refined to formula (162). 

grd1: instArray(instPtr) ∈ IncrInst 

grd2: instPtr + instSize ∉ InstArrayDom 

(162) 

FlowInst represents the specialist flow-control instructions of the ISA, whose sole activity is the 

overwriting of the PC: all the remaining refinements of the ControlFlow layer apply to the events 

pertaining to this group. In ControlFlowR1, these events are initially established from the ExecInst-

linked abstractions by trivial substitution of FlowInst for ExecInst in the instruction-detecting 

guards. 

 In ControlFlowR2 conditionality is introduced to the flow-control instructions. The event 

FlowInstOk is refined by the addition of three local Boolean variables. conditional signifies which 

of two currently unspecified interpretations of the event actions should be adopted. 

conditionalAvailable signifies whether a value for conditional is available to be read. 

newPtrAvailable signifies whether a value for the previously constructed newInstPtr is available to 

be read. The relationship is refined from the abstract operationOk by the witness shown in formula 

(163).  

operationOk = bool(conditionalAvailable = TRUE ∧ 

                   conditional ∈ BOOL ∧ 

                   newPtrAvailable = TRUE)  

(163) 

The relevant guards of the resulting FlowInstOk are shown in formula (164). 

grd2: conditionalAvailable = TRUE 

grd3: conditional ∈ BOOL  

grd4: newPtrAvailable = TRUE 

grd5: newInstPtr ∈ InstArrayDom 

(164) 

Thus three possible failure scenarios are constructed. FlowInstNoCond detects the case of no 

conditional being available, in which case the exact value of the conditional is unknown, shown in 

formula (165). 

grd1: conditionalAvailable = FALSE 

grd2: conditional ∈ BOOL  

(165) 

FlowInstNoPtr detects the case of no new value for newInstPtr being available, similarly leading to 

an exact value remaining unknown, shown in formula (166). 
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grd1: newPtrAvailable = FALSE 

grd2: newInstPtr ∈ InstArrayDom 

(166) 

FlowInstBadPc detects the case of a new value for newInstPtr being successfully retrieved, but its 

value being invalid, shown in formula (167). 

grd1: newPtrAvailable = TRUE 

grd2: newInstPtr ∉ InstArrayDom 

(167) 

In ControlFlowR3 the behaviours for each case of conditional are introduced. For the 

FALSE case, newInstPtr is refined to a forward increment of the PC past the instruction by 

reapplication of witness (160) and guard (161). This interpretation implies that calculation of a 

value for newInstPtr is always possible: thus the newPtrAvailable is considered to be always TRUE 

by the application of the trivial witness (168), as the case of the PC incrementing beyond its valid 

domain is handled by an appropriate refinement of FlowInstBadPc. Thus no refinement of 

FlowInstNoPtr is required for the case of conditional being FALSE. 

newPtrAvailable=TRUE (168) 

Note that a more informative witness (169) could be applied across all FlowInst-related events in 

future models. 

conditional=FALSE ⇒ newPtrAvailable=TRUE (169) 

For the case of conditional being TRUE, newInstPtr is left unconstrained within InstArrayDom, 

representing the ability of the FlowInst instruction to overwrite the PC with any value, retrieved 

from some external source. Thus two failure events specific to the TRUE case are refined. 

FlowTrueNoVector is a simple refinement of FlowInstNoPtr, only adding the specification of 

conditional to TRUE, and detecting the case of no external value for newInstPtr being available in 

formula (166). FlowInstTrueBadVector is a similarly simple refinement of FlowInstBadPtr, 

detecting the case of a value for newInstPtr being available but invalid, shown in formula (167).  

ControlFlowR4 refines the FlowInst-related events for the conditional TRUE case into the 

two forms of flow-control instruction common in most ISAs. These are a move to an absolute 

address within the valid program domain (“Jump”), or a move by an integer offset (positive or 

negative) relative to the current PC value (“Branch”). These instruction groups are represented by 

JumpInst and BranchInst respectively, derived by division of FlowInst. For JumpInst-related 

events, no further refinement of newInstPtr is needed, as the existing form correctly describes the 

loading of an absolute value into instPtr. For BranchInst-related events, newInstPtr is refined to an 

offset from instPtr by witness (170). 
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newInstPtr = instPtr + instPtrDelta  (170) 

The offset value is specified as any positive or negative integer by grd1 of formula (171). 

grd1: instPtrDelta ∈ ℤ (171) 

The successive refinement of instruction groups and events for each step of ControlFlow is 

summarised in and Figure 18 and Figure 19 respectively. 

 

Figure 18: ControlFlow Instruction Refinement Summary 

 

Figure 19: ControlFlow Event Refinement Summary 

One result of this refinement process is the mixing of events pertaining to specific sub-sets of the 

instruction space with other more general events pertaining to larger groupings, at the final 
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refinement step. Thus actions applicable to multiple instruction groups may be left generic, 

reducing model complexity.  

Thus an abstract model of the control-flow mechanism of a conventional ISA is defined as 

an array of instructions, selected via the PC which is in turn modified by the action of the currently 

selected instruction. A summary of this information flow is shown in Figure 20. 

 

Figure 20: ControlFlow Summary 

Instruction groups are defined in terms of their actions on the PC, and events detecting attempted 

illegal actions are defined in order to maintain global invariants and local properties of the abstract 

events. The region of the instruction space which affects the instruction pointer, identified in the 

StateMch layer, is divided into basic instructions that perform the other operations of the ISA and 

simply increment through to the next contiguous instruction, and those that allow switching to 

random locations in the program. These dedicated control-flow instructions are further specified as 

capable of conditional behaviour, based on an indeterminate Boolean decision. 

4.2.3. Register File Layer 

The RegArrayMch layer introduces a state variable regArray, representing the machine’s register 

file as described in Section 3.5.10. In the first refinement step RegArrayMch, the regArray state is 

inserted and an instruction group RegWriteInst is constructed by the division of IncrInst, using the 

method described in Section 3.5.5. A top-level event RegWriteOk is constructed, triggered by 

RegWriteInst and defining indeterminate writing to the new state by act1 in formula (172).  
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act1: regArray :∈ RegArrayDom → Data (172) 

Thus modification of the register file is deliberately constrained to instructions refined from 

RegWriteOk. Trivial refinements of IncrInstFail and IncrInstBadPc are also constructed as defined 

in the method described in Section 3.5.3. 

 In the next step, RegArrayMchR1, RegWriteOk is refined to allow a single element of 

regArray to be overwritten with an indeterminate item of data, which has an associated flag 

defining that the data is available to be read. The event is shown simplified in formula (173). 

RegWriteInstOk ≙ 

REFINES ExecInstOk 

ANY srcData srcValid 

WHERE 

  grd2: operationOk = TRUE 

  grd3: srcData ∈ Data 

  grd4: dstIndex ∈ RegArrayDom 

THEN 

  act1: regArray(dstIndex) ≔ srcData 

  END 

(173) 

This form is comparable to the jump-vector availability logic shown in formulae (166) and (167). 

The abstraction of successful operation completion operationOk is locally refined by 

witness (174) for each RegWriteInst-related event. 

operationOk =  

         bool(srcValid=TRUE ∧ dstIndex∈RegArrayDom)  

(174) 

Thus, two failure events RegWriteBadData and RegWriteNoDest are refined from RegWriteFail, 

detecting the data item being unavailable and the destination index within the register file being 

invalid, shown in formula (175). 

 grd1: dstIndex ∉ RegArrayDom (175) 

RegArrayMchR2 refines the data item srcData inserted into the register file to four 

interpretations, summarised in Figure 21.  
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Figure 21: RegArrayMch Data Movements 

FetchOk specifies the fetching of an indeterminate external data element, represented by 

srcDat into the register file. Failure events FetchBadData and FetchNoDest then trivially refine 

RegWriteBadData and RegWriteNoDest. MoveOk specifies the simple copying of one element to 

another by refining srcData to an element of regArray, selected by an index srcIndex. srcValid is 

locally refined by witness (176), defining a source data item to be readable if the source index is 

valid. 

 srcValid = srcIndex∈RegArrayDom (176) 

Thus the failure event RegWriteBadData is refined to MoveNoSrc, detecting the source index 

srcIndex being invalid (177). 

grd1: srcIndex ∉ RegArrayDom (177) 

SingleOpOk specifies the insertion of the result of an indeterminate function SingleOpFunc 

on a single element of regArray. SingleOpFunc is defined via the method described in 3.5.11, 

taking a single element of Data and mapping it to a new element and a Boolean validity flag. The 

data element srcData is refined to the SingleOpFunc’s result by the guards shown in formula (178). 

grd1: op1Index ∈ RegArrayDom 

grd2: op1Data = regArray(op1Index) 

grd3: (srcData↦funcOk) = SingleOpFunc(op1Data) 

(178) 

The srcValid flag of RegWriteOk is refined by witness (179). 

srcValid = bool(op1Index∈RegArrayDom ∧ funcOk=TRUE) (179) 

Thus RegWriteBadData is refined to two events: SingleOpFail corresponds to the failure of the 

operation, and SingleOpNoInput corresponds to the register file index being invalid, resulting in no 

valid operand being available. An alternative refinement strategy would be the elimination of the 

MoveInst-related events at this step and its subsequent refinement as a special case of SingleOpInst, 

as the data move operation may be considered a special case of a SingleOpFunc mapping (in which 
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no data change is effected). However, this approach would introduce the need to actively eliminate 

the event corresponding to funcOk being FALSE for MoveInst (as copying of the data will always 

succeed), yielding a less understandable model. 

 DualOpOk specifies the insertion of a similar element, derived from the DualOpFunc 

described in Section 3.5.11. The more complex refinement guards for srcData are given in formula 

(180). 

grd1: op1Index ∈ RegArrayDom 

grd2: op2Index ∈ RegArrayDom 

grd3: op1Data = regArray(op1Index) 

grd4: op2Data = regArray(op2Index) 

grd5: (srcData↦funcOk) = DualFunc(op1Data↦ op2Data) 

(180) 

The srcValid flag of RegWriteOk is now refined by witness (181). 

srcValid = bool(op1Index∈RegArrayDom ∧  

                op2Index∈RegArrayDom ∧ funcOk=TRUE) 

(181) 

DualOpFail and DualOpNoInput are similarly constructed, DualOpNoInput having the more 

complex guard shown in formula (182). 

grd1:(op1Index∉RegArrayDom) ∨ (op2Index∉RegArrayDom) (182) 

 In RegArrayMchR3 all register file index variables are extended to specifying them as 

records within the triggering instruction [31]. Separate abstract record mappings are specified for 

each operand and the result indexes in formula (183). 

amx1: Inst2SrcIndex ∈ Inst → ℕ 

amx2: Inst2Src2Index ∈ Inst → ℕ 

amx3: Inst2DstIndex ∈ Inst → ℕ 

(183) 

These mappings extend all the index variables in the machine. For example, the first operand index 

shown in grd1 of formula (180) is expanded to formula (184). 

grd1: op1Index = Inst2SrcIndex(instArray(instPtr)) 

grd2: op1Index ∈ RegArrayDom 

(184) 

RegArrayMchR4 refines the indeterminate external data element srcData in FetchOk to 

three possible interpretations, summarised in Figure 22. These events are triggered by new 

instructions FetchInstPtrInst, FetchImmInst and FetchMemInst, which are derived from FetchInst. 
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Figure 22: RegArrayMch Fetch Movements 

In FetchInstPtrOk the numerical value of the PC representation instPtr is stored to the 

register file, having been mapped to its data representation via the Int2Data function in formula 

(34). Complementary no-destination and bad-PC failure events are constructed. For this instruction, 

the srcValid flag is locally refined by witness (185), ensuring that the domain of instPtr may be 

contained within the Data type when each is subsequently refined. 

srcValid = bool(instPtr∈DataInt) (185) 

Thus the abstract event FetchBadData is refined to FetchInstPtrBadData, containing guard (186). 

grd1: instPtr ∉ DataInt (186) 

 FetchImmOk constructs retrieval of immediate-addressed data, in which data is embedded 

within the instruction. The immediate data is represented as another record within the instruction 

via an accessor function given in formula (187). 

amx1: Inst2ImmData ∈ Inst → Data (187) 

Thus the srcData element is extended using this function, shown in formula (188). 

grd1: srcData = Inst2ImmData(instArray(instPtr)) (188) 

Successful retrieval of immediate data from a FetchImmInst instruction is guaranteed, represented 

by the srcValid flag being always true via witness (189). 

srcValid = TRUE (189) 

Thus the FetchBadData event is not refined for FetchImmInst, as the condition cannot occur. 

 In FetchMemOk the source data variable srcData is trivially refined to be derived an 

undefined external source, although intended to represent the case of being retrieved from the 
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(currently undefined) memory system. Thus the three failure events from RegArrayMchR3 are 

trivially refined to FetchMemNoSrc, FetchMemNoDest and FetchMemBadPc. 

 The successive refinement of the instruction groups in RegArrayMch is summarised in 

Figure 23.  

 

Figure 23: RegArrayMch Instruction Refinement Summary 

Figure 24, Figure 25, Figure 26 and Figure 27 show the successive refinement of events within 

RegArrayMch, for each of the main groups derived in RegArrayMchR2 (illustrated in Figure 21). 

 

Figure 24: RegArrayMch FetchInst Refinement Summary 
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Figure 25: RegArrayMch MoveInst Refinement Summary 

 

Figure 26: RegArrayMch SingleOpInst Refinement Summary 

 

Figure 27: RegArrayMch DualOpInst Refinement Summary 
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the register file from external sources, or transferring it internally between the indexed elements. 

No detail of the data transformations and combinations (i.e. the operations that implement any 

useful computations within a machine) is given beyond the constraints of their data sources and 
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4.2.4. Memory Layer 

The MemMch layer introduces another new state variable memArray, representing the machine’s 

memory system using the method described in Section 3.5.7. Unlike the multiple refinements 

anticipated for the regArray state in the RegMch layer, refinement of memArray to only a single 

paradigm is expected: a randomly accessible byte array. This reflects the universality of this pattern 

in most computing machines [41]. 

 The first refinement step MemMch uses the insertion method described in Section 3.5.5 in a 

similar form to that used in Section 4.2.3 to introduce the register file. An instruction group 

MemWriteInst is constructed by the division of NullInst and a top-level event MemWriteOk is 

constructed, triggered by MemWriteInst and defining indeterminate writing to the new state shown 

in action (190).  

 act1: memArray :∈ MemArrayDom → Data (190) 

 The next refinement MemMchR01 links the newly established state to the FetchMemInst-

related events of the RegArrayMch layer by refining the srcData variable to an element of 

memArray. The element is selected via an indexing variable memIndex, which is in turn guarded by 

an availability flag memIndexReadable. This is established by refinement of the srcValid flag by 

witness (191). 

srcValid = bool(memIndexReadable=TRUE ∧  

                memIndex ∈ MemArrayDom) 

(191) 

Thus srcData is expanded in FetchMemOk to formula (192). 

grd1: memIndexReadable = TRUE 

grd2: memIndex ∈ MemArrayDom 

grd3: srcData = memArray(memIndex) 

(192) 

This in turn motivates the refinement of FetchMemNoSrc to two failure events, detecting the index 

to be unavailable or the available index to be invalid, given in formulae (193) and (194) 

respectively. 

grd1: memIndexReadable = FALSE (193) 

 

grd1: memIndexReadable = TRUE 

grd2: memIndex ∉ MemArrayDom 

(194) 

MemMchR01 also refines the memory-write (i.e. store) event in a similar fashion: an element of the 

register file is selected by a valid indexing variable resIndex, and written to a valid element of the 

memory. The memory indexing variable memIndex (now used to select the written element) is 
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again guarded by an availability flag memIndexReadable. In this case the properties of both the 

read and write indexes are enforced by the local refinement of the success flag operationOk via 

witness (195). 

operationOk = bool(resIndex ∈ RegArrayDom ∧  

                   memIndexReadable = TRUE ∧  

                   memIndex ∈ MemArrayDom) 

(195) 

A simplification of the resulting refinement of MemWriteOk is shown in (196). 

grd1: resIndex ∈ RegArrayDom 

grd2: srcData = regArray(resIndex) 

grd3: memIndexReadable = TRUE 

grd4: memIndex ∈ MemArrayDom 

act1: memArray(memIndex) ≔ srcData 

(196) 

This refinement step illustrates one shortcoming of the state-introduction method described in 

Section 3.5.5. The initial state-modifying event is derived from a basic event with no properties 

apart from those related to PC-modification. Therefore properties of the source data (in this case an 

element of the register file) must be fully derived again, instead of being constructed in a previous 

more appropriate refinement and then inherited.  

 In MemMchR1 the details of the memory indexing variable memIndex used in both the 

FetchInst and MemWriteInst related events is refined to a value stored in data form in the register 

file, at a location specified by a new index regIndex. This corresponds to the indirect addressing 

mode described in Section 3.1. The memory index availability flag memIndexReadable is refined 

by witness (197). 

memIndexReadable = bool(regIndex ∈ RegArrayDom) (197) 

The memory index memIndex is extended to include its derivation from the register file. Thus grd3 

and grd4 of formula (196) are expanded to formula (198). 

grd1: regIndex ∈ RegArrayDom 

grd2: regData = regArray(regIndex) 

grd3: memIndex = Data2Int(regData) 

grd4: memIndex ∈ MemArrayDom 

(198) 

The two failure events representing the memory index being unavailable and available but invalid 

are therefore refined for both the FetchInst and MemWriteInst related instructions. The guards 

representing memIndex being unavailable are refined to formula (199). 
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grd1: regIndex ∉ RegArrayDom (199) 

The guards representing memIndex being available but invalid is refined to formula (200). 

grd1: regIndex ∈ RegArrayDom 

grd2: regData = regArray(regIndex) 

grd3: memIndex = Data2Int(regData) 

grd4: memIndex ∉ MemArrayDom 

(200) 

 The MemMchR2 step extends the memory indexing variable by specifying the origin of the 

regIndex variable (which locates memIndex as data within the register file) as a record within the 

current instruction. The same record accessor mapping functions shown in formula (183) are used. 

Therefore for the FetchInst events, in which the index specifies the source data of the operation, 

grd1 of formula (200) is extended to formula (201). 

grd1: regIndex = Inst2SrcIndex(instArray(instPtr)) 

grd2: regIndex ∈ RegArrayDom 

(201) 

Conversely, for the MemWriteInst events the index specifies the destination of the moved data and 

the guard is extended to formula (202). 

grd1: regIndex = Inst2DstIndex(instArray(instPtr)) 

grd2: regIndex ∈ RegArrayDom 

(202) 

These extensions are also added to the failure events for the FetchInst and MemWriteInst 

instructions. 

 The MemMchR3 step performs the first step of the two step data refinement process 

described in Section 3.5.7, in which the Data type used in the abstract description of the ISA is 

refined to the more specific types DataByte, DataShort and DataLong. In order to maintain 

symmetry and prevent mixing of data abstraction levels within the same step, the elements of the 

register file are simultaneously refined to type DataLong. The representations of the memory 

memArray and the register file regArray are refined to new arrays of type DataLong, shown in 

formula (203). 
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VARIABLES 

 regArrayDataLong 

 memArrayDataLong 

INVARIANTS 

 typedef1: memArrayDataLong ∈  

            MemArrayDom → DataLong 

 typedef2: regArrayDataLong ∈  

            RegArrayDom → DataLong 

 gluing1:  ∀i·i∈RegArrayDom ⇒  

          regArray(i)=regArrayDataLong(i) 

 gluing2:  ∀i·i∈MemArrayDom ⇒  

          memArray(i)=memArrayDataLong(i) 

(203) 

The events of MemMchR3 are refined to trivially substitute these refined variables. Refinement of 

the register file therefore introduces a side-effect unrelated to the memory system: all other actions 

using the regArray variable must also be refined to use the new regArrayDataLong variable. 

In MemMchR4 the instruction groups FetchMemInst and MemWriteInst are divided into 

separate events specifically transferring data of size DataByte, DataShort and DataLong between 

the memory system and register file. The events still act on the intermediate memArrayDataLong 

variable: the step exists only to simplify the discharging of POs by introducing the type of data 

being transferred without having to consider its multi-byte structuring within memory. For 

example, formula (204) shows a simplification of the FetchMemShortOk event, in which a 

DataShort is extracted from the specified location in the DataLong memory system and written to 

the register file. This is a valid extraction, as DataShort is constructed as a sub-set of DataLong, as 

discussed in Section 3.5.6. 

grd1: memShort = memArrayDataLong(memIndex) 

grd2: memShort ∈ DataShort 

act1: regArrayDataLong(dstIndex) ≔ memShort 

(204) 

Similarly, formula (205) shows a simplification of the converse event MemWriteShortOk, which 

moves the DataShort from the register file to the memory system. 

grd1: resShort = regArrayDataLong(resIndex) 

grd2: resShort ∈ DataShort 

act1: memArrayDataLong(memIndex) ≔ resShort 

(205) 

Although not related to accessing of the memory system, MemMchR4 also refines the instruction 

group FetchImmInst into instructions loading immediate data of size DataByte, DataShort and 
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DataLong, by introducing refinements of the Inst2ImmData record accessor function described in 

formula (187), using the method described in Section 3.5.11. For example, formula (206) shows a 

simplification of event FetchImmByteOk, in which the accessor function specifically yields a 

DataByte. 

grd1: instr = instArray(instPtr) 

grd2: srcData = Inst2ImmDataByte(instr) 

act1: regArrayDataLong(dstIndex) ≔ srcData 

(206) 

The MemMchR5 step performs the second step of the two step data refinement process 

described in Section 3.5.7 by refining the intermediate variable memArrayDataLong to the larger 

array memArrayDataByte of type DataByte, via the data refinement shown in formula (207).  

VARIABLES 

 memArrayDataByte 

INVARIANTS 

 typedef1: 

  memArrayDataByte ∈ MemByteArrayDom → DataByte 

 gluing1:  

∀i·i∈MemArrayDom ⇒  

  memArrayDataLong(i)=  

   DataBytes2DataLong(memArrayDataByte(x)↦  

                       memArrayDataByte(x+1)↦ 

                        memArrayDataByte(x+2)↦ 

                         memArrayDataByte(x+3)) 

(207) 

The six events transferring data between the memory system and register file (i.e. 

FetchMemByteOk, FetchMemShortOk, FetchMemLongOk, MemWriteByteOk, MemWriteShortOk 

and MemWriteLongOk) are extended to include mapping of the component DataBytes of the 

transferred data, using the method described in Section 3.5.6. For example, formula (208) shows a 

simplification of the refinement of FetchMemShortOk in formula (204). The intermediate variable 

memShort is retained, but now constructed from two component DataBytes loaded from the 

memory. 
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grd1: memBytes ∈ 0‥1 → DataByte 

grd2: memBytes(0) = memArrayDataByte(memIndex) 

grd3: memBytes(1) = memArrayDataByte(memIndex+1) 

grd4: memShort =  

        DataBytes2DataShort(memBytes(0)↦memBytes(1)) 

act1: regArrayDataLong(dstIndex) ≔ memShort 

(208) 

Extension of the memory-write events is more complex, specifying extraction of the individual 

DataBytes of the intermediate variables and their insertion into the specific locations of the 

memory. For example, extension of MemWriteShortOk in formula (205) is shown in formula (209). 

grd1: resShort = regArrayDataLong(resIndex) 

grd2: resShort ∈ DataShort 

grd3: resBytes ∈ 0‥1 → DataByte 

grd4: resBytes(0) = DataLong2DataByte0(resShort) 

grd5: resBytes(1) = DataLong2DataByte1(resShort) 

act1: memArrayDataByte ≔ memArrayDataByte  

       {memIndex↦resBytes(0)}   

        {memIndex+1↦resBytes(1)} 

(209) 

The proving of invariant gluing1 in formula (207) during these refinement steps yield the complex 

POs described in Section 3.5.7. 

           The successive refinement of the instruction groups in MemMch is summarised in Figure 28.  

 

Figure 28: MemMch Instruction Refinement Summary 

Figure 29, Figure 30 and Figure 31 show the successive refinement of events within MemMch, for 

each of the instruction groups FetchImmInst, FetchMemInst and MemWriteInst. 
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Figure 29: MemMch Fetch Immediate Summary 

 

Figure 30: MemMch Fetch Memory Summary 
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Figure 31: MemMch Store Summary 

Thus the memory system of the ISA is introduced into the model as an indexed array of 

data, and several operations to enable transfer of data between it and the register file are 

constructed. The method of memory element selection is established, via a series of refinements, as 
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turn derived via a non-determinate mapping function from the current instruction, illustrated in 

Figure 32.  

 

Figure 32: MemMch location selection 
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4.2.5. Conditional Flag Layer 

The ConFlagMch layer introduces a new Boolean state variable to refine the abstract 

conditional defined in the jump instruction constructed in the ControlFlow layer. Use of a 

separately modified Boolean flag is representative of some ISAs [42] but not all [62]. Therefore, 

this may be regarded as the point at which the refinement process begins to specify a particular ISA 

from the more generally applicable model constructed in the previous layers. 

The first refinement step ConFlagMch introduces the new state variable conFlag by formula 

(210), using the method described in Section 3.5.5.  

VARIABLES 

 conFlag 

INVARIANTS 

 typedef1: conFlag ∈ BOOL 

(210) 

This method is once again used to construct an instruction group ConFlagWriteInst and a top-level 

event ConFlagWriteOk, triggered by ConFlagWriteInst and defining indeterminate writing to the 

new state, shown in formula (211). 

 act1: conFlag :∈ BOOL (211) 

Accompanying failure events ConFlagFail and ConFlagBadPc are trivially refined from the 

respective Null2Inst-related events. All the ControlFlow-related events are trivially refined by the 

substitution of conFlag for the local conditional, and the assumption of conditionalAvailable being 

true. These are enforced by the witnesses in formula (212). 

conditionalAvailable = TRUE 

conditional = conFlag 

(212) 

Although refinement of the ControlFlow events is a simple substitution, is does yield one 

significant side effect: event FlowInstNoCond becomes un-enabled and is eliminated by the initial 

creation of NullEvent, using the method discussed in Section 3.5.12. The guaranteed availability of 

the abstract conditional is a feature of this particular architecture, in which no conditions guard 

access to the global conFlag. Other architectures have use for the availability concept: for example, 

machines in which the conditional is evaluated within ControlFlow instructions [62]. Similarly, 

architectures supporting non-conditional ControlFlow instructions [62] would require refinement of 

the conditional to true for these instructions, and the elimination of events enabled by conditional 

being false. 
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ConFlagMchR1 refines the modification of conFlag to being overwritten by the result of a 

indeterminate comparison function; whose inputs are indeterministically selected elements of the 

register file, as shown in formula (213). 

grd1: op1Data = regArrayDataLong(op1Index) 

grd2: op2Data = regArrayDataLong(op2Index) 

grd3: srcFlag = CompFunc(op1Data↦op2Data) 

act1: conFlag ≔ srcFlag 

(213) 

The comparison function is defined using the method described in Section 3.5.11, defining a simple 

mapping from the two inputs to a comparison result shown in formula (214).  

CompFunc ∈ DataLong × DataLong → BOOL (214) 

Unlike the SingleOpFunc and DualOpFunc mappings defined in the RegArrayMch layer, 

CompFunc does not yield a status flag: this represents the function’s guaranteed success. This is 

reflected in a simpler refinement of operationOk by witness (215), in contrast to witness (181) used 

in the case of DualOpFunc. 

operationOk =  

   bool(op1Index∈RegArrayDom ∧ op2Index∈RegArrayDom) 

(215) 

Thus a single failure event is refined from ConFlagWriteFail, detecting either operand being 

unavailable, by guard (216). 

grd1: (op1Index∉RegArrayDom ∨ op2Index∉RegArrayDom) (216) 

This step again narrows the specification to a particular architecture by precluding refinement to 

ISAs in which single input comparison instructions exist, such as compare-to-zero [42]. 

 ConFlagMchR2 specifies the origin of the op1Index and op2Index variables as records 

within the current instruction, in a manner similar to that used in RegArrayMchR3. Thus guards 

grd1 and grd2 of formula (213) are extended to formula (217). 

grd1: op1Index = Inst2SrcIndex(instArray(instPtr)) 

grd2: op1Data = regArrayDataLong(op1Index) 

grd3: op2Index = Inst2Src2Index(instArray(instPtr)) 

grd4: op2Data = regArrayDataLong(op2Index) 

(217) 

The failure event CmpNoInput is extended in a similar manner. The need for ConFlagMchR2 again 

demonstrates a shortcoming of the state-introduction method, as the details of the operand data for 

the introduced function must be completely constructed without reference to their similarities to the 

operands of the DualOpFunc instruction. 
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 ConFlagMchR3 refines the events triggered by CmpInst to the five comparison instructions 

supported by the MIDAS ISA. These are CmpEqInst (bit-wise equal), CmpGtInst (integer greater-

than), CmpLtInst (integer less-than), CmpLgtInst (floating-point greater-than), and CmpFltInst 

(floating-point less-than). Each instruction refines the abstract CompFunc mapping function to 

CompEqFunc, CompGtFunc, CompLtFunc, CompFgtFunc and CompFltFunc respectively, using 

the method described in Section 3.5.11. 

 The successive refinement of the instruction groups in ConFlagMch is summarised in 

Figure 33. Figure 34 shows the successive refinement of events in the layer.  

 

Figure 33: ConFlagMch Instruction Refinement Summary 

 

Figure 34: ConFlagMch Event Refinement Summary 
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Thus a particular conditional flow-control mechanism, representative of some ISAs, is 

refined from the abstract description of the ControlFlow layer described in Section 4.2.2. Jumping 

and branching of the PC is enabled by a globally visible Boolean, modified by a set of specialist 

comparison instructions.  

4.2.6. Calculation Layer 

The CalcMch layer continues the specification of the particular ISA by dividing 

SingleOpInst and DualOpInst (and their related events) defined in RegArrayMch into the actual 

functions supported by the MIDAS ISA. 

CalcMch refines the events triggered by DualOpInst to the thirteen combinatorial 

instructions supported by the MIDAS ISA. These are AddInst (integer addition), SubInst (integer 

subtraction), MulInst (integer multiplication), DivInst (integer division), AndInst (bit-wise AND), 

OorInst (bit-wise OR), XorInst (bit-wise exclusive OR), ShlInst (bit-wise shift left), ShrInst (bit-

wise shift right), FaddInst (floating-point addition), FsubInst (floating-point subtraction), FmulInst 

(floating-point multiplication) and FdivInst (floating-point division). The abstract DualOpFunc 

mapping function is simultaneously refined to AddFunc, SubFunc, MulFunc, DivFunc, AndFunc, 

OorFunc, XorFunc, ShLtFunc, ShRtFunc, FaddFunc, FsubFunc, FmulFunc and FdivFunc 

respectively, using the method described in Section 3.5.11. The AddFunc, SubFunc, MulFunc, 

DivFunc, FaddFunc, FsubFunc, FmulFunc and FdivFunc functions yield both a result and validity 

Boolean, signifying whether the operation has succeeded or failed due to overflow, underflow or 

divide-by-zero. For example, the mapping function for AddFunc is shown in formula (218). 

AddFunc ∈ (DataLong × DataLong) → (DataLong × BOOL) (218) 

Thus the abstract event DualOpFail is refined to detection of failure in each of these functions. 

Failure conditions do not exist for the bit-wise operations AndFunc, OorFunc, XorFunc, ShLtFunc 

and ShRtFunc, and these functions yield only a result. For example, the mapping function for 

AndFunc is shown in formula (219). 

AndFunc ∈ (DataLong × DataLong) → DataLong (219) 

Therefore, no refinement for DualOpFail is constructed for these instructions, and the funcOk 

variable constructed in formula (180) is eliminated by witness (220). 

funcOk = TRUE (220) 

CalcMchR1 refines the events triggered by SingleOpInst to the two single-operand 

transformation instructions supported by the MIDAS ISA. These are Int2FltInst (integer to 

floating-point cast) and Flt2IntInst (floating-point to integer cast). The events of these instructions 
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refine SingleOpFunc to Int2FltInst and Flt2IntInst, in a similar manner to the refinement of 

DualOpFunc. The guaranteed success of the integer to floating-point cast is represented by no 

validity flag being given for the mapping function in formula (221), and no refinement of 

SingleOpFail being provided for Int2FltInst. 

Int2FltFunc ∈ DataLong → DataLong (221) 

The possible failure of the floating-point to integer cast due to overflow is represented by a validity 

flag in its mapping function in formula (222). 

Flt2IntFunc ∈ DataLong → (DataLong × BOOL) (222) 

Thus a refinement Flt2IntFail is provided for SingleOpFail for this instruction. 

The successive refinement of the instruction groups in CalcMch is summarised in Figure 35. 

Figure 36 and Figure 37 show the successive refinement of events in the layer. 

 

Figure 35: CalcMch Instruction Refinement Summary 

 

Figure 36: CalcMch DualOp Refinement Summary 
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Figure 37: CalcMch SingleOp Refinement Summary 
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newPtrAvailable = bool(regIndex∈RegArrayDom) (224) 

MidasMchR1 completes the instruction set construction process for the MIDAS ISA. The 

events triggered by Null3Inst (i.e. NullOk, NullFail and NullBadPc) are refined to a NOP 

instruction, by elimination of the operationOk variable via witness (225).  

operationOk = TRUE (225) 

This causes the NullFail to become un-enabled, in preparation for elimination via the method 

described in Section 3.5.12. Null3Inst is trivially replaced by NopInst via formula (226), allowing it 

to be trivially substituted into the remaining refinements NopOk and NopBadPc. 

axm1: NopInst = Null3Inst (226) 

Thus the guard detecting the triggering instruction is trivially refined to formula (227). 

grd1: instArray(instPtr) ∈ NopInst (227) 

The fetching of sixteen bit immediate data is not supported by the MIDAS ISA, and therefore 

FetchImmShortInst is eliminated using the method described in Section 3.5.12. This causes the 

events triggered by FetchImmShortInst (i.e. FetchImmShortOk and FetchImmShortBadPc) to 

become un-enabled in preparation for elimination. Finally, MoveInst is divided into FetchRegInst 

and StoreRegInst, and the events triggered by MoveInst are split into two sets of events, identical 

except for their triggering instructions. Thus two instructions implement identical functionality at 

this level of refinement. The refinement is performed in order to allow separate behaviours to be 

refined for the case of the MIDAS Stack Variant (discussed in Section 5.1.3), whilst retaining 

identical instruction sets for all variants. MidasMchR2 completes the elimination of events 

NullFail, FetchImmShortOk and FetchImmShortBadPc, by combining them into NullEvent as 

discussed in Section 3.5.12. 

In MidasMchR3 the instruction store is refined to an array of type DataByte and numerical 

codes are simultaneously assigned to the abstract instruction groups using the method described in 

Section 3.5.8. This step accurately represents the actual storage mechanism of a program in the 

memory of a practical ISA, and enables its implementation in a later step. The gluing invariant in 

formula (228) establishes the representation of MIDAS instruction codes as a numerical translation 

of a single byte (i.e. in the range 0-255) located at the same location. 

gluing1: ∀x.x∈InstArrayDom ⇒  

   instArray(x)=(DataByte2Int;Inst2Inst)(memByte(x)) 

(228) 

Thus all instruction-decoding guards in the step’s events are refined to restate the instructions in 

this form. For example, the axiom defining the MIDAS NOP instruction as having a numerical 

code of sixteen is shown in formula (229). 
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axm1: Int2Inst(16) ∈ NopInst (229) 

The abstract guard detecting the NOP instruction shown in formula (227) is therefore refined to 

formula (230). 

grd1: op = memByte(instPtr) 

grd2: opVal = DataByte2Int(op) 

grd3: opVal = 16 

(230) 

Complementary to the refinement of valid instruction events, each region of the MIDAS instruction 

space corresponding to no valid instruction is identified (i.e. those instructions in the InvalidInst 

set). For example axiom (231) specifies the region one to fifteen, which has no valid instructions 

mapped within it. 

axm1: ∀x·(x≥0) ∧ (x≤15) ⇒ Int2Inst(x)∉ValidInst (231) 

Therefore the single abstract event BadInst is refined to numerous concrete events, separately 

identifying each invalid region within the instruction space. For example, the guards in formula 

(232) detect the invalid instruction region defined in formula (231). 

grd1: op = memByte(instPtr) 

grd2: opVal = DataByte2Int(op) 

grd3: opVal≥0 ∧ opVal≤15 

(232) 

Instruction refinement requires the restatement of the record accessor functions defining the source 

and destination indexes incorporated within the instruction. In order to maintain sufficient 

flexibility into the two subsequent ISA variants refinements, abstract mapping functions in terms of 

the PC value are retained. For example, formula (233) shows the refinement of the Inst2SrcIndex 

accessor function: axm1 declares a new mapping function DataByte2SrcIndex and axm2 defines it 

as a refinement of Inst2SrcIndex for an instruction refined to the DataByte form as just described. 

axm1: DataByte2SrcIndex ∈ DataByte → ℤ 

axm2: ∀a,p· a∈MemDom→DataByte ∧ p∈InstArrayDom ⇒ 

       DataByte2SrcIndex(a(p)) =  

        Inst2SrcIndex((DataByte2Int;Int2Inst)(a(p))) 

(233) 

Formula (234) shows a usage example within an event, refining grd1 of (217). 

grd1: srcIndex = DataByte2SrcIndex(op) (234) 

The DataByte array introduced to refine the instruction space is also merged with the data 

memory space memArrayDataByte constructed in the MemMch layer, using the method described 

in Section 3.5.8. Formula (235) shows the three invariants needed to complete the refinement: 

typedef1 defines the new DataByte array used to contain the two abstract memories, while gluing1 
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(already described in the context of its role in instruction representation) and gluing2 place the 

abstract memories within the new one. 

INVARIANTS 

typedef1: memByte ∈ MemDom → DataByte 

gluing1: ∀x.x∈InstArrayDom ⇒  

   instArray(x)=(DataByte2Int;Inst2Inst)(memByte(x)) 

gluing2: ∀x·x∈MemByteArrayDom ⇒  

   memArrayDataByte(x)=memByte(x) 

(235) 

As described in Section 0, merging of the memory spaces introduces a requirement for further 

specification of the ISA memory map, as the domains InstArrayDom and MemByteArrayDom must 

now be disjoint within the containing domain MemDom. For the MIDAS demonstration, this is 

achieved by directly specifying numerical values for the domain limits. The MIDAS ISA is a 

Harvard architecture and the instruction and data memory spaces could therefore be maintained 

separately. However, the step is performed to demonstrate the merging technique for use in Von 

Neumann architectures and modelling of implementations in which both memory spaces are 

implemented in the same physical device. For the purposes of the MIDAS demonstration, a single 

memory structure also allows the creation of a simple memory loading mechanism at a later 

refinement step.  

The final refinement introduced by MidasMchR3 is the fixing of all instruction field sizes to 

equal (although still not fully defined) constants. The size of the instruction opcode is fully stated 

by axiom (236). 

axm1: MidasOpSize = 1 (236) 

Precise definition of this size is appropriate at this point: the single byte structure of the instruction 

code field is common to all variants of the MIDAS ISA and is separately implied in MidasMchR3 

by the gluing invariant in formula (228). Conversely, the source and destination fields within the 

instruction are not yet defined at this refinement and are not fixed for all variants: they are therefore 

only loosely defined as of size zero or greater and combined into an encompassing constant, as 

shown in formula (237). 

axm2: MidasSrcSize ∈ ℕ 

axm3: MidasSrc2Size ∈ ℕ 

axm4: MidasDstSize ∈ ℕ 

axm5: MidasSrcDstSize =  

       MidasSrcSize + MidasSrc2Size + MidasDstSize 

(237) 
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Thus constants previously defined for separate instruction sizes may be refined to be equal. For 

example, the sizes for NopInst and FetchInstPtrInst are shown in formula (238). 

axm6: NopInstSize = MidasOpSize + MidasSrcDstSize 

axm7: FetchInstPtrInstSize =  

                    MidasOpSize + MidasSrcDstSize 

(238) 

Indexes to each field within the instruction may be defined in terms of these constants, shown in 

formula (239). 

axm6:MidasSrcOffset < MidasOpSize + MidasSrcDstSize 

axm7:MidasSrc2Offset < MidasOpSize + MidasSrcDstSize 

axm8:MidasDstOffset < MidasOpSize + MidasSrcDstSize 

(239) 

Although the properties of the instruction sizes are not fully defined, a maximum size definition 

may also be constructed in terms of them, shown in formula (240). 

axm9: MaxMidasInstSize =  

       MidasOpSize + MidasSrcDstSize + MaxDataSize 

(240) 

Abstraction is maintained for all record accessor functions within the instructions except for those 

for immediate data extraction. These are completely refined to data elements composed from the 

DataBytes of memByte at the end of the current instruction. For example, formula (241) shows the 

definition of Inst2ImmDataByte as a single DataByte located at an offset from the PC value 

immediately beyond the instruction. 

axm1: ∀a,p,b·a∈MemDom→DataByte ∧  

       p∈InstArrayDom ∧ b∈DataByte ∧ 

        b=a(p+MidasOpSize+MidasSrcDstSize)  

         ⇒ 

  b=Inst2ImmDataByte((DataByte2Int;Int2Inst)(a(p))) 

(241) 

Formula (242) shows an example usage case of the refinement of grd2 of formula (206). 

grd1: srcData =  

        memByte(instPtr+MidasOpSize+MidasSrcDstSize) 

(242) 

MidasMchR4 refines the event triggered by the LOADING mode, constructed in the 

StateMch layer in Section 4.2.1, to a state machine capable of sequentially loading the new memory 

space memByte. A simple loop counter based on an introduced global variable loadPtr is refined 

from the Loading event, which increments contiguously through the domain MemDom. The 

implied state transition diagram from the LOADING state (shown in Figure 14 to Figure 16) is 

therefore expanded to that shown in Figure 38. 
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Figure 38: MidasMch Loader State Machine Refinement Summary 

The DataByte element be loaded into each location in memory is supplied via the un-interpreted 

function FetchImageData defined in axiom (243), which supplies a single element of DataByte for 

each address.   

axm1: FetchImageData ∈ MemDom → DataByte (243) 

This is invoked for every location within MemDom, and the result actively loaded into memory, as 

defined by formula (244). 

grd1: resByte = FetchImageData(loadPtr) 

grd2: memByte(loadPtr) ≔ resByte 

(244) 

This particular interpretation of the loader mechanism is chosen in order to allow a flexible 

program boot mechanism to be implemented for the MIDAS demonstration, and demonstrates why 

the detail of the loader is not refined in the StateMch layer: the selected mechanism is specific to 

the memory system and method of implementation, and is therefore derived late in the refinement 

process.  For example, an alternative system could implement a read-only memory in which all 

instructions are immediately available at start-up, in which case no active memory programming 

during the LOADING phase would be required. 

In MidasMchR5 the byte-wide memory write event is refined to implement a region of 

writable IO within the data memory region, using the method described in Section 0. A single 

address location IoLocation is defined as part of the data memory domain, shown in formula (245). 

IoLocation ∈ MemArrayDom (245) 

The StoreIndirByteOk event, which specifies the successful writing of a DataByte to the data 

memory, is split into two refinements StoreIndirByteMemOk and StoreIndirByteIoOk. Formula 

(246) shows a simplification of StoreIndirByteMemOk in which the address selection guards have 

been extended with grd2, causing the event not to be triggered by accessing location IoLocation. 

Otherwise the event is identical to its abstract. 

LOADING RUNNING LoadComplete 

Loading 

loadPtr+1 ∉ 
MemDom 

loadPtr+1 ∈ 
MemDom 
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grd1: memIndex ∈ MemArrayDom 

grd2: memIndex ≠ IoLocation 

act1: memByte ≔ memByte  {memIndex↦resBytes(0)} 

(246) 

Transfer of data into the IO system is represented by an un-interpreted function WriteIo, which 

yields a status flag in response to data transfer.  

WriteIo ∈ DataByte → BOOL (247) 

WriteIo is incorporated into StoreIndirByteOk’s other refinement StoreIndirByteIoOk, representing 

the copying of the data to the IO system. In order to preserve the actions of the abstract event, the 

data is also written to the data memory. The event is summarised in formula (248).  

grd1: memIndex = IoLocation 

grd2: ioRes = WriteIo(resBytes(0)) 

act1: memByte ≔ memByte  {memIndex↦resBytes(0)} 

(248) 

The address-triggered guard grd1 has now been strengthened to only detect accesses to IoLocation, 

which still satisfies the abstract guard detecting address membership of MemArrayDom. Thus a 

simple mechanism for writing to an externally defined IO system is introduced, although none of its 

state or functional detail is modelled.  

 MidasMchR5 also refines the constants defining the limits of the memory regions to actual 

numerical values within the previously constructed constraints. For example, formula (249) shows 

the definition of the lower and upper accessible addresses of the data memory defined in an 

included context. 

axm1: MinMemBytePointer = 100000 

axm2: MaxMemBytePointer = 299999 

(249) 

Insertion of actual numerical values yields one significant side effect. The domain of numerical 

values contained by the data types DataByte and DataLong is defined in the machine context: that 

for DataLong is shown in formula (250). 

axm1: DataLongInt = −2147483647‥2147483647 (250) 

The domain InstArrayDom may therefore be precisely defined and formally proved (by discharging 

of resulting POs) as a sub-set of DataLongInt, shown in theorem (251). 

thm1: InstArrayDom ⊆ DataLongInt (251) 

Thus the significant guard of event FetchInstPtrBadData shown in guard (252), that captures the 

case in which the PC value cannot be contained in the register file, is shown to be un-enabled. 

grd1: instPtr ∉ DataLongInt (252) 
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Thus FetchInstPtrBadData is eliminated using the method described in Section 3.5.12. The 

elimination process is completed by inclusion into NullEvent in MidasMchR6. This illustrates how 

detailed refinement steps performed late in the specification process may still affect ISA behaviour 

by the elimination or inclusion of events. The usefulness of detailed universal models in which 

infrequently implemented events are explicitly stated is also illustrated. 

 The refinements of the MidasMch layer are summarised in the following figures. Figure 39 

shows the division instruction groups within the layer, Figure 40, Figure 41 and Figure 42 show 

division of events. 

 

Figure 39: MidasMch Instruction Refinement Summary 

 

Figure 40: MidasMch Event Refinement Summary 
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Figure 41: MidasMch Move Event Refinement Summary 

 

Figure 42: MidasMch BadInst Event Refinement Summary 

4.2.8. Register Variant Layer 

The MidasRegMch layer introduces all refinements specific to the register variant of the MIDAS 

ISA: the instruction format is described in more detail in Section 5.1, but is summarised in Figure 

43. 

 

 Figure 43: Midas Register Variant Instruction Layout 

The register index accessor functions, already refined to intermediate accessor functions in 

MidasMchR3, are further refined to integer values read from DataByte fields within the instruction. 

For example, formula (253) shows the refinement of the intermediate function DataByte2SrcIndex, 

described in formula (233), to the numerical interpretation of the DataByte at offset MidasSrcOffset 

from the PC. 
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axm1: ∀a,p· a∈MemDom→DataByte ∧ p∈InstArrayDom  

        ⇒ 

         DataByte2Int(a(p+MidasSrcOffset)) =  

          DataByte2SrcIndex(a(p)) 

(253) 

Thus the intermediate refinement of srcIndex in formula (234) is refined to formula (254). 

grd1: srcByte = memByte(instPtr+MidasSrcOffset) 

grd2: srcIndex = DataByte2Int(srcByte) 

(254) 

The single-byte field size of the individual indexes is captured by full refinement of the previously 

indeterminate size specifiers, shown in formula (255). 

axm1: MidasSrcSize = 1 

axm2: MidasSrc2Size = 1 

axm3: MidasDstSize = 1 

(255) 

The positions and contiguous layout of the fields are also captured by full refinement of the offset 

specifiers given in formula (256). 

axm1: MidasDstOffset = MidasOpSize 

axm2: MidasSrcOffset = MidasDstOffset + 1 

axm3: MidasSrc2Offset = MidasSrcOffset + 1 

(256) 

As the numerical range expressible by a DataByte field exceeds the register domain for MIDAS, 

events detecting out-of-domain accesses (for example FetchDirNoSrc and FetchDirNoDest) are 

preserved. This is in contrast to many microprocessor ISAs in which the instruction field may only 

express the register domain: a typical example being a sixteen register domain being expressed by a 

four-bit instruction field [42]. In this case, out-of-domain accesses would be eliminated using the 

method described in Section 3.5.12. 

 The next refinement MidasRegMchB2C is the final refinement step for the MIDAS register 

variant, and is introduced to perform restatement into a form capable of automatic translation to the 

C language via the B2C tool. B2C is described in detail in Section 5.3. Formula (257) shows the 

restatement of formula (254) in this step, the constant MidasSrcOffset having been trivially 

replaced with its literal value in order to simplify the translation process. 

grd1: srcByte = memByte(instPtr+2) 

grd2: srcIndex = DataByte2Int(srcByte) 

(257) 

The MidasRegMch layer demonstrates that only minimal refinements are necessary to the abstract 

register file model constructed in RegArrayMch, due to the close similarity between the randomly 

accessible data array structure of the generic model and the explicitly indexed structure of the 

MIDAS register variant.   
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4.2.9. Stack Variant Layer 

The MidasStkMch layer introduces all refinements specific to the stack variant of the MIDAS 

register file. The precise operations of the stack variant are described in Section 5.1.3. The MIDAS 

ISA employs a relatively complex indexing mechanism for the direct addressing mode, in which 

data is indexed as an offset from the top of the stack, the offset itself being held at the top of the 

stack. The first refinement MidasStkMch introduces an initial description of this indexing method, 

by refining the data indexes (i.e. the source index for the fetch-direct instruction, the destination 

index for the store-direct instruction) to an offset, relative to a currently indeterminate datum index. 

The offset variable is itself guarded by an availability flag. For example, witness (258) refines the 

srcIndex variable in the case of the fetch-direct instruction. 

(srcOffsetReadable=TRUE ⇒ 

   srcIndex=srcDatum−srcOffset) ∧  

(srcOffsetReadable=FALSE ⇒ 

   srcIndex∉RegArrayDom) 

(258) 

Thus guard (260) shows the resulting refinement of the abstract guard (259). 

grd1: srcIndex ∈ RegArrayDom (259) 

 

grd1: srcOffsetReadable = TRUE 

grd2: (srcDatum − srcOffset) ∈ RegArrayDom 

(260) 

The abstract event FetchDirNoSrc is therefore refined into two events, FetchDirNoSrcOffset and 

FetchDirBadSrcOffset, which detect the offset being unavailable and available but invalid, shown 

in formulae (261) and (262) respectively. 

grd1: srcOffsetReadable = FALSE (261) 

 

grd1: srcOffsetReadable = TRUE 

grd2: (srcDatum − srcOffset) ∉ RegArrayDom 

(262) 

Corresponding refinements are made to the store-direct events, in which the data destination index 

is refined in a similar way. 

MidasStkMchR01 continues the construction of the direct addressing modes for the fetch 

and store instructions by extending the definition of the offset variable to an element within the 

stack itself, although the precise location is still indeterminate. Witness (263) shows the refinement 

of the offset availability flag for the fetch instruction, by introducing the location of the offset on 

the stack. 
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srcOffsetReadable = 

              bool(srcOffsetIndex∈RegArrayDom) 

(263) 

Formula (264) shows the resulting refinement of the fetch guards of formula (260). 

grd1: srcOffsetIndex ∈ RegArrayDom 

grd2: srcOffset =  

      DataLong2Int(regArrayDataLong(srcOffsetIndex)) 

grd3: (srcDatum − srcOffset) ∈ RegArrayDom 

(264) 

 MidasStkMchR1 introduces the key element of any stack machine: the mechanism used to 

track the stack size using the method described in Section 3.5.10. A new variable stkSize is 

introduced by formula (265) to perform this function.  

VARIABLES 

 stkSize 

INVARIANTS 

 typedef1: stkSize ∈ 0..MaxRegArraySize 

(265) 

The events pertaining to each instruction are modified to define the register indexes (e.g. srcIndex 

and dstIndex) in terms of stkSize, and include any modification to it by each of the stack 

modification types described in Section 5.1.3. For example, formula (266) shows the witnesses 

used to refine the intermediate variables constructed for the fetch-direct instruction, locating the 

elements at the top and below-top locations on the stack. 

dstIndex = stkSize−1 

srcOffsetIndex = stkSize−1 

srcDatum = stkSize−2 

(266) 

The guards of the abstract event are refined to maintain the properties of the abstract data indexes 

when restated in terms of stkSize and maintenance of the property invariant of stkSize during any 

modification. For example, formula (267) shows the refinement of formula (264): grd1 preserves 

the RegArrayDom membership constraints for the abstract indexes. 

grd1: stkSize ≥ 1 

grd2: srcOffset =  

          DataLong2Int(regArrayDataLong(stkSize−1)) 

grd3: ((stkSize−2) − srcOffset) ∈ RegArrayDom 

(267) 

Similarly, formula (268) shows a simplification of a refined compare instruction, which acts on two 

elements from the register file, now defined to be the top and below-top elements of the stack 

(again summarised in Section 5.1.3). In this case grd1 preserves the RegArrayDom membership 
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requirement for op1Index and op2Index from the abstract event, and also preserves stkSize in its 

range (i.e. greater than zero) after act1. 

grd1: stkSize ≥ 2 

grd2: op1Index = stkSize − 2 

grd3: op2Index = stkSize − 1 

act1: stkSize ≔ stkSize − 2 

(268) 

Using the method described in Section 3.5.3, complementary failure events are derived for the 

guards of each “successful” event. For example, formula (269) shows the complementary guard to 

grd1 of formula (268), detecting an insufficient stack size during a compare instruction. 

grd1: stkSize < 2 (269) 

Refinement of the intermediate record accessor functions introduced in the MidasMch layer is 

performed by the introduction of general axioms. For example, formula (270) states that any integer 

may legally refine an instance of the DataByte2SrcIndex function acting on a DataByte.  

axm1:  

   ∀i,b·b∈DataByte ∧ i∈ℤ  ⇒  i=DataByte2SrcIndex(b) 

(270) 

Similar axioms are provided for the DataByte2Src2Index and DataByte2DstIndex functions. Thus 

the validity of the stack machine refinement is proved by instantiation of the appropriate axioms 

and provision of simple type information on the provided values. For example, formula (271) 

shows the PO resulting from grd2 of formula (268), discharged by instantiation of formula (270) 

with stkSize-2 and memByte(instPtr) for i and b respectively, and proving of sub-hypotheses stating 

their membership of ℤ and DataByte. 

 stkSize − 2 = DataByte2SrcIndex(memByte(instPtr)) (271) 

The implications of this refinement step are discussed in Section 4.3.2. 

MidasStkMchR2 merges redundant stack-handling failure events constructed in the 

MidasStkMchR1 step. For example, formula (272) shows the essential guard of the no-input 

detection event for the dual-operand instructions, constructed as a result of refinement of the input 

operand indexes to the top and below-top elements of the stack.  

grd1: stkSize < 2 (272) 

Formula (273) shows the essential guard of the no-destination event for the dual-operand 

instructions: this guard results from refinement of the destination index (i.e. of the written result) to 

the below-top element of the stack prior to its decrementing. 
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grd1: stkSize = 0 (273) 

Thus, although the two failure events have different abstract meanings, refinement to the stack 

machine translates them to a similar form, and they may be merged into a single event with 

essential guard (272), which may be proved to satisfy the properties of both. 

The next refinement MidasStkMchB2C is the final refinement step for the MIDAS stack 

variant, and is introduced to perform restatement into a form capable of automatic translation to the 

C language via the B2C tool, as described for the Register Variant in Section 4.2.8.  

The refinement of events for the fetch and store instructions in the MidasStkMch layer is 

summarised in Figure 44 and Figure 45. 

 

Figure 44: MidasStkMch Fetch Event Refinement Summary 

 

Figure 45: MidasStkMch Store Event Refinement Summary 
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In contrast to the simple refinement process of the register variant, the MidasStkMch layer 

demonstrates the greater complexity of the stack variant. Complexity is introduced by the stack 

machine architecture itself, due to the intrinsic requirement of a stack counter, and by the MIDAS 

stack variant architecture in particular, which specifies particular stack behaviours for different 

instruction groups. 

4.3 Commentary 

4.3.1. Summary  

The refinement steps described in 4.2 are summarised in Table 14. For each step the total number 

of events at that step (i.e. both constructed and inherited without change) is shown with the number 

of POs. The PO count is divided into those discharged completely automatically by the Rodin 

proving tools, and those requiring some manual interaction. 

Table 14. Refinement summary.  

Proof  Obligations Step Events 

Auto Man Total 

Description 

 

StateMch 2 4 0 4 Define top-level single event 

StateMchR1 5 2 0 2 Split event by status value 

StateMchR2 6 1 0 1 Split RUNNING events into behaviour for valid and invalid 

instructions 

StateMchR3 7 5 0 5 Split good-inst into exec and halt instructions 

StateMchR4 8 2 0 2 Split exec-inst into success and failure outcomes 

ControlFlow 9 25 6 11 Refine inst to instArray/instPtr. Split exec-inst into 

OK/fail/bad-PC 

ControlFlowR1 12 15 0 15 Split exec-inst into increment and control-flow 

ControlFlowR2 13 3 0 3 Split flow-inst into conditional/vector available/not –

available 

ControlFlowR3 15 5 0 5 Split flow-inst into conditional true/false 

ControlFlowR4 17 11 0 31 Split flow-inst-true into relative and absolute 

RegArrayMch 20 17 4 17 Introduce data array. Split incr-inst into null-inst and those 

acting on data array 

RegArrayMchR1 21 4 0 4 Refine operation-ok in reg-write to src-OK and destination-

OK 

RegArrayMchR2 35 69 1 70 Refine reg-write into fetch, move, single-op and dual-op 

instructions 

RegArrayMchR3 35 18 0 18 Define reg indexes to be immediate data in inst 

RegArrayMchR4 42 45 2 47 Refine fetch data into inst-ptr, immediate or memory 
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Proof  Obligations Step Events 

Auto Man Total 

Description 

 

MemMch 45 21 3 24 Introduce memory. Split null-inst into null and insts acting 

on memory 

MemMchR01 46 5 0 5 Fetch-mem insts refined to select element from mem via 

mem-index, guarded by readable flag 

MemMchR02 48 6 0 6 Mem-write insts refined to select element from mem via 

mem-index, guarded by readable flag 

MemMchR03 48 17 0 17 Refine mem-index to address stored in reg-array. 

MemMchR1 48 20 0 20 Refine reg-indexes for mem-indexes as immediate data in 

instruction 

MemMchR2 48 111 2 113 Refine all other reg-indexes as immediate data in instruction 

MemMchR3 52 33 96 129 Refine Data-type elements to DataLong-type. Split fetch-

immediate to byte/short/long 

MemMchR4 56 29 28 57 Split mem-access insts into byte/short/long 

MemMchR5 56 5 84 89 Refine mem to DataBytes. Define multi-byte data mappings 

for short/long accesses 

ConFlagMch 59 19 13 32 Introduce con- flag. Split null to to null and con-flag-write. 

Refine flow conditionals to con-flag 

ConFlagMchR1 59 6 18 16 Refine con-flag write to 2-input compare 

ConFlagMchR2 59 0 4 4 Define compare src indexes as immediate data in instruction 

ConFlagMchR3 63 5 0 5 Split compares into equals/greater-than/less-than 

CalcMch 82 68 139 207 Split dual-op insts into add/subtract/multiply etc. 

CalcMchR1 83 6 18 24 Split single-ops insts into casts 

MidasMch 83 8 21 29 Define flow vector as reg data. 

MidasMchR1 87 45 16 61 Eliminate fetch-immediate-short. Split move-inst into store 

and fetch. 

MidasMchR2 84 0 0 0 Merge eliminated events into null-event 

MidasMchR3 107 295 646 941 Merge instArray and mem into byte-array. Assign 

numerical values to insts. Fix inst and data sizes 

MidasMchR4 108 8 0 8 Construct loader state machine 

MidasMchR5 108 13 0 13 Split store-byte to io or memory. Eliminate fetch-bad-ptr 

condition 

MidasMchR6 107 0 0 0 Merge fetch-bad-ptr into null-event 

MidasStkMch 108 4 30 34 Refine direct addressing to datum/offset 

MidasStkMchR1 107 81 352 433 Introduce stack-size. Refine reg indexes to stack-size 

relative. 

MidasStkMchB2C 113 411 308 719 Refinements for B2C translation 

MidasRegMch 109 142 375 517 Refine reg indexes to bytes within instructions 

MidasRegMchB2C 109 588 578 1166 Refinements for B2C translation 
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The total number of constructed events at each refinement step is plotted in Figure 46.  

 

Figure 46: Refinement Event Count 

The region of the graph extending up to point 6 (i.e. up to the end of the MemMch layer) represents 

the generic part of the model. In this region the number of events increases, as the possible 

common outcomes of the generic ISA are constructed. Beyond point 6 shows refinement to the 

MIDAS demonstration ISA, in which events are eliminated when shown to be irrelevant to the 

particular ISA. A clear example of this is point 5, corresponding to the elimination of the 

FetchImmShort instruction at the MidasMchR2 step described in Section 4.2.7. Events are also 

eliminated at point 6, when the flow-control conditional is refined to a globally visible flag and 

flag-not-available events are shown to be unused. However, the effect is masked by the 

simultaneous introduction of events to manage the new conFlag state variable (described in Section 

4.2.5). 

 Large increases in the event count within a single refinement step occur at points 1, 2 and 3. 

Points 1 and 2 occur due to the straightforward refinement of abstract functions to multiple 

refinements, described in Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.6. The steep increase at point 3 is an indirect result 

of assigning numerical values to the abstract instruction groups at the MidasMchR3 step: separate 

invalid regions within the numerical instruction space are identified and detected by separate 
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refinements of the abstract BadInst event. 

 Event counts for the register and stack variants of the MIDAS ISA diverge at point 4: the 

greater refinement complexity for the stack variant is illustrated by the additional refinement step 

and greater number of events constructed. 

4.3.2. Sources of Error  

The greatest source of error during construction of Event-B models is the introduction of overly 

general axiom statements: proof of correctness is only relative to the stated axioms of the model, 

and weak axioms allow easy discharging of POs at the cost of verification rigour. Such weak 

axioms are employed during refinement of record accessor functions in the MidasStkMch layer. For 

example, formula (274) is used in the MidasStkMchR1 step, and states that any integer may legally 

refine an instance of the DataByte2SrcIndex function acting on any DataByte.  

∀i,b·b∈DataByte ∧ i∈ℤ  ⇒  i=DataByte2SrcIndex(b) (274) 

Axioms containing universal quantifiers are used during refinement proof by provision of 

instantiating variables from the containing machine. Thus the use of weak axioms imposes a burden 

of care in selecting correct variables during the proving process. Generally, axioms should be used 

as little as possible, and replaced by derived theorems if practical. When used, they should be 

carefully reviewed and their meaning understood when used in the proving process. 

Model refinement includes frequent use of super-position refinement, where existing model 

features are maintained and extended with additional features (e.g., variables, invariants, events and 

additional guards and actions). A common source of error during this process is the introduction 

accidental guard strengthening (described in Section 3.4.4), leading to potential deadlock 

conditions within the model. Such errors may also be introduced by simple typographical errors 

during repetition of guards, illustrated by an example discovered during development of 

MidasRegMchB2C. The instruction memory domain is refined in the model to theorem (275) by 

allocation of literal limits. 

thm1: InstArrayDom = 1‥99992 (275) 

The abstract guard (276) is refined to use literal values suitable for automatic translation. 

grd1: newInstPtr ∈ InstArrayDom (276) 

Guard (277) provides a valid refinement of guard (276), but unintentionally strengthens the guard. 

grd1: newInstPtr < 9992 (277) 

Accidental inclusion of similar but corrupted guards is possible: a simplification of another 

erroneous refinement of guard (276) is shown in formula (278). 
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grd1: newInstPtr < 99992 

… 

grd10: newInstPtr < 9992 

(278) 

This mechanism becomes more likely in the later stages of refinement, in which events have 

accumulated large numbers of guards, making review by the developer harder. Possible detection 

methods are by deadlock-detection mechanisms (described in Section 5.3.6) activated during 

testing, or formal enabledness checking techniques (described in Section 3.5.13). 

Allocation of individual numerical values to each instruction via individual mapping axioms 

(used in MidasMchR3) is a detailed manual process, also prone to error. Possible enhancements to 

reduce the risk of this error are discussed in Section 3.6.1. 

4.3.3. Proof Obligations  

As part of the formal construction process, all POs are discharged by the Rodin proving tools. The 

total number of events, POs generated, and POs automatically discharged are plotted for each 

refinement step in Figure 47.  
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Figure 47: Proof Obligation Summary 

Figure 47 illustrates the variation in PO count across the refinement process, and its lack of relation 

to the total number of events at a given step. As discussed in Section 3.4.4, POs of various classes 

are generated, and the internal complexity of POs (as defined by the number of contained sub-
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proofs and hypotheses required for proof) can be highly variable. For example, a trivial data 

substitution refinement of a state variable may generate a large number of well-definedness and 

invariant-preservation POs if the variable is used in a large number of events, even though the 

functionality of the model may be changed little. Thus, PO count provides an approximate measure 

of workload required for proof, but yields little information on the complexity of a refinement step.  

Figure 47 shows the large number of POs generated in later refinement steps, and the large 

number of POs requiring manual intervention for discharge. Manual discharge of POs represents 

approximately seventy-five percent of development time during the model’s later refinement steps, 

emphasising the importance of effective automatic PO discharge tools. Failure of automatic proof is 

generally due to two causes: large numbers of hypotheses becoming visible in the PO context, 

leading to tool timeout during undirected searches for valid proofs, and POs requiring instantiation 

of universal quantifiers, which must be directed by the developer. Some timeout failures can be 

avoided by crude extension of the tool timeout combined with execution of long batch-runs (i.e. 

approximately ten hours), although timeout extension also serves to further lengthen total batch 

time due to unsuccessful proof attempts taking longer to abort. Automatic proof is greatly improved 

by manual inclusion of appropriate hypotheses as theorems in the machine context: these may be 

simple intermediate hypotheses derived from existing context hypotheses, or instantiation of 

universal quantifiers with state variables where possible. This illustrates a weakness of the wide use 

of local variables in the model: in these cases such general instantiation theorems cannot be made. 

4.3.4. Scaling Issues 

The breakdown of current automatic PO discharge techniques, discussed in Section 4.3.3, is an 

example of the scaling limits of the current Rodin and Event-B tools and techniques encountered 

during construction of the model. Storage and processing of the large number of Java objects used 

to represent the model within the Rodin tool exposes scaling limits within the supporting Java 

execution platform. The Java Virtual Machine heap size is currently limited to 1.6 gigabytes on the 

Windows XP operating system, regardless of the amount of physical memory available to the host 

processor, and this limit is encountered during rebuilding of the entire MIDAS model.  

Large numbers of refinement steps and events within a model impose a burden of both 

understanding and management on the developer. Versions of Event-B and Rodin available for 

development of the model (i.e. version 0.8.2) require repetition of all elements of a modified event. 

Modification of events in early refinement steps therefore requires careful modification of all 

subsequent events to reflect the change: particular care must be taken to avoid introduction of 

accidental guard strengthening (discussed in Section 4.3.2). The current inherits mechanism, 
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effectively implementing automatic copying of unchanged events at a refinement step, greatly 

enhances the development process. The introduction of the extends capability in subsequent 

versions of Event-B and Rodin, permitting newly introduced changes to be stated at a refinement, 

will greatly alleviate the problem of redundant editing and, more significantly, that of 

understanding events with large numbers of progressively introduced guards. Good development 

practice by the developer can also assist in understanding of large models, particularly by providing 

meaningful name tags for the elements of the model. For example, POs are generated with labels 

derived from these tags, allowing easy association of a PO with its source model element. This 

practice was used for all the invariants of the MIDAS model: its extension to guards and actions in 

future models is recommended. Model understanding and management can be further enhanced by 

the provision of high-level development interfaces such as [81]. 

Despite improvements to existing tools and techniques, management and understanding of large 

models requires “decomposition”: its reduction into a series of smaller components associated with 

the modification of a particular part of the machine’s state. The Classic-B notation [6] supported 

this concept, and support by Event-B is currently being considered [20]. Application of 

decomposition to the ISA model presents particular challenges: a relatively small number of state 

variables are defined, which are then modified by a wide range of events, complicating separation 

of events into separate machines. The most extreme example of this is the PC, which is acted on by 

all but one of the ISA instructions during their successful execution. 
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5. ISA Demonstration 

In order to provide a subject for refinement in the model described in Chapter 4, a novel but 

representative ISA was developed: this is described here. All source code for VM implementations, 

tools and test executables are available. Instructions for their download, display and compilation 

are given in Appendix B. 

5.1 MIDAS ISA 

5.1.1. Design Requirements 

MIDAS (Microprocessor Instruction and Data Abstraction System) [97,99] is a specification of a 

binary instruction set architecture (ISA) capable of executing binary images compiled from the C 

language. The specification was developed specifically to demonstrate the methodology described 

in Section 3.5, by being representative of typical microprocessor ISAs, but using a minimal number 

of defined instructions in order to make a complete refinement practical. Therefore, the intention is 

to simplify the number and complexity of the defined instructions at the cost of compiler 

complexity, run time performance and code density, but without compromising the ISA’s 

representativeness. For example, no modulo-divide is provided as this may be implemented within 

the compilation tools as a sequence of other arithmetic instructions. Conversely, although the 

functionality of one and two byte data fetches may be implemented by a single four byte fetch, 

representative individual one, two and four byte fetches are provided in order to fully explore the 

construction of these ubiquitous operations.  

ISAs with register files implemented as randomly accessible register array machines are 

now the most common form of hardware-implemented microprocessors [41], but stack machines 

are still used, particularly in the field of VMs not intended for hardware implementation [62]. 

Therefore, in order to provide ISAs representative of both mechanisms and demonstrate the 

flexibility of the methodology, two variants of the MIDAS ISA are presented. These are referred to 

here as the Stack and Register Variants. The ISA is intended to be implemented in software as a 

VM executing on a host processor: however, as the ISA is similar to that of conventional 

microprocessors, it is also intended to be appropriate for hardware implementation. In common 

with most ISAs, the capability to support compiled programs is essential, and development of the 

MIDAS specification is driven by the requirements of the GCC tool-chain [86], described further in 

Section 5.2. 
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5.1.2. General Features 

The MIDAS ISA is fully specified in [99], but its most significant features are summarised here. 

The machine may be in one of four modes: Loading, Running, Halted or Failed. The possible 

transitions between these states are summarised in Figure 48. 

 

 

Figure 48: MIDAS State Transitions 

The state machine initially enters the Loading state, during which a counter traverses all the 

memory regions of the ISA, initialising each location with an externally supplied value. The state 

machine then enters the Running state during which instructions are continuously fetched and 

decoded until either an error is detected (causing the Failed state to be entered) or a valid Halt 

instruction is executed (causing the Halted state to be entered). Once Failed or Halted is entered, 

instruction execution ceases until the state machine is reset. 

MIDAS specifies two contiguous memory regions, intended for storage of instructions and 

data respectively. Both of these regions are initialised when in the Loading state. The MIDAS 

specification does not specify a particular valid address range for memory-accessing instructions. 

Thus the ISA may be specified to a Von Neumann Architecture (in which all memory regions are 

available for read-write access), a Harvard Architecture (in which the neither read nor write access 

to the instruction region is possible), or a Modified Harvard Architecture (in which the instruction 

region is available for read-only access), by suitable restriction of memory accesses. The Event-B 

model described in Chapter 4 constructs a Harvard Architecture, as discussed in Section 3.6.3. 

MIDAS specifies an orthogonal instruction set [41], in which basic operation codes 

(opcodes) define groups of instructions sharing similar properties, which are then divided into 

precise instructions differentiated by a qualifier code. This approach allows for efficient decoding 

schemes to be implemented in both software and hardware, as whole instruction groups may be 

identified by decoding only the group identifier. The MIDAS instruction set consists of thirty four 

instructions divided between eight groups, summarised in Table 15. 

HALTED 

FAILED 

LOADING RUNNING 
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Table 15. MIDAS Instruction Groups Summary.  

Instruction 

Group 
Description Instructions 

No Operation No action 1 

Fetch Move data to registers 6 

Store Move data from registers 4 

Single input function Register/register operation 2 

Dual input function Registers/register operation 13 

Comparison Conditional flag set/clear 5 

Jump PC overwrite 2 

Halt Shut down machine 1 

As stated previously, the instruction set is specified to minimise its size whist maintaining 

representativeness. For example, some comparisons must be implemented using available 

comparisons combined with negating flow control, such as not-equal being implemented using 

equals (described in Section 5.2.2). Compare-to-zero operations must be implemented by explicit 

loading of zero before execution of a general-purpose equality test. Explicit setting of conditional 

flags must be implemented by loading and comparison of identical values. Unconditional jump 

instructions must be implemented by such a conditional flag set preceding a conditional jump, and 

jump-if-false instructions must be implemented by inverting control flow combined with the 

available jump-if-true instructions. For example, the Hitachi SH4 instruction set [42] has eleven 

separate control-flow instructions, enabling programs to be optimised for code density and 

performance on hardware implementations. The instruction sequences required to implement 

equivalent functionality using the two MIDAS control-flow instructions are shown in Table 16. 

Table 16. SH4 Control Flow Equivalents.  

SH4 Instruction Description MIDAS Implementation 

BF label Branch if false by immediate displacement (no delay) Invert preceding comparison. 

Fetch displacement. 

Jump-relative. 

BF/S label Branch if false by immediate displacement Invert preceding comparison.  

Fetch displacement. 

Jump-relative. 

BT label Branch if true by immediate displacement Fetch displacement. 

Jump-relative. 

BT/S Branch if true by immediate displacement (no delay) Fetch displacement. 

Jump-relative. 

BRA label Branch by immediate displacement Compare identical data. 

Fetch displacement. 

Jump-relative. 
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SH4 Instruction Description MIDAS Implementation 

BRAF Rm Branch by register displacement Compare identical data. 

Fetch displacement. 

Jump-relative. 

BSR label Store PC to specialised register and branch by 

immediate displacement 

Compare identical data. 

Fetch PC. 

Fetch displacement. 

Jump-relative. 

BSRF Rm Store PC to specialised register and branch by register 

displacement 

Compare identical data. 

Fetch PC. 

Fetch displacement. 

Jump-relative. 

JMP @Rm Branch to register address Compare identical data. 

Fetch address. 

Jump-absolute. 

JSR @Rm Store PC to specialised register and branch to register 

address 

Compare identical data. 

Fetch PC. 

Fetch address. 

Jump-absolute. 

RTS Branch to address in specialised register Compare identical data. 

Fetch address. 

Jump-absolute. 

In contrast to many microprocessor instructions which limit the registers available as their operands 

in order to allow optimisation of hardware implementations [1,42], all MIDAS registers except the 

PC are general purpose, and may be used for any operation when their indexes are specified, 

allowing specification complexity to be reduced. Existing ISAs implement conditional branching 

mechanisms by performing a comparison and branch within the same instruction [67] or by 

branching switched on flags set or cleared by preceding, separate instructions [1,42]. This second 

paradigm, adopted by MIDAS, allows a series of simpler instructions to be employed at the cost of 

execution efficiency. The MIDAS ISA is again simplified at the cost of execution efficiency by the 

use of only a single if-true conditional flag, and complemented by only if-true branching logic. 

In order to simplify development of decoding mechanisms, both MIDAS variants employ 

the same opcode and qualifier allocations to identify comparable instructions. This leads to some 

duplication of functionality within the register variant, discussed further in Section 5.1.3. The 

instruction opcode and qualifier are contained in a single byte located at the start of every MIDAS 

instruction, which is treated as two four-bit fields (nibbles) capable of expressing integers in the 

range zero to fifteen. The opcode is specified by the most significant nibble (MSN) and qualifier in 

the least significant nibble (LSN). The meaning of any bytes trailing this byte is dependant on the 

instruction and variant, as shown in Figure 49.  
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Figure 49: MIDAS Basic Instruction Format 

5.1.3. Variants Comparison 

Both MIDAS variants implement their register files as arrays of thirty-two bit registers. The 

MIDAS register variant has an array of sixteen registers: thus fields specifying indexes for two 

input operand sources and a destination are incorporated into all instructions as three trailing bytes, 

each byte representing an index in the range zero to two hundred and fifty-five. This format is 

adopted to simplify extraction of the register indexes and demonstrate out-of-range index checking 

capability, although differing from instruction formats in which register index ranges are sized to 

encompass the expressible range of the instruction bit field [1,42,67]. In order to maintain a 

standard field format (representative of typical ISAs), instructions not requiring a given index 

contain a blank field in that position. The three possible complete instruction formats for the 

Register Variant (instructions containing no trailing argument, a byte argument and long-word 

argument) are shown in Figure 50. 

 

Figure 50: MIDAS Register Variant Instruction Formats 

The MIDAS stack variant has an array of one thousand registers. In common with all stack 

architectures, the MIDAS stack variant maintains a separate state variable selecting the elements of 

the register array to be used. This variable is implicitly altered during instruction execution, 
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eliminating a requirement for register specifier fields within the instruction. Thus the three possible 

complete instruction formats (for instructions containing no trailing argument, a byte argument and 

long-word argument) are shown in Figure 51.  

 

Figure 51: MIDAS Stack Variant Instruction Formats 

In order to allow compilation of effective binary executables, the stack variant has various stack 

behaviours across each of the instruction groups, leading to the complex formal refinement process 

discussed in Section 4.2.9. A particular feature of the MIDAS stack variant is its use of input-

destructive operations, in which any inputs are popped from the stack before being used in an 

operation, and then replaced with the result: this behaviour is in common with the JVM [62]. The 

resulting modifications made to the stack contents and size variable (which is also used to select 

operands) for each instruction group is summarised in the following figures. Pushing of immediate 

data or the PC value yields a simple increment of the stack size, placing the sourced data above the 

existing data (shown in Figure 52).   

 

Figure 52: Push PC/Immediate Stack Change 

The MIDAS direct addressing mode (in which data is retrieved from within the stack itself) takes a 

single argument specifying an offset to the source from the top of the stack, after the input has been 
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removed. Thus the direct push operation yields no change in stack size, the input offset being 

replaced by the retrieved data (shown in Figure 53). 

 

Figure 53: Push Direct Stack Change 

The pop direct operation uses a similar indexing mechanism, the index being stated relative to the 

top of stack after the two inputs (i.e. the offset and data) are removed. Thus the operation results in 

the stack size being decremented by two, as both the offset and data are removed from the top of 

the stack, although the data now reappears within it (shown in Figure 54). 

 

Figure 54: Pop Direct Stack Change 

The indirect push and pop operations yield similar behaviour to their direct mode equivalents, the 

direct mode offset being replaced by an absolute memory index. The indirect push again yields no 

change in stack size, the memory index being replaced by the memory-sourced data (shown in 

Figure 55).  
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Figure 55: Push Indirect Stack Change 

Similarly to the direct pop operation, the indirect pop yields a decrement of two in stack size, 

although the popped data is now moved to the external memory system, so no other change occurs 

within the stack (shown in Figure 56).  

 

Figure 56: Pop Indirect Stack Change 

Single-operand operations yield no change in stack size, with the single input being replaced by the 

result (shown in Figure 57).  

 

Figure 57: Single-Operand Operation Stack Change 

Dual-operand operations yield a net stack decrement of one, the two inputs being replaced by the 

result (shown in Figure 58).  
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Figure 58: Dual-Operand Operation Stack Change 

As comparison operations do not yield a result on the stack for the MIDAS ISA, the operations 

yield a stack size decrement of two due to the removal of the inputs (shown in Figure 59).   

 

Figure 59: Compare Stack Change 

The control flow operations (jump and branch) yield a simple stack size decrement of one, due to 

the popping of the vector or vector offset (shown in Figure 60).  

 

Figure 60: Jump/Branch Stack Change 

In contrast to the fixed register allocations implicit in stack machine operations, the register variant 

allows greater flexibility of register allocation during compilation, enabling greater possible 
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optimisation. For example, inputs may be either preserved (shown in Figure 61) or overwritten 

(shown in Figure 62) by selection of appropriate register indexes. 

 

Figure 61: Input-Preserving Register Array Change 

 

Figure 62: Input-Destructive Register Array Change 

This flexibility also allows greater opportunities for implementing instruction level parallelism, 

which can be problematic for stack architectures [95]. Thus, implicit management of operand 

selection outside the executed instruction allows stack machines to achieve greater functional 

density (i.e. a smaller binary image necessary to express a given program), but this is offset by a 

greater number of instructions needing to be executed. This familiar trade off between stack and 

register architectures is illustrated by the compilation and execution of a C test-suite on MIDAS 

variants (described further in Section 5.4). Table 17 shows the size in bytes of the C test-suite 

when compiled to each variant, and the number of instruction executions needed to run it. The stack 

variant can be seen to have a smaller executable, but this executable contains more instructions, and 

requires more instruction cycles to execute. 

Table 17. MIDAS Variant Execution Metrics.  

Variant Image Size 
Executed 

Instructions 

Stack 10483 376733 

Register 15747 219214 
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As illustrated in Figure 53 and Figure 54, the Stack Variant exhibits different stack behaviour 

between the direct addressing mode push and pop instructions. The equivalent instructions for the 

Register Variant (i.e. direct fetch and direct store), which also move data between locations within 

the register file, have identical functionality and are interchangeable. Despite this redundancy, both 

instructions are defined for the register variant in order to maintain symmetry with the Stack 

Variant and allow identical code allocation methods to be employed during development of both 

conventionally coded prototypes (described in Section 5.3.8) and formal constructions.  

5.2 MIDAS Compilers 

A compiler is a computer program (or set of programs) that translate source code in a high-level 

programming language to a binary executable suitable for execution by an ISA. The name compiler 

strictly applies to one of a set of programs that implement translation as a sequence of incremental 

steps, collectively referred to here as a compiler tool chain. A compiler tool chain is an essential 

development aid for any processor, and conversely execution of compiler-generated executables is 

an essential consideration of any ISA design. Thus some detail on the internal structure of the 

compiler is included here in order to demonstrate the representativeness of the MIDAS ISA and 

tools. The MIDAS tool chains support the C programming language and are implemented as 

variants of the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) [86]. The choice of both C and GCC is based on 

their continued popularity for embedded applications across a variety of ISAs. 

5.2.1. GCC Architecture 

The compiler tool chain primarily consists of a compiler, assembler and linker. The compiler inputs 

source code and outputs assembly code, a mnemonic representation of the numerical fields of the 

ISA’s binary instructions. Prior to compilation, source code is processed by the pre-processor, a 

tool that performs text substitutions and macro expansions. The assembler creates object code by 

translating the assembly instruction mnemonics into binary values, and by resolving symbolic 

names for memory locations and other entities such as constants. The linker takes one or more 

objects generated by a compiler, plus a memory configuration file, and combines them into a single 

executable program. The sequence of translations performed through the tool chain is summarised 

in Figure 63.  
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Figure 63: GCC Tool Flow 

This tool flow is under control of a “driver” program which interprets command arguments, decides 

which language compilers to use for each input file, runs the assembler on their output, and then 

runs the linker to produce a complete executable binary. There are a number of support tools 

available for analysis of the resulting executable, such as the disassembler and object-dump tool 

which provide backward translation, and the debugger which allows analysis to the program during 

execution. GCC splits the tool chain into two packages: gcc, which contains the compiler, and 

binutils, which contains the assembler, linker and other support tools. 

 The internal implementation of the GCC tool chain is intended to allow retargeting, i.e. 

modification to support compilation to new ISAs [72,84,85]. This is achieved by the use of a 

generic framework containing encapsulated modules handling ISA-specific operations. Thus, 

retargeting may be achieved by significant modifications to only the compiler and assembler. The 

assembler performs numerical substitution of mnemonics representing the consecutive fields of the 

known instructions. Therefore, a new ISA is supported by provision of an ISA-specific translation 

table for each mnemonic, stating its numerical value, bit size and bit position within the instruction, 

and a function to be used for its insertion. Macros select which standard properties apply to the 

ISA, such as instruction size, endianess, and the object format to be used. 

The compiler is a considerably more complex program: the sequences of its internal 

elements are summarised in Figure 64. 
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Figure 64: GCC Compiler Internal Structure 

A language-specific front end parses the source code in that language and produces an abstract 

syntax tree. This is converted to Register Transfer Language (RTL) [85], a language and ISA 

independent representation. Certain high-level optimisations are applied to the RTL form at this 

point, such as register allocation and common sub-expression elimination [84]. A common though 

somewhat contradictory name for this part of the compiler is the middle end. The RTL form is 

finally passed to the back end, which supplies functions to implement the recurring RTL structures 

in the target ISA, in the form of the ISA’s assembly language. Thus, the compiler allows the 

flexibility to implement each RTL form in any manner possible using the available instructions. 

The back end also specifies macros which effect choices made by the front and middle ends, such 

as instruction sizes and loop-unrolling thresholds. Therefore, although the generated RTL is 

nominally target-independent, the initial sequence of abstract instructions is already adapted to the 

target. 

5.2.2. MIDAS Compiler Description 

C compilers targeted at each MIDAS variant are provided via an appropriate GCC assembler and 

compiler back-end, as described in Section 5.2.1. The MIDAS assemblers provide translation to 

machine-code of the similar assembly languages provided for the two variants, which provide 

symbolic representations for each field of the instruction formats described in Section 5.1.2. Fields 

do not necessarily have identical sizes: the operation-code and qualifier fields are packed nibbles 

within the first instruction byte, the register index fields (for the register variant) are all single 

bytes, and instruction arguments are byte or long-words, but all are represented by single fields in 
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the assembly language. The fields of the main instruction are delimited by dots: appended 

arguments to instructions are represented by symbolic or literal numerical values delimited by a 

space. The assembly languages for both variants are summarised in Table 18.  

Table 18. MIDAS Assembly Language Summary.  

Instruction Stack Variant Register Variant 

No operation nop Nop 

Fetch PC psh.pc fet.pc.<dst>.xx.xx 

Fetch Immediate psh.<mode> <argument> fet.<mode>.<dst>.xx.xx <argument> 

Fetch 

Direct/Indirect 

psh.<mode> fet.<mode>.<dst>.<src>.xx 

Store pop.<mode> sto.<mode>.<dst>.xx.xx 

Single input 

function 

sop.<function> sop.<function>.<dst>.<src>.xx 

Dual input 

function 

dop.<function> Dop.<function>.<dst>.<src>.<src2> 

Comparison cmp.<function> cmp.<function>.xx.<src>.<src2> 

Control Flow jmp.<mode> jmp.<mode>. xx.<src>.xx 

Halt Hlt Hlt 

An example machine-code output for a short assembly formula is shown in Figure 65. 

 

Figure 65: MIDAS Assembler Translation 

Input to the assembler may be generated manually or automatically from a high-level language via 

a compiler. As described in Section 5.2.1, the GCC compiler reduces all high-level operations to a 

series of individual RTL constructs, from which instruction sequences are emitted. The RTL 

constructs implemented by the MIDAS compilers are summarised in Table 19.  
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Table 19. MIDAS RTL Action Summary.  

Description RTL Call Implementation 

32-bit move Movsi Load value, store 

16-bit move Movhi Load value, store 

8-bit move Movqi Load value, store 

Function call Call Function prologue, call, epilogue 

Functional with return call_value Function prologue, call, epilogue 

Add integer addsi3 Load values, add, store result 

Add float addsf3 Load values, add, store result 

Subtract integer subsi3 Load values, subtract, store result 

Subtract float subsf3 Load values, subtract, store result 

Multiply integer mulsi3 Load values, multiply, store result 

Multiply float mulsf3 Load values, multiply, store result 

Divide integer divsi3 Load values, divide, store result 

Divide float divsf3 Load values, divide, store result 

Modulo Divide integer modsi3 Load values, a-((a/b)*b), store result 

Bit-wise AND andsi3 Load values, AND, store result 

Bit-wise OR iorsi3 Load values, OR, store result 

Bit-wise XOR xorsi3 Load values, XOR, store result 

Bit-wise shift left ashlsi3 Load values, shift, store result 

Bit-wise shift right ashrsi3 Load values, shift, store result 

Cast to float floatsisf2 Load value, cast, store result 

Cast to integer fix_truncsfsi2 Load value, cast, store result 

Compare float Cmpsf Load values, compare 

Compare integer Cmpsi Load values, compare 

Branch if equal Beq Conditional branch 

Branch if not equal Bne Conditional branch 

Branch if greater Bgt Conditional branch 

Branch if greater/equal Bge Conditional branch 

Branch if less Blt Conditional branch 

Branch if less/equal Ble Conditional branch 

Jump to address Jump Set conditional true, load address, jump 

Jump via table dispatchjump Jump via table 

The RTL constructs are implemented by a combination of directly emitted instructions and 

sequences emitted via a set of parameterised composite methods, summarised in Table 20. 
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Table 20. MIDAS GCC Composite Methods.  

Description Implementation 

Fetch input operand Decode immediate/direct/indirect mode, fetch to register 

Store output operand Decode direct/indirect mode, fetch to register 

Function call Push PC, load arguments count, jump to address 

Function prologue Push register context, move stack and frame pointers 

Function epilogue Restore stack and frame pointers, restore register context, restore PC 

Conditional branch Decode comparison, branch past negation or address 

Jump via table Check index in range, fetch indexed address, jump 

Both variants maintain a context stack in memory (distinct from the stack variant’s machine stack), 

managed via a set of pointers. This stack is used to contain the function frame (i.e. all its local 

variables), pass arguments to called functions and for the register variant, store the register state 

during function calls. The stack is managed by three pointers: the frame pointer, stack pointer and 

argument pointer. All registers of both the MIDAS variants are general purpose registers. However, 

selected registers are given particular purposes by the compiler, summarised in Table 21. 

Table 21. MIDAS GCC Register Usage.  

Register index Stack Variant Use Register Variant Use 

0-7 General use General use 

8 Function return vector Function return vector 

9 Return value Return value 

10 Argument pointer Argument pointer 

11 Frame pointer Frame pointer 

12 Stack pointer Stack pointer 

13 Operand 1  Unused 

14 Operand 2 Unused 

15 Result/Argument Size Argument Size 

For the stack variant, the registers are implemented by indexing from the top of the stack using the 

direct addressing mode [99]. In the case of the register variant, the register state is pushed to the 

context stack during function calls, and retrieved on return. For the stack variant, the registers are 

stored on the machine stack by creation of a new set of registers above them. 

Fetching of input operands requires decoding of the operand data source to instruction (i.e. 

immediate addressing mode), a machine register (direct) or memory (indirect). Decoding of a 

memory source requires further decoding to establish the source of the memory address, which may 
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be a symbolic constant or the contents of a register, with or without an offset. In the case of the 

stack variant operands are pushed to the stack top. For the Register Variant the allocated operand 

registers are used. Calculations yield a result on the top of the stack (for the Stack Variant) or in the 

selected result register (for the Register Variant). Storage of the result requires similar decoding of 

the destination. This may be a register (for direct addressing mode) or a memory location (for 

indirect addressing mode). For a memory destination the address is again decoded as a symbolic 

constant or the contents of a register, with or without an offset.  

A function call is preceded by storing of the current PC plus an offset past the calling 

instructions to the return vector register. The size of the function arguments in bytes is stored in the 

argument size register, the conditional flag is forced to true and the absolute address of the called 

function loaded before a jump is executed. The body of the called function is bracketed by a 

prologue and epilogue. The prologue saves the register state on the context or machine stack, and 

increments the context stack pointers. The epilogue restores the previous context’s register state 

from the context stack (effectively discarding the exiting function’s frame) and loads any returned 

value into the return value register. Finally it sets the conditional flag and jumps execution to the 

location held in the return vector register, causing the function to return. 

 Conditional flow control via standard comparisons (i.e. if-then) is decoded to two forms: 

those that may be implemented directly via the available comparison instructions (i.e. equal-to, 

greater-than and less-than), and those that are implemented indirectly by inversion of the available 

comparisons (i.e. not-equal, greater-or-equal and less-or-equal). Direct comparison is performed by 

simple comparison of the two operands followed by a conditional jump to the if-true destination. 

Inversion is performed by enabling a relative branch past the if-true jump. For example, the 

generated assembly language for an if-not-equal conditional is shown in Figure 66.  

 

Figure 66: Compiled C If-Not-Equal for Register Variant 

More complex conditional branching (i.e. switch-case) is implemented via jump-tables, in 

which a jump vector is read from a compiler-generated array via an index. The index is initially 

cmp.eq.xx.r14.r13 

fet.im1.r15.xx.xx 20 

jmp.rel.xx.r15.xx 

cmp.eq.xx.r0.r0 

fet.im4.r15.xx.xx .L100 

jmp.abs.xx.r15.xx 

Load offset past if-not-equal jump 

Load if-not-equal jump vector 

Jump if-equal-to 

Test for equal-to 

Set conditional to ensure jump 

Jump to if-not-equal vector 
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range-checked and a default jump vector selected if out of range. A table address is then calculated 

and a vector loaded. Finally the conditional flag is set and an absolute jump executed. 

As described, RTL constructs may be implemented by a combination of these composite 

methods and emission of simple instructions: Figure 67 shows such an example code formula of the 

MIDAS register variant compiler, implementing the addsi3 construct (i.e. addition of two integers). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 67: Register Variant Integer Addition Generator 

Programs are generated via sequences of such constructs by the higher functions of the 

compiler. An example showing the generated assembler for a very simple for-loop for the register 

variant is shown in Figure 68.   

 

Figure 68: Compiled C Loop for Register Variant 

# Movsi [r11] 0 

# imm fetch 0 
fet.im4.r15.xx.xx 0 

# register store [r11]+0 
sto.in4.r11.r15.xx 

# Jump .L161 
cmp.eq.xx.r0.r0 

fet.im4.r15.xx.xx .L161 

jmp.abs.xx.r15.xx 
.L162: 

# Addsi [r11] [r11] 1 
# register fetch [r11]+0 
fet.in4.r14.r11.xx 

# imm fetch 1 

fet.im4.r13.xx.xx 1 
dop.add.r15.r14.r13 

# register store [r11]+0 

sto.in4.r11.r15.xx 
.L161: 
# Cmpsi [r11] 9 

# CondBra [r11] 9 

# register fetch [r11]+0 
fet.in4.r14.r11.xx 

# imm fetch 9 

fet.im4.r13.xx.xx 9 
cmp.gt.xx.r14.r13 

fet.im1.r15.xx.xx 20 
jmp.rel.xx.r15.xx    
cmp.eq.xx.r0.r0       

fet.im4.r15.xx.xx .L162 

jmp.abs.xx.r15.xx     

int x; 

 

for(x=0;x<10;x++) { 

 

} 

x held at stack pointer plus zero 

Jump past first increment of x 

Add one to value of x 

Load zero to x 

Set conditional to ensure jump 

Loop-back to increment x 

Check for x greater than nine 

Jump past loop-back if greater than nine 

Store incremented value back to x 

Load zero for moving to x 

Set conditional to ensure jump 

Fetch x for incrementing 

/* Comment for human reader */ 

output_asm_insn (\"# Addsi %0 %1 %2\",operands); 

 

/* Gather the operands into r14 & r13 */ 

MidasOutputRegFetch(operands[1],\"r14\"); 

MidasOutputRegFetch(operands[2],\"r13\"); 

 

/* Do calculation into r15 */ 

output_asm_insn (\"dop.add.r15.r14.r13\",operands); 

 

/* Pop result from r15 to destination */ 

MidasOutputReg15Store(operands[0]); 
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The loop in the example is composed by use of the following RTL constructs: movsi, jump, addsi3, 

cmpsi and bgt. The same compilation is shown for the stack variant in Figure 69: the same RTL 

constructs being called but resulting in different assembler sequences due to the different 

implementation of these constructs. The greater number of instructions required by the stack variant 

is illustrated by this example: seventeen instructions are needed for the register variant 

implementation, thirty-one for the stack variant. 

 

Figure 69: Compiled C Loop for Stack Variant 

In common with programs coded in many high-level languages, C programs are initiated from a 

bootstrap program, which initialises the resources needed by the program. These may include 

hardware resources such as external memory systems, but also internal resources such as the 

context stack. In the case of the context stack, initialisation of the frame, stack and argument 

pointers is required. This cannot be performed by the C program itself, as a context stack is needed 

for its execution: the bootstrap must therefore be hand-coded in the machine’s assembler language, 

# Movsi [r11] 0 
psh.im4 0 

# register pop [r11] 

psh.im1 12 
psh.di      

pop.in4 

# Jump .L161 
psh.im1 0 

psh.im1 0 

cmp.eq 
psh.im4 .L161 

jmp.abs    

.L162: 
# Addsi [r11] [r11] 1 
# register push [r11] 

psh.im1 11 

psh.di      
psh.in4  

# imm push 1 

psh.im4 1 
dop.add 

# register pop [r11] 
psh.im1 12 
psh.di      

pop.in4 

.L161: 
# Cmpsi [r11] 9 

# register push [r11] 

psh.im1 11 
psh.di      
psh.in4  

# imm push 9 

psh.im4 9 
cmp.gt 

psh.im1 15 

jmp.rel    
psh.im1 15 
pop.di     

psh.im1 0 
psh.im1 0 

cmp.eq 

psh.im4 .L162 

jmp.abs 

int x; 

 

for(x=0;x<10;x++) { 

 

} 

x held at stack pointer plus zero 

Jump past first increment of x 

Add one to value of x 

Load zero to x 

Set conditional to ensure jump 

Loop-back to increment x 

Check for x greater than nine 

Jump past loop-back if greater than nine 

Store incremented value back to x 

Load zero for moving to x 

Set conditional to ensure jump 

Fetch x for incrementing 
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located at the machine’s initial PC location, and able to execute from its start-up state. The MIDAS 

Register Variant’s bootstrap program is shown in Figure 70. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 70: Register Variant Bootstrap Program 

The program initialises the context stack by loading the allocated address in the machine’s data 

memory into the selected pointer registers, an argument count of zero is then loaded into the 

selected argument count register and the C main function called. After execution of main, control 

passes back to the bootstrap, which calls the MIDAS halt instruction to stop the machine in a 

controlled manner. 

5.3 Virtual Machine Generation 

5.3.1. Translation Tool  

Both variants of the Event-B constructed MIDAS ISAs are translated to VMs suitable for executing 

binary images generated from the MIDAS GCC compilers described in Section 5.2.2. This is 

# Text section 

 .section .text 

 .global start 

 .align 1 

start: 

 # Initialise stack pointer 

 fet.im4.r12.xx.xx .stack 

 

 # Initialise frame pointer 

 fet.di.r11.r12.xx 

 

 # Initialise argument pointer 

 sto.di.r10.r11.xx 

 

 # Set the conditional flag to enable jump 

 cmp.eq.xx.r0.r0 

 

 # Setup return vector 

 fet.pc.r14.xx.xx 

 fet.im1.r13.xx.xx 30 

 dop.add.r8.r14.r13 

 

 # Store the arguments size (zero) to r15 

 fet.im1.r15.xx.xx 0 

 

 # Call main 

 fet.im4.r14.xx.xx _main 

 jmp.abs.xx.r14.xx 

 

 # Return back to here 

 nop 

 

 # Terminate virtual machine with HLT  

 hlt 
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achieved by automatic generation of C [52] source code from the model via a translation tool, 

developed as part of the demonstration. Rodin actively supports the development of extension plug-

ins [80] by exposing model information stored in an internal database, via defined Application 

Programming Interfaces (API) [45]. The C translation tool B2C [96] is implemented as such an 

Eclipse plug-in, using the recommended interfaces to traverse the Rodin internal database, thus 

decoupling the tool from the syntax of the Event-B notation by accessing its underlying meaning.  

5.3.2. Translation Philosophy  

The B2C tool is not in itself formally verified, and no functional equivalence checking between 

generated C source code, or compiled executables, against source Event-B models is performed. 

Therefore, in order to minimize translator tool complexity (and therefore the risk of bugs), a design 

philosophy of supporting a minimal sub-set of the Event-B notation and performing all possible 

translation within the verified environment is adopted. The supported Event-B sub-set is sufficient 

to allow rewriting of more abstract Event-B notation in forms similar to the emitted C form, and 

discharge of any POs resulting from this restatement are used to verify its correctness.  

Traceability between the source model and the generated code is also desirable. Static 

traceability is provided to enable a human reviewer to inspect generated code and easily understand 

its functionality in terms of the source model. This implies automatic insertion of clear and useful 

comments, packaging of code into C functions directly corresponding to the source events, and 

generation of variables directly corresponding to those in the model. Such code structuring also 

enables dynamic traceability: the ability to trace the triggering and internal operation of functions at 

run-time using conventional debugging tools. Dynamic traceability is further enhanced by the 

automatic insertion of additional function calls, which may be externally populated with 

instrumentation or logging functionality.  

Event-B does not explicitly define program termination. As described in Section 3.5.2 

completion is implicit in the triggering of a deadlock condition causing any further state transitions 

to cease. This is a valid form of functional modelling but for conventional software applications 

explicit termination is required and mechanisms to detect deadlock conditions are automatically 

inserted. Particularly, mechanisms are provided to distinguish explicit and implicit deadlock, 

described in Section 3.5.2. Thus erroneously introduced deadlock conditions are detectable in 

models intended to implement full enabledness. Event-B models do not specify precise behaviour 

in the event of system deadlock being entered, and flexible mechanisms are provided to allow this 

to be defined by a control environment outside the Event-B derived functionality. For example, 
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detection of deadlock may be programmed to terminate program execution, perform a system reset, 

or continue in a dead loop.  

As an implemented machine is necessarily composed of all its component events, 

translation of all events in the final refinement of an Event-B model is attempted. The deliberate 

packaging of events into separate C functions precludes possible optimizations such as the merging 

of common guards, imposing a performance cost. These features differ from those initially 

proposed for the Rodin translator development road map [19]. 

5.3.3. Rewrite Refinement Step  

The user is required to provide a final refinement step to a model in order to restate the model in a 

more translatable form, using an easily translatable sub-set of Event-B. This sub-set is tabulated 

with its general C translations in Table 22. 

Table 22. Supported Event-B syntax.  

Event-B  C Event-B Context Comment  

n..m int invariant Integer type definition 

x ∈ Y Y x; invariant/guard Scalar declaration 

x ∈ n..m → Y Y x[m+1]; invariant Array declaration 

x = y if(x==y) { guard Conditional 

x ≠ y if(x!=y) { guard Conditional 

x < y if(x<y) { guard Conditional 

x ≤ y if(x<=y) { guard Conditional 

x > y if(x>y) { guard Conditional 

x ≥ y if(x>=y) { guard Conditional 

x = y + z x = y + z; guard Intermediate caculation 

x = y - z x = y - z; guard Intermediate caculation 

x = F(y) F(y,&x); guard Intermediate function call 

(a↦b) = F(x↦y) F(x,y,&a,&b); guard Intermediate function call 

x = a(y) x = a(y); guard Intermediate array extraction 

x :∈ Y /* No action */ action Indeterminate initialization 

x ≔ y x = y; action Scalar assignment  

a ≔ a  {x↦y} a(x) = y; action Array element assignment 

a ≔ a  {x↦y}  {i↦j} a(x)=y;a(i)=j; action Array element assignments 

All constants defined in a model’s context must be replaced with their literal values. Guards 

specifying membership of number ranges must be replaced with explicit comparison statements: in 
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the case of global state variables, their range-defining invariant statements may allow the check to 

be simplified, providing that corresponding POs are discharged. Abstract sets must be given 

explicit numerical meanings via mapping functions. Nested statements must be unfolded via 

introduced intermediate local variables. 

In order to prevent global variables being used after modification by previous actions, global 

variables are disallowed from the right side of assignments and must be restated as intermediate 

local variables. Membership statements must provide explicit type information. Valid domains are 

numerical ranges and a small set of special defined types: the data types DataByte, DataShort and 

DataLong described in Section 3.5.6. Numerical ranges are translated to the C signed integer type 

and are checked by the tool for being valid within the type’s expressible range. The use of the 

membership comparison for this type specification is outside its original intended purpose, and 

introduces a risk of inadvertent guard strengthening leading to unintended deadlock, requiring 

checking using the techniques discussed in Sections 3.5.13 and 5.3.6. Figure 71 shows an example 

event in which these rules are applied. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 71: Example Rewritten Event 

In the refined (i.e. right-hand) event, a new local variable op is introduced in order to unfold the 

nested opVal extraction statement via grd2 and grd4: grd1 provides type information for op. Type 

information is provided for the existing variable opVal by grd3. grd6 restates the instruction space 

domain membership for instPtr as a numerical comparision. The enumerated variable status is 

restated as a numerical value statusCode, and its literal value checked in grd7. grd9 introduces a 

NopOk ≙ 

REFINES NopOk 

ANY  

 opVal 

WHERE 

 grd1: opVal=DataByte2Int(mem(instPtr)) 

 grd2: opVal = 16 

 grd3: instPtr ∈ InstArrayDom 

 grd4: status = RUNNING 

THEN  

 act1: instPtr := instPtr + NopSize 

END 

NopOk ≙  
REFINES NopOk 

ANY  

 op 

 opVal 

 nextInstPtr 

WHERE 

 grd1: op ∈ DataByte 
 grd2: op = mem(instPtr) 

 grd3: opVal ∈ 0..255 
 grd4: opVal = DataByte2Int(op) 

 grd5: opVal = 16 

 grd6: instPtr <= 99992 

 grd7: statusCode = 2 

 grd8: nextInstPtr ∈ -2147483647..2147483647 
 grd9: nextInstPtr = instPtr + 1 

THEN  

 act1: instPtr := nextInstPtr 

END 
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new local variable newInstPtr to be assigned in the action, including the replacement of NopSize 

with its literal value. grd8 provides type information for nextInstPtr. 

The translation of logical OR operators with guards is deliberately not supported.  Thus all 

events with such guards must be refined to individual events, separately specifying the constituent 

conditions.  This re-write requirement does not contribute to the C translation process, but enforces 

division of events into their simplest form for traceability purposes. Although not enforced by B2C, 

is advisable that the rewrite phase also be used to merge events wherever possible: the translation 

process implicitly freezes the selection of a particular event in indeterminate models, and this may 

lead to unreachable code being generated for events containing identical guards.  

5.3.4. Translation Process  

Once a model has been re-written, the B2C translation process may be invoked. A single C file, 

named after the source Event-B machine, is produced for each leaf machine (i.e. those found to 

have no further refinement). An example of the first part of the machine translation is shown in 

Figure 72. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 72: Example Translation Header 

Generation of the C file begins with the insertion of header comments containing a timestamp and 

references to the source Rodin project and machine. A pre-processor include statement is inserted 

to reference a user-supplied header file for the definition of all externally coded functions (e.g. 

/* Generated from RODIN project [Midas] file [MidasRegMchB2C] */ 

/* Generated [12.15] on [24/11/2008] */ 

 

/* Header containing any externally defined headers */ 

#include "EventbIncludes.h" 

 

/* Global variables defined in [MidasRegMchB2C.mch] */ 

int instPtr; /* Integer in range 1-99992 */ 

unsigned char memByte[1 + 299999]; /* Array with max index 299999 */ 

 

/* Event1 [INITIALISATION] */ 

BOOL INITIALISATION(void) 

{ 

 /* No guards in this event */ 

 

 /* Actions */ 

 instPtr = 1; 

 /* memByte BECOMES_MEMBER_OF: no assignment generated */  

 

 /* Report hit */ 

 ReportEventbEvent("INITIALISATION",1); 

 return BTRUE; 

} 
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those implementing uninterpreted functions). Declarations for all global variables are then inserted. 

Global variable type information is derived from the type-defining invariant statements within the 

machine, which may be expressed as integer ranges, specially supported bit-map types or arrays of 

these defined by mapping functions. The machine’s initialisation event is translated. The Event-B 

becomes-equal-to and becomes-member-of operators are supported in the actions of this event: 

becomes-member-of results in no assignment being generated and the variable being deliberately 

left uninitialised, although a comment is inserted for traceability purposes. This is a valid form for 

C, although illegal in other high-level languages, and reflects the indeterminate state specified in 

the source model.  

5.3.5. Event Translation 

Header and initialisation function generation is followed by generation of individual functions 

corresponding to each event, followed by an overall calling function. B2C generates an individual 

C function for each event in the source machine. The example rewritten event shown in Figure 71, 

and its C translation are shown in Figure 73. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 73: Example Event and Derived C 

NopOk ≙  
REFINES NopOk 

ANY  

 op 

 opVal 

 nextInstPtr 

WHERE 

 grd1: op ∈ DataByte 
 grd2: op = mem(instPtr) 

 grd3: opVal ∈ 0..255 
 grd4: opVal = DataByte2Int(op) 

 grd5: opVal = 16 

 grd6: instPtr <= 99992 

 grd7: statusCode = 2 

 grd8: nextInstPtr ∈ -2147483647..2147483647 
 grd9: nextInstPtr = instPtr + 1 

THEN  

 act1: instPtr := nextInstPtr 

END 

/* Event5 [NopOk] */ 

BOOL NopOk(void) 

{ 

/* Local variable declarations */ 

DataByte op; 

int opVal; 

int nextInstPtr; 

 

/* Guard 1 */ 

op = mem[instPtr]; 

DataByte2Int(op,&opVal);  

if(opVal!=16) return BFALSE; 

 

/* Guard 2 */ 

if(instPtr>99992) return BFALSE; 

 

/* Guard 3 */ 

if(statusCode!=2) return BFALSE; 

 

/* Local assignments in actions */ 

nextInstPtr = (instPtr+1); 

 

/* Actions */ 

instPtr = nextInstPtr; 

 

/* Report hit */ 

ReportEventbEvent("NopOk",5); 

return BTRUE; 

} 
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Intermediate variables op, opVal and nextInstPtr are directly derived from their corresponding 

Event-B local variables, and their type declarations are derived from grd1, grd3 and grd8 

respectively. Conditionals are derived from grd5, grd6 and grd7. The conditional checking of the 

value of opVal (derived from grd5) requires the pre-calculation of opVal, and automatic 

dependency analysis ensures insertion of correctly ordered intermediate calculations, derived from 

grd2 and grd4. Automatic dependency analysis also ensures insertion of pre-calculation of 

nextInstPtr prior to its assignment to the machine’s global state variable instPtr. 

A translated function is not generated for a “null” event, (i.e. that with a guard of false) and 

a comment is instead inserted for traceability purposes.  This automatic reduction is performed to 

avoid generation of unreachable run-time code. The event-derived functions use a common API: all 

variables within the C source are derived directly from either the variables statements of the source 

machine, and have global scope, or from the ANY statement of the particular event, and are local to 

the function. Therefore no parameters are passed to the function. The function returns a Boolean 

value, signalling whether the event has been triggered to its calling environment at run-time. After 

generation of the function header, all local variable declarations are inserted at the beginning of the 

function, giving them scope across the whole function. 

Guard statements within an event can model a number of different meanings within the 

translated function: the type definition of a local variable, the assignment of a value to a local 

variable, or a conditional statement. Thus each guard must be automatically analyzed to resolve this 

ambiguity from context information. For example, the equals relation may signify an assignment or 

equality comparison, and the precise meaning (and hence the resulting translation) deduced from 

the type and scope of its operands. A further ambiguity that must be resolved is the meaning of a 

functional-image relation, which may be used to model a data array or an external (uninterpreted) 

function. Once the guards of the event have been categorized, those conferring local variable type 

information are consumed during insertion of the variable declarations, and those remaining are 

used to generate local assignment and conditional statements. Local variable type information is 

derived in a similar fashion to that for global variables, but using guard information instead of type-

defining invariants. Again types may be expressed as integer ranges or the specially supported data 

types, and range validity checking is performed on integer ranges before the C unsigned integer 

type is used. Conditionals are implemented as individual early-returns (returning a Boolean false to 

signal that the event has not been triggered) enabled by the logical negation of the conditional. 

Thus deeply nested conditional statements are avoided, improving traceability and run-time 

performance. Lazy insertion of assignments to local variables used in each conditional is performed 

(i.e. values and their dependencies are only assigned immediately prior to their use). This improves 
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performance by avoiding calculation of unnecessary assignments, and ensures that preconditions 

for assignments are satisfied prior to their calculation. 

An alternative structure would be the placing of each conditional in nested statements, using 

directly translated conditionals (i.e. not negated) and local variables declared within nested scope 

ranges. However, this would greatly increase plug-in complexity and reduce traceability. Once all 

conditionals have been inserted, any remaining local assignments, (i.e. those used within the event 

actions) are inserted with a comment. 

The meaning of functional-image statements within the model is automatically resolved to 

an array if the mapping is a global variable; otherwise a call to an uninterpreted function is inserted. 

C only supports the returning of single values from function calls, and therefore all values are 

returned from uninterpreted values by reference, the reference pointers being supplied in the 

function’s API calling parameters.  

The next stage of event translation is the insertion of actions. Event-B actions are assumed 

to be concurrent, implying that all state modification in the actions is only valid in the entire event 

post-condition. Therefore, dependency checks must be performed to ensure that any state variable 

used as an action assignee has not already been modified to its post-condition prior to use. 

Disallowing all state variables in the right side of actions crudely enforces this requirement: any 

such actions must be modified in the re-write phase to store its value in an intermediate local 

variable and use that as the assignee in the action. Translation of assignments to scalar variables 

and override statements acting on array-type variables is supported within the actions. After action 

insertion, fall-through footer code is inserted to implement run-time traceability and signalling 

functions for the event being triggered. A function call, passing an integer event identifier and an 

event name string, is inserted. These parameters are automatically populated with a unique integer 

value and meaningful identifier string giving the name of the event in the model, allowing the use 

of these parameters to be defined externally by the calling environment. The special case of the 

event having no actions (i.e. an explicit deadlock condition) is detected: a call-out to a special 

function is inserted, allowing the calling environment to handle the case specially if desired. 

Finally, a fall-through statement returning a Boolean true is inserted: thus the function signals to the 

calling environment that the event has been triggered at run-time.  

5.3.6. Calling Function Generation  

After all events have been translated, a calling function is inserted to attempt execution of each 

event function in turn until triggering of an event is detected. An example calling function is shown 

in Figure 74. 
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Figure 74: Generated Event-Calling Function 

Again, early return (of a Boolean true) on detection of event triggering is used to maximize 

performance. A fall-through statement (returning a Boolean false) is inserted at the end of the 

function. Thus detection of implicit deadlock is signalled to the calling environment, allowing 

particular handling to be implemented if desired. The Iterate calling function implements a single 

iteration of the Event-B model, the level of specification of the Event-B model. The function is 

intended to be iterated by a calling environment to implement normal run-time behaviour. In order 

to facilitate event logging and storage in a calling environment, a function is included returning the 

number of event functions in the model.  

The calling function implicitly introduces determinism into models containing non-

deterministic event triggering. Events are run in the same order, defined by their position in the 

Event-B model. Therefore in the case of multiple events being enabled, precedence is always given 

to earlier events. 

5.3.7. Environment Integration  

Once automatic translation of the Event-B model is complete, an execution environment is 

provided and compiled by a C development tool chain, external to the Rodin environment. 

Implementing functions must be provided for all uninterpreted functions, instrumentation functions, 

and deadlock-handling functions. Manual editing of the generated C file is not to be performed, and 

therefore prototypes to these functions are defined in an automatically included header file. A top-

level C scheduling function must be provided to call the initialisation and iteration functions: the 

BOOL Iterate(void) 

{ 

 if( Loading()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE; 

 if( LoadComplete()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE; 

 if( UnknownOpCode0()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE; 

 if( NopOk()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE; 

 if( NopBadPc()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE; 

 if( NopBadQualifier()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE; 

 …….. 

 if( UnknownOpCodeA()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE; 

 if( UnknownOpCodeB()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE; 

 if( UnknownOpCodeC()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE; 

 if( UnknownOpCodeD()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE; 

 if( UnknownOpCodeE()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE; 

 if( UnknownOpCodeF()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE; 

 if( Halted()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE; 

 if( Failed()==BTRUE ) return BTRUE; 

 

 /* Signal deadlock */ 

 return BFALSE; 

} 
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only procedural requirement is the calling of initialisation prior to iteration. All other behaviour 

regarding iteration control may be selected. The initialisation function is exposed to allow later 

calls to it by the execution environment, providing a mechanism for run-time reset of the Event-B 

machine if required. Examples of such scheduling functions are described in Section 5.4.2 and 

Section 5.4.3. 

Both MIDAS variants are automatically translated to C using B2C. The number of 

constructed events and resulting lines of C code are shown in Table 23. 

Table 23. MIDAS Translation Metrics.  

Variant Events 
Lines B 

(Rewritten) 
Lines C 

Stack 108 3016 4092 

Register 112 3328 4444 

5.3.8. Coding Comparison 

As described in Section 3.5.1, as part of the development process a prototype MIDAS ISA is hand-

coded in C and compiled to allow test executables to be run during ISA development, prior to a 

formally derived version being produced and the same test executables being run. This gives an 

opportunity for comparison of the model-derived, automatically generated C with a conventionally 

coded program with identical functionality. Figure 75 shows example C code fragments 

implementing the MIDAS NOP instruction (the hand-coded version is shown on the right). 
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Figure 75: Manual and Automatic Code Comparison 

Each version has very different properties. The auto-coded version contains considerable repetition 

of simple expressions, no nesting within functions, and only one level of sub-routine calling (i.e. 

each event-derived function being called from the main event-calling function). This coding style 

would be error-prone if used by a human developer, but automatic checking of every expression 

within the formal environment makes it reliable. The hand-coded version deliberately encapsulates 

repeated functionality within subroutines wherever possible (for example the PC modification 

function IncrementPc in Figure 75), resulting in use of nesting within functions and deep 

subroutine calls. This promotes readability of the code to a human developer and encapsulation of 

repeated validity checks, but would be hard to implement in an automatic coding tool. As discussed 

in Section 5.3.4, the entire auto-coded functionality is contained within a single C file: the hand-

coded version is divided into twelve (i.e. six C files, each having an associated header file) 

encapsulating functions related to particular components within the ISAs. This increases abstraction 

and allows re-use of functions across the two variants. 

/* Extract opcode */ 

OpType op = (OpType)instr.u.fields.op; 

 

/* nop - No Operation */ 

if(op==NOP_INST) { 

InstPc;InstPrintf("nop\n"); 

 

 /* Increment pc past instruction */ 

 IncrementPc(info,INSTR_BYTES); 

} 

/* psh.mm arg - fetch from memory */ 

else if(op==PSH_INST) { 

…… 

/* Event5 [NopOk] */ 

BOOL NopOk(void) 

{ 

/* Local variable declarations */ 

int nextInstPtr; 

DataByte op; 

int opVal; 

 

/* Guard 1 */ 

op = mem[instPtr]; 

DataByte2Int(op,&opVal);  

if(opVal!=16) return BFALSE; 

 

/* Guard 2 */ 

if(instPtr>99994) return BFALSE; 

 

/* Guard 3 */ 

if(statusCode!=2) return BFALSE; 

 

/* Local assignments in actions */ 

nextInstPtr = (instPtr+1); 

 

/* Actions */ 

instPtr = nextInstPtr; 

 

/* Report hit */ 

ReportEventbEvent("NopOk",5); 

return BTRUE; 

} 
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 The auto-coded version expresses all constants via literals, their correctness having been 

checked against their formal constants within the Rodin environment. In the hand-coded version, 

all constants are expressed via macros defined in associated header files, in line with standard 

programming practice to increase abstraction and readability to a human developer. The hand-

coded version contains considerable instrumentation at all levels, to support the greater levels of 

run-time debugging required by conventionally generated code. Instrumentation within the auto-

coded version is in some ways more limited: only the sourcing event name and its unique allocated 

identifier number are outputted. However, the complete separation of each event within the code 

allows for rapid identification of an event under fault conditions. 

 Table 24 shows a summary of the line count for the two coding techniques, for each 

MIDAS variant, including a breakdown for the manually coded version into C files and their 

associated headers. Line counts include empty lines and comments. 

Table 24. C Line Count Comparision.  

Variant 
Manually 

Coded 

Automatically 

Coded 

Stack 1264 (974 + 290) 4092 

Register 1384 (1076 + 308) 4444 

5.4 Image Execution 

As described in Section 5.3.7, ISA-implementing source code is integrated into an execution 

environment, implementing scheduling, control, instrumentation, logging, and uninterpreted 

functions referenced within the formal method. Thus a complete environment for loading and 

execution of binary images is provided. 

5.4.1. Execution Environment 

A state machine capable of traversing the MIDAS memory system and inserting individual bytes 

into each location is described in Section 4.2.7. The data element to be loaded into each location is 

supplied via an uninterpreted function FetchImageData, defined in formula (279), which supplies a 

single byte for each address in the memory system.  

axm1: FetchImageData ∈ MemDom → DataByte (279) 

Also described in Section 4.2.7 is another uninterpreted function WriteIo, defined in formula (280). 

This abstractly represents the actions of an instruction writing a single byte to the ISA’s memory-

mapped IO. 
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WriteIo ∈ DataByte → BOOL (280) 

No specific functionality is implied by WriteIo within the formal model, but for the purposes of the 

demonstration it is implemented as a console capable of displaying American Standard Code for 

Information Interchange (ASCII) character codes, allowing text instrumentation to be displayed by 

the executing binary. The functions FetchImageData and WriteIo encapsulate all interaction with 

the environment outside the executing VM, and two C-coded functions are provided to implement 

these using conventional coding techniques. Their interfaces, defined using the methodology 

discussed in Section 5.3.5, are shown in formula (281). 

void WriteIo(DataByte,BOOL *); 

void FetchImageData(DataLargeNat,DataByte *); 

(281) 

The functionality of both functions is implemented on a remote server program communicating via 

a Berkeley Sockets interface [88]. Although the functionalities of the two functions are 

independent, both are implemented on the same server, as illustrated in Figure 76. 

 

Figure 76: Execution Environment Summary 

Calling of WriteIo results in the argument byte being transmitted in a tagged packet to the Server 

for display before an acknowledge packet is returned, causing a Boolean status flag to be reported 

back into the VM. Initial calling of FetchImageData causes a request packet to be sent to the 

Server, which loads a selected binary and reports it via an acknowledge packet for caching within 

the VM-side Server Interface. Subsequent requests for the byte at each memory location cause an 

element of the cached binary to be reported. Thus the binary is abstracted to appear as a static data 

array available for random access via the FetchImageData function call. The binary to be selected 

on first invocation of FetchImageData may be selected by name via a C function call, which may 

be invoked from the top-level scheduling function described in Section 5.3.7. A default is used if 

this function is not called. 
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This functionality is used to exercise each MIDAS variant in two different calling 

environments: a standard environment used to run an error-free binary compiled from a C 

demonstration program, and a test environment used to execute a series of binary images coded in 

C, assembler or machine-code to exercise all the events-derived functions of the VM. These 

exercises are described in Section 5.4.2 and Section 5.4.3 respectively. 

5.4.2. C Demonstration Execution 

A hand-coded C program is compiled using the methods described in Section 5.3, loaded and 

executed, demonstrating the suitability of the MIDAS VM for supporting C programs. The 

demonstration program, which was not developed using Formal Methods, is not a complete test of 

the C language, but includes the most common constructs and invokes the major executable 

structures implemented by the GCC compiler described in Section 5.2. The full source code listing 

for the demonstration program is available via the procedure given in Appendix B. The assembler-

coded bootstrap described in Section 5.2.2 performs segment initialization and machine shutdown. 

String initialisation demonstrates the correct use of the read-only data region, length calculations 

test integer-based looping, and output to the virtual console tests character manipulation. Integer-to-

string conversions test integer arithmetic and integer digit display via C switch statements test use 

of dispatch tables. Passing of function arguments and results test variable passing via stack pushes. 

Explicit tests exercise floating point arithmetic and casting. Integer field extraction functions test 

bit-wise shift and masking functions. Nested for and if statements test in-function nesting. Nested 

calls test deeply stacked function calls and returns.  

As discussed in Sections 5.3.4 and 5.3.6 , the VM is produced as automatically generated C 

source code encapsulated within two functions INITIALISATION and Iterate, and a C main 

function must be provided to schedule them. A scheduling function suitable for execution of 

programs running under normal conditions (i.e. a single program is invoked and allowed to run to 

completion) is shown in Figure 77.   
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Figure 77: Scheduling Environment for Demonstration Program 

The machine is invoked and, after initialisation, is iterated continuously without any scheduling 

constraints until either implicit or explicit deadlock is detected. Implicit deadlock is flagged as an 

error condition; explicit deadlock is treated as normal termination of execution. Instrumentation 

calls (not shown) are extended to log the triggering of events during execution, and at execution 

completion a display function is called to summarize the number of hits detected for each event. 

The results generated by this technique for the MIDAS register variant are summarised in Table 

25, illustrating that only forty one of the one hundred and twelve events defined for the register 

variant are exercised by the program, as it is error-free and therefore no error conditions are 

exercised. 

Table 25. Register Variant Event Hits for Demonstration Program.  

Event Hits Event Hits 

INITIALISATION 1 DivOk 1393 

Loading 299998 AndOk 212 

LoadComplete 1 OorOk 1 

NopOk 2 XorOk 2 

FetchInstPtrOk 1711 ShlOk 1360 

FetchImmByteOk 36023 ShrOk 1572 

FetchImmLongOk 26765 FaddOk 2 

FetchDirOk 20775 FsubOk 2 

FetchIndirByteOk 2282 FmulOk 4 

/* Call Initialisation */ 

INITIALISATION(); 

 

/* Iterate until deadlock hit */ 

while(1) { 

 

 /* Check for deadlock */ 

 if(Iterate()==BFALSE) { 

  ErrPrintf("Unexpected deadlock detected.\n"); 

  break; 

 } 

 else if(ExplicitDeadlockDetected()==TRUE) { 

  InstPrintf("Explicit deadlock detected.\n"); 

  break; 

 } 

 else { 

  /* Continue */ 

 } 

} 

 

/* Dump event summary */ 

DumpEventLog(); 
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Event Hits Event Hits 

FetchIndirShortOk 16 FdivOk 1 

FetchIndirLongOk 26579 CmpEqOk 9123 

StoreDirOk 12514 CmpGtOk 1275 

StoreIndirByteMemOk 943 CmpLtOk 1827 

StoreIndirByteIoOk 922 CmpFgtOk 2 

StoreIndirShortOk 6 CmpFltOk 2 

StoreIndirLongOk 16220 JmpAbsTrueOk 8374 

Int2FltOpOk 1 JmpRelTrueOk 1128 

Flt2IntOk 1 JmpFalseOk 2727 

AddOk 35040 HltOk 1 

SubOk 7987 Halted 1 

MulOk 2420   

5.4.3. Event Test Execution 

As described in Section 5.4.2, execution of correctly compiled C programs does not exercise the 

many error detection events of the formally constructed MIDAS VM. A test environment is 

therefore provided to explicitly trigger all the events of the VM by repeated invocation with a 

manually prepared suite of executables. In order to allow any executable binary to be loaded into 

the VM, the executable loading service described in Section 5.4.1 allows executables to be loaded 

from the text format adopted by the GCC object-dump tool [86]. This technique allows flexibility 

to generate test executables from C programs via the compiler, assembly language programs via the 

assembler, or by direct editing of machine code in text format. Direct editing of machine code 

allows deliberately corrupted binaries to be created, which would otherwise be impossible without 

modification of the GCC assembler. Figure 78 shows an example, here being used to specify a 

malformed MIDAS NOP instruction at the first instruction address, containing a correct opcode but 

an illegal qualifier value.  

 

Figure 78: Executable File for Corrupted NOP 

An alternative strategy for testing of corrupted images is the modification of the executable by the 

NopBadQualifier.out:     file format is elf32-midasreg 
 

Contents of section .text: 
 0001 11000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  ................ 

nop illegal 
qualifier 
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executable itself at run-time, by overwriting of locations in the instruction memory before jumping 

to them. However, this technique cannot be used by Harvard architecture ISAs such as the MIDAS 

implementation, as write access to instruction memory is explicitly excluded. The scheduling 

function used for the event-testing environment is shown in Figure 79.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 79: Scheduling Environment for Event Testing 

The individual text-format binaries are loaded and executed in turn by selection in the loading 

service before the scheduling mechanism used for normal execution (shown in Figure 77) is 

invoked. This resets the VM by re-invocation of INITIALISATION, causing the machine to load the 

new executable and run to completion. Resetting of the machine is a necessary feature when testing 

error handling events, as successful triggering of the error causes the VM state to stop in the 

FAILED state. The event trigger-detection mechanism is used to display all triggered events when 

all test executables have been run. Test executables are provided to exercise all the events of both 

MIDAS variants at least once. 

The event test environment provides an efficient mechanism for repeated execution of the 

VM under test, and confirmation of events being triggered. A requirement to trigger all the events 

of the VM drives the creation of good coverage in the test suite, and verifies that all the defined 

events are reachable in the implementation. Even for model-derived, automatically coded 

implementations such as this, reachability testing is useful as the introduction of determinism 

during auto-generation may render events unreachable (as described in Section 5.3.3). Apart from 

detection of execution completion, no precise checking of state in an event post-condition is 

performed: the mechanism is extendable to allow this in future development, using the Event-B 

model as a test oracle (i.e. a source of expected results for test cases) [93]. As described, all test 

executables are manually generated: automatic generation of instruction sequences capable of 

/* Exercise all instructions running OK */ 

RunObjTxtFile(dirName,"MidasOk.txt"); 

 

/* Bad opcode */ 

RunObjTxtFile(dirName,"UnknownOpCode0.txt"); 

 

/* Nop */ 

RunObjTxtFile(dirName,"NopBadQualifier.txt"); 

RunObjTxtFile(dirName,"NopBadPc.txt"); 

 

/* Fetch */ 

RunObjTxtFile(dirName,"FetchNoQualifier.txt"); 

RunObjTxtFile(dirName,"FetchInstPtrNoDest.txt"); 

RunObjTxtFile(dirName,"FetchInstPtrBadPc.txt"); 

RunObjTxtFile(dirName,"FetchImmByteBadPc.txt"); 

RunObjTxtFile(dirName,"FetchImmLongBadPc.txt"); 

RunObjTxtFile(dirName,"FetchImmNoDest.txt"); 
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triggering each event via existing model-checking tools [60] is a further opportunity for 

development, discussed further in Section 6.6.2. 
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6. Future Work 

This chapter gives an overview of considerations for future work, including enhancements to the 

construction methodology, produced model, and demonstration ISA. Suggested additions to the 

Event-B notation and the Rodin toolset to aid these improvements are also presented.  

6.1 Methodology Enhancements 

6.1.1. Use of Higher-Level Interfaces 

A common criticism of Formal Methods is its abstruse appearance to human developers, and 

Event-B models are no different in this respect. However, high-level tools implemented as plug-ins 

to the Rodin platform are being developed to provide accessible developer interaction with Event-B 

models, whilst maintaining the precision of formal notation. This may be considered analogous to 

graphical front-end techniques developed for conventional programming [90]. The primary 

example of this technique is UML-B [81], which implements a variant of the Unified Modelling 

Language [76]. UML-B provides two useful functions: graphical visualisation and navigation of 

system properties (some of which may extend over multiple events or refinement levels), and high-

level editing capabilities, particularly in the domain of state machine construction. For example, the 

state machine described in Section 4.2.1 is currently constructed implicitly by the editing of its 

constituent events, and any graphical state-flow charts are deduced from these. Use of UML-B 

would allow explicit construction of state-flow charts, and generation of Event-B models from 

them. 

6.1.2. Application of Recent Event-B Enhancements 

The methodology makes frequent use of super-position refinement, where existing model features 

are maintained and additional features added. The version of Event-B and Rodin used (i.e. 0.8.2) 

supports inheritance of entire events, allowing unmodified events to be duplicated in a refinement 

step, but requiring explicit duplication of existing features (typically event guards) in modified 

events. Explicit duplication of such guards reduces development productivity, detracts greatly from 

the readability of events at later stages of refinements when large guards have been constructed, 

and (as discussed in Section 4.3.2) provides a source of error via incorrect duplication of guards.  

 Versions of Event-B implemented by subsequent releases of Rodin (i.e. 0.9.0 and later) 

support event extension where only additional features are defined in a refined event, and existing 
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features are implicitly inherited. Restating the model using these techniques will greatly improve 

the understandability of the model and enable easier model development in the future. There is also 

potential for further development of the event extension mechanism and its support within Rodin: 

for example, provision of selected viewing of either only event extensions (as currently supported) 

or complete events, and could be employed if implemented.  

6.1.3. Global Instruction Property Handling 

As described in Section 3.6.7, the ISA modelling methodology uses repeated local variables to 

represent properties across the multiple events of a particular instruction. An alternative 

methodology (discussed in Section 3.6.7) is the definition of all instruction state via global 

variables instead of locals, and gluing invariants fulfilling the role of the repeated witness 

statements. However, as discussed in Section 3.6.8, this technique gives rise to undischargable POs, 

and the enhancement of the proposed local variable-based methodology with improved tool support 

(discussed in Section 6.5.3) offers the most promising approach. However, an alternative worthy of 

investigation is modification of the methodology to impose implicit sequencing of state 

modification, in order to separate incrementing of the PC from the main instruction-decoding 

events. This would allow the use of global variables and instruction-predicated gluing invariants, 

which could be useful for some applications, albeit at the cost of reduced abstraction. For example, 

explicit ordering of PC incrementing would preclude the refinement of the action to a parallel 

process. 

6.1.4. Modelling of Von Neumann Architectures 

Section 3.5.5 describes the methodology’s mechanism for the introduction of new state variables 

and construction of events allowing access to them. As discussed in Section 3.6.3, application of 

this procedure during introduction of the ISA’s data memory precludes access to the ISA’s 

instruction space: a desirable property during construction of Harvard architectures, but precluding 

construction of Von Neumann architectures. Thus extension of the methodology to construction of 

Von Neumann architectures also should be investigated: this may be achieved in Event-B by 

refinement of data-memory accessing events from instruction-space accessing events, rather than 

the root event described in Section 3.5.5. Construction of a Von Neumann architecture would 

increase the flexibility of the generic model, as later refinement to a Harvard architecture would 

still be possible by the application of guard strengthening. 
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6.1.5. Sub-Byte Level Field Specification 

As discussed in Section 3.6.4, the data modelling methodology described in Section 3.5.6 provides 

abstractions of data structures down to a resolution of a byte, and an alternative mechanism for 

extraction and decoding of the two component nibbles of a byte is described in Section 3.6.4. Such 

decoding of individual fields of instructions would provide a clearer and more adaptable method of 

instruction format and should be investigated. Further development of instruction fields not aligned 

with nibble byte boundaries should also be investigated, potentially down to the level of individual 

bits. 

6.2 Model Expansion 

6.2.1. Model Determinism 

As described in Section 3.5.2, the methodology implies non-determinism in the model during error 

conditions. In the case of multiple failure conditions being enabled, the precise event to be 

triggered is not defined as long as the resulting state transition is correct. In the case of the model 

constructed in Section 4.2, this condition is met by all error conditions causing the machine state 

FAILED to be entered, and individual events specifying behaviour during multiple simultaneous 

errors is not required. This strategy reduces the complexity of the refinement process and the size 

of the resulting model, but would be insufficient if specification of different state transitions under 

error conditions was required: for example particular bits being set in an exception flag register.  

Expansion of the model to deterministically enumerate all such conditions would yield a more 

precise specification of ISA behaviour under such error conditions, although at the cost of greatly 

increased model size, as individual events specifying every combination of error condition would 

have to be stated. Such an undertaking would probably require development of high-level tool 

support to be practical. 

6.2.2. Interrupt Functionality 

A common ISA feature not currently handled by the model is its interrupt system: the mechanism 

which causes an ISA to respond to an external signal with a change in control flow, usually 

accompanied by some automatic saving of machine state, for example [41]. Specification of 

interrupt-related behaviour is a useful contribution, as many ISAs containing instructions used for 

the handling of interrupts have ambiguously defined behaviour if an interrupt has not occurred [42]. 

Modelling of interrupt behaviour would begin at the earliest stages of the ISA model by adding 
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transitions to the state machine discussed in Section 4.2.1, thus enforcing desired behaviour 

throughout the model.   

6.2.3. Additional Addressing Modes 

As discussed in Section 3.1, typical ISAs implement a variety of data addressing modes: which are 

broadly categorised within the model as PC, immediate, direct and indirect. The MIDAS ISA 

demonstrates simple representations of these categories, and shows them to be sufficient for 

program execution. However, more detailed refinement of these modes to some of the special 

instances described in Section 3.1, particularly special cases of indirect mode (such as PC-relative) 

would be desirable.  

6.2.4. MIDAS ISA Expansion 

The MIDAS ISAs described in Section 5.1 have been specified to demonstrate the Event-B 

modelling technique without regard to other metrics such as performance: expansion of the ISAs to 

include additional performance-enhancing instructions and features is possible within the modelling 

paradigm. For example, inclusion of more complex addressing modes, as suggested in Section 

6.2.3, would allow compilation of more efficient executables and allow exploration of their formal 

construction. 

6.2.5. Microarchitectural Functionality 

As described in Chapter 5, the MIDAS ISA demonstrates that the model may be refined to a point 

capable of translation to a VM implemented in a high-level language. As discussed in Section 3.3, 

the model is also intended to provide a well-founded ISA-level specification for verification of 

hardware microarchitecture implementations. The UK Atomic Weapons Establishment has used 

Event-B to construct a specification of a small hypothetical instruction set and uses refinement to 

verify a pipelined implementation, identifying some potential hazards for the process [29]. 

Continuation of this work using the MIDAS ISA or others is worthy of investigation, as is its 

extension to other microarchitectural features, such as cache systems and speculative execution 

[41].  

6.2.6. Refinement to Existing ISAs 

The methodology and model are intended for re-use, and to that end the generic model is 

constructed by inclusion of generic properties not necessarily used in the MIDAS example. 

Application of the methodology to other ISAs will inform improvements to the generic model, and 
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this process has begun [100] with its use in the analysis of an academic ISA based on the MIPS 

architecture [67]. For example, support for this ISA required extension of the RegMch layer of the 

model in order to capture the possibility of multiple register file writes by a single instruction (as 

discussed in Section 3.6.6), a feature deliberately omitted from the model here. Application to other 

ISAs would motivate consideration of other properties: for example complex instructions 

combining the actions of two or more events, requiring the construction of merged events. 

An eventual goal would be the combination of a practical ISA specification using the 

methodology with microarchitectural verification to fully extend the prior art described in Sections 

2.2.4 and 2.2.5 within a common environment. 

6.2.7. Abstraction to Unconventional Architectures 

The methodology and model developed here is intended for application to common ISA 

architectures, and therefore deliberately restricts the model to their typical features early in the 

refinement process. However, the concept of abstract specification is well suited to modelling of 

more theoretical computing machines, allowing definition of concepts such as abstract symbolic 

instructions and unbounded storage media. As discussed in Section 3.5.8, modelling of a Universal 

Turing Machine is possible, allowing the possibility of refining practical ISAs from this.  

6.3 Model Checking and Property Proving 

6.3.1. Application of Available Tools 

The ISA model has been developed using incremental refinement techniques, with all generated 

POs discharged in order to prove correct consistency and refinement. In addition to these static 

verification techniques (described in Section 3.4.4), other extension tools to Rodin exist to verify 

model correctness, particularly the ProB model checker [60]. ProB provides three main features: 

model checking, animation and visualisation.  

Model checking is the automatic exploration of the reachable states of a model’s state 

space, searching for violations of the stated invariants. If a model’s state space is finite and 

sufficiently small, exhaustive searches are possible, otherwise upper bounds may be set for non-

exhaustive checking. Deadlock conditions and invalid expressions such as mappings from an empty 

set are detected. Detection is performed by the discovery of counter-examples: thus for non-

exhaustive checking the techniques do not give guaranteed formal verification for all conditions, 

but do provide alternative checks on model correctness during development, prior to discharging of 

POs using standard techniques. Animation is the process of stepping a model through reachable 
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state transitions under developer control, aiding in validation of the model (i.e. ensuring that the 

model matches an intuitive understanding of the desired system behaviour). Exercising the 

implications of the higher refinement layers of the model again allows it to be checked earlier in 

development process. Recently, ProB’s model checking and animation functions have been 

packaged to provide a PO disprover plug-in for Rodin [61], providing additional support for PO-

based verification. ProB provides several visualisation features to help the user to analyse and 

understand the behaviour of a specification during model checking and animation, by displaying 

graphical representations of model variables and state transitions.  

ProB is therefore typical of the high-level tools appropriate for aiding the future model 

development discussed in Section 6.2, and investigation of compatibility is recommended. 

Particular areas of investigation are the initial checking of set compatibility (i.e. if sets are finite or 

capable of limitation), and checking if the state-spaces of the model at various levels of abstraction 

are traversable in practical timescales.  

6.3.2. Enabledness Checking 

As discussed in Section 3.5.13, enabledness is considered an essential safety property of the ISA, as 

deadlock will result in program execution hanging without termination. Two separate techniques 

for enforcing it are discussed in Sections 3.5.13 and 5.3, and integration of support for techniques 

similar to that discussed in Section 3.5.13 has been proposed [37]. Implementation of tool support 

within Rodin for this technique is recommended. 

6.3.3. Determinism Checking 

As discussed in Section 3.5.2, the methodology allows for non-deterministic selection of events 

under error conditions. However, a fully deterministic model could be contructed (as discussed in 

Section 6.2.1), and techniques for efficient verification of this have been considered (as discussed 

in Section 3.5.13). Tool support within Rodin could therefore be implemented and demonstrated. 

6.4 Event-B Enhancements 

6.4.1. Parallel Event Refinement 

The current Event-B notation enforces a linear refinement sequence during model construction. As 

discussed in Section 3.5.2, some layers of the model provide essential definitions necessary for 

later refinements, thus forcing their order with respect to each other. Other refinements may be 

performed at any point in the modelling process, in which case ordering is chosen to maximise 
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flexibility of modification. However, some refinements are truly independent and may be 

performed in any order: in these cases an arbitrary ordering must currently be imposed. For 

example, the CalcMch layer described in Section 4.2.6 specifies the single operand and dual 

operand instructions available in the MIDAS ISA in two separate refinement steps: a refinement 

ordering must be imposed although the refinements are independent. More generally, the 

ConFlagMch layer described in Section 4.2.5 is specified prior to the CalcMch layer, despite them 

being independent.  

 Thus, support for partitioning of events into separate modules allowing independent 

refinement of selected event sub-sets and re-combination at later stages would be desirable. This 

implies an extension of only the Event-B modelling language (described in Section 3.4.3). Such a 

partitioning support bears some similarity to the machine structure of Classic-B, in which all 

operations acting on particular state variables may be encapsulated. However, the partitioning 

scheme proposed here should allow separation of events acting on shared state variables, and allow 

visibility of their associated invariants by all events. Such partitioning would be particularly useful 

for development of large models, allowing independent refinements to be performed by separate 

developers. 

6.4.2. Set Partitioning Syntactic Sugar 

Section 3.5.4 discusses two possible constructs for partitioning of abstract sets into two or more 

mutually exclusive sub-sets: the methodology uses these repeatedly for systematic construction of 

abstract representations of instruction codes. Both techniques require correct statement of multiple 

axiom statements, and are therefore susceptible to error. Therefore provision of syntactic sugar 

within the Event-B mathematical notation to allow a single unambiguous set-partitioning statement 

would be desirable. This requirement has been recognised and has been proposed for future 

versions of Event-B [66]. Implementation of such syntactic sugar could be implemented by direct 

modification of the Rodin tool, or application of emerging pattern-application mechanisms [48]. 

6.5 Tool Enhancements 

6.5.1. Refinement Visualisation 

The use of existing high-level tools interfacing to Rodin for construction and visualisation of state 

machines has been discussed in Sections 6.1.1 and 6.3.1, and the construction of large models 

would be enhanced by the provision of other visualisation tools to assist in understanding and 
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navigation of deeply refined models containing large numbers of events. For example a graphical 

display of a model’s refinement hierarchy such as Figure 11 would greatly enhance productivity.  

6.5.2. Model Editing  

Within the Rodin tool, the concept of a stored model database, indirectly editable via form-based 

specialized tools, allows for efficient storage and traversing of model logic by tool extensions. 

Improvements in the ergonomics of the editing interface are required to achieve productivity 

similar to that of conventional text editing interfaces. Search, replace, compare and pasting 

capabilities within a single view would allow faster, less error-prone development. Early versions 

of these tools are being developed [46] and should greatly enhance the development process when 

deployed. 

6.5.3. Automatic Methodology Support 

Section 4.2 describes the successful manual application of the ISA construction methodology 

described in Chapter 3. As discussed in Section 3.6.7, failure cases are constructed by analysing a 

success event’s guards and transposing them into separately constructed refinements of an abstract 

failure event, introducing a potentially error-prone manual process. Productivity and dependability 

improvements are therefore possible by provision of tool support for the methodology within 

Rodin. For example, generation of all failure events from user-selected success events could be 

implemented, including the replication of local variables (described in Section 3.6.7) and insertion 

of identical actions (described in Section 3.5.2).  

Other processes of the methodology could be separately automated, such as insertion of 

new state variables (described in Section 3.5.5), and construction of instructions by partitioning 

(described in Section 3.5.4), potentially automatically applying techniques discussed in Section 

6.4.2. Implementation of support by direct modification of the Rodin tool, or application of 

proposed pattern-application mechanisms [48] should be investigated. 

6.5.4. Automatic Proof Enhancement 

As shown in Section 4.3.3, current Rodin automatic proving tools are vulnerable to scaling issues. 

A particular problem is the inability to select pertinent hypotheses from the large lists generated for 

large models, requiring developer intervention to select manageable sub-sets for semi-automatic PO 

discharge. Relatively superficial enhancements to existing proving tools could be implemented to 

overcome the scaling issues already discussed and enhance automatic proving rates. For example, 

automatic proof could be improved by extension of existing methods with developer-programmable 
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tactics, controlled via a scripted interface. This would enable automatic selection of variables and 

hypotheses using existing search tools, and scripted insertion of instantiating variables in 

hypotheses would allow the developer to exploit repeated PO patterns across multiple events, 

perform pattern searching of available hypotheses, and insert intermediate hypotheses. Such 

techniques are particularly relevant to the ISA methodology, which introduces repeated forms and 

similar POs requiring repetitive application of relatively simple proofs, potentially allowing a 

domain-specific tactic library to be provided. Such proof support may eventually be combined with 

the automatic methodology supported discussed in Section 6.5.3, by automatic creation of proof 

tactics and intermediate hypotheses in concert with created events. 

In common with other logical proving tools, the Rodin proving tools are susceptible to 

vacuous proof: i.e. incorrect discharge of proof obligations due to false predicates introduced by 

accidental introduction of contradictory statements within a model. It is suggested that vacuity-

checking techniques be introduced to defend against such conditions, as incorporated in other 

commercially available tools [12]. 

Existing proof techniques could be extended to take advantage of emerging parallel-

processing platforms, allowing multiple speculative proof tactics to be launched simultaneously. 

6.5.5. Proof Inspection 

Current Rodin proving tools enable the automatic and semi-automatic discharge of the hundreds of 

POs generated by the model: an essential capability if such Formal Methods are to be practical on 

this scale. However, no ability to review a discharged proof is currently available in Rodin, 

although provided by other tools [10]. This capability would allow the manual checking of 

automatically generated proofs if required, and allow a developer to plan proof tactics during 

manual proving, by inspection of similar existing proofs. Tools listing the hypotheses and axioms 

used by a proving tool to discharge a PO could provide a useful first step towards a more complete 

proof tabulation. 

6.5.6. Natural Language Specification Integration 

In order to be useful, formal specifications are generally accompanied by some complementary 

natural language text, as evidenced by the inclusion of commenting facilities in most formal tools. 

The concept has been extended to tools allowing formal notation to be embedded in natural 

language documents [39], and provision for linking of Event-B models to text documents is 

planned [5]. Application of these tools to linking of the informal natural language MIDAS 

specification [99] and the formal model should be investigated.  
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6.5.7. Automatic Code Generation Enhancements 

The B2C plug-in described in Section 5.3 was developed with the specific goal of providing an 

executable VM for the MIDAS ISA, but provides a working prototype for a variety of future 

developments. As discussed, the guard statements within an event must be categorized to infer their 

procedural meaning in a generated function, and the forms used in the MIDAS example have been 

shown to be correct. Consideration of other guard statements should be considered: this may lead to 

additional information having to be supplied to model in the form of user interaction or an enriched 

notation. Particular consideration should be given to automatic variable type extraction from the 

Rodin model. 

Increased translator complexity inevitably brings increased risk of unreliability, and for this 

reason B2C introduces the model re-writing phase within the verification environment prior to the 

automatic translation phase. This step must currently be performed manually, but a possible 

approach is its automation via an independent plug-in. Thus, the translation process could be 

further automated whilst still minimizing the risk of undiscoverable translation errors. 

Current development on Rodin includes planned management of larger models, and 

consideration should also be given to scalability issues during code auto-generation. Desirable 

features include the splitting of generated code across multiple files and automatic provision of 

external function prototypes in suitable header files. 

Successive refinement of events within an Event-B model provides grouping information 

about events. The B2C tool has visibility of this information via the RODIN internal database, and 

could exploit it to recursively generate nesting calling functions corresponding to the abstract 

events, aiding traceability. Merging of common event guards is currently avoided in order to 

preserve direct mapping between Event-B statements and translated code, at the cost of possible 

performance optimizations. However, if translatable guards can be located in abstract versions of 

event groupings, guards eliminating the execution of an event group may be inserted, improving 

run-time performance.  

B2C currently inserts numerous comments into emitted source code to improve ease of 

review by a human reader. This facility may be expanded to the insertion of rich comments 

allowing automatic downward traceability between an Event-B model and its corresponding auto-

generated code, via a suitable Rodin extension. In combination with higher-level tools linking 

formal models to natural language specifications (described in Section 6.5.6), this would allow a 

complete traceability chain to be established between a top-level document and corresponding 

source code. 
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Coding standards exist to improve reliability and portability of C source code [40]. Such 

guidelines are intended to avoid common coding errors during manual coding but also avoid the 

use of ambiguously specified areas of the language itself, which give rise to different behaviors 

when compiled by different tool chains. They are therefore appropriate to automatically generated 

source code and their use should be investigated. C was selected as a target language for Event-B 

translation for its flexibility and availability. However, the automatic translation techniques 

developed are applicable to other high-level languages such as Ada [89]. Automatic generation of 

hardware description language implementations from Classic-B has been achieved [16], and 

automatic generation from Event-B could be investigated. 

6.6 ISA Testing 

6.6.1. Test-suite Expansion 

The MIDAS ISA variants and supporting C compilers have been demonstrated to support the hand-

coded example application, described in Section 5.4.2, which demonstrates the most significant 

operations invoked during compilation. The GCC tool-chain includes an extensive test-suite 

intended to exercise all aspects of a compiler variant and its target instruction set [85], and testing 

of the compilers against this would be desirable for a complete demonstration of the MIDAS ISAs’ 

representativeness. The GCC compiler also provides support for other input languages [86], and 

demonstration of these would be desirable. 

6.6.2. Automatic Test Generation 

Section 5.4.3 describes the test environment used to verify test coverage of the events of the 

MIDAS VMs by manually prepared suites of executables. A desirable enhancement would be the 

automatic generation of the employed test executables, and the constructed ISA model provides a 

good basis for this. Automatic test generation by examination of processor implementations and 

construction of Finite State Machine (FSM) models exist [43], and abstraction has been introduced 

later in order to make it more practical [92]. Crucial to this is the provision of valid models and 

support for automatic extraction of abstract models relevant to a given test objective: both of these 

exist in the ISA model and extensible Rodin architecture. It is suggested that the ProB tool 

(described in Section 6.3.1) is appropriate for calculation of event sequences in order to achieve the 

machine states desired by particular tests, providing the basis of test executable calculation.  
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6.6.3. Automatic State Verification 

The test environment described in Section 5.4.3 provides verification of the guards and reachability 

of events: expansion of these test criteria to include verification of resulting state transitions would 

be desirable, using the model as a test oracle [93]. In this instance, expected state transitions are 

stated by the actions of a triggered event, and may be checked via a test driver embedded within the 

target under test. In the case of a VM generated using the techniques described in Section 5.3, 

mechanisms for reporting and checking of state transitions may be automatically inserted into the 

generated source code. 

6.7 Further Applications 

6.7.1. Generic Model as Comparative Datum 

The methodology has been developed and demonstrated to support construction of complete and 

reliable specifications of ISAs and their refinement to deployable VMs. The general and flexible 

nature of the model described in Section 4.1 makes it suitable for other purposes, and its re-use has 

begun with its use in the analysis of ISA design decisions [100]. While methods exist to model and 

understand the performance increase or power reduction obtained from certain design features, a 

method to understand the effort needed to verify the functional correctness of these features is 

currently not available. This investigation introduces the foundations for such a method, by 

construction of multiple refinements of the generic model with modified attributes, such as multiple 

register file destinations during instruction execution. Thus the generic model provides a datum for 

comparison of complexity metrics (such as event counting), without the need for complete 

refinement to a precise implementation. A case study on a performance-optimized cryptographic 

processor based on the MIPS architecture is being used to demonstrate how the method can be 

applied. 

Such an application provides a clear motivation for the enhancements suggested in Sections 

6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5, as the investigation requires multiple speculative models to be refined.  
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7. Conclusions 

7.1 Contributions 

This thesis extends the use of Formal Methods for systematic verification of ISA implementations. 

Prior art has applied machine checking techniques to their verification against formally stated 

specifications, relying on the provision of accurate descriptions of specific machines and thus 

transferring the burden of correctness to these specifications. This work contributes by presenting a 

methodology for deriving previously independent instruction descriptions within a common 

context, introducing novel levels of abstraction to link individual instructions to each other as well 

as to the affected machine state, and enable application across multiple ISAs by capturing their 

shared abstract properties. The work employs recent advances in formal notations and tools to 

enable highly incremental construction of formal specifications, enhancing human comprehension 

and allowing for future expansion and re-use. The provision of a generic formal specification 

provides a datum for relative comparison of different ISAs, enabling analysis of design options 

during the creation and extension of ISAs.  

The work presents results showing that the technique is capable of practical use, and 

illustrates the issues involved in turning abstract designs into functioning Virtual Machines. This 

contribution entails two complementary threads: the creation of representative and useful ISA 

specifications, and automatic generation of implementations from within a formal environment. 

Two variants of a novel ISA and their supporting tools are presented as test articles for research and 

development, providing simplified representations of practical machines. Automatic source code 

generation techniques are added to the Event-B method, including features to assist in the 

development and test of ISAs. A further contribution is the construction of multiple ISAs from a 

single abstract description. 

7.2 Summary 

Computer Instructions Set Architectures are typically specified by informal documents combining 

tables, semi-formal formulae and natural language text. These are essential tools of communication 

with a human developer, but can imply unexpected levels of complexity and result in properties 

being stated implicitly or ambiguously, particularly in the domain of error conditions. Formal 

Methods have long been recognised as a complementary partial solution to this problem, providing 
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the additional benefit of enabling automatic checking to be performed, of both internal correctness 

and functional equivalence of implementations.  

This work shows that recent developments in Formal Methods (namely the Event-B method 

and its supporting tool Rodin) can enhance the specification process by providing a common 

template for formal construction, and its refinement to implementations within the same 

environment. The enabling features for this advance are the simplification of the Classic-B method 

by Event-B, easing construction of deeply refined models, and the flexibility of the Rodin tool for 

adaptation to particular usage domains. Incremental refinement has been shown to be applicable to 

construction of both a generic template and specific ISA refinements. The process has been shown 

to enable construction of complete specifications and be applicable to multiple ISAs. A generic 

template is achieved by a combination of both inclusion and abstraction: that is the inclusion of the 

union of all ISA behavioural outcomes, but stated at sufficient levels of abstraction to allow 

refinement to multiple particular forms. Thus refinements of the template to particular ISAs may 

explicitly eliminate some outcomes and expand others to multiple derived outcomes.  

Formal Methods do not in themselves contain any particular requirements, or even any 

definition of correctness: only a mechanism for the definition and verification of properties desired 

by a developer. Therefore, appropriate definition of scope and objectives have been given. Scope is 

maintained at the level of the ISA, deliberately avoiding any implications for an implementing 

microarchitecture. The definition of all possible preconditions and outcomes for successful 

execution of valid instructions and their complementary error conditions is a stated requirement, as 

well as support for efficient formal proof of this property. Formal methods are also vulnerable to 

their own classes of bugs, and defences against them must also be considered. The less tangible 

goal of reduction of an ISA specification into a form more easily understood by a human developer 

is also addressed. The resulting methodology imposes particular construction forms in order to 

achieve these goals. 

 Formal Methods are difficult to apply compared to traditional methods of conventional 

coding and testing supported by informal documentation. This has been demonstrated by the 

efficiency of the adopted hybrid solution of parallel fast prototyping and formal redevelopment 

during construction. Two factors contribute to this effect. Firstly, there are additional tasks intrinsic 

in the formal development process, which contribute to the greater value of the final product: 

formal restatement of the original specification, implicit restatement of information during 

incremental refinement, and discharging of proof obligations. Secondly, due to their lower 

maturity, Formal Methods support tools generally offer lower productivity than their highly 

developed conventional counterparts. For example efficient editors and high-level support such as 
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syntactic sugar are still being developed. Both of the issues can be mitigated by appropriate tool 

development, and improvements have been identified.  

Existing formal specification and verification efforts have generally taken two paths: an 

“industrial” approach addressing formulae of pre-existing commercial processors, and an 

“academic” approach defining simplified academic examples capable of being studied in their 

entirety. Complete coverage is identified is a valuable requirement, and this work therefore adopts 

the academic approach to provide two simplified but complete ISA examples, amenable to later 

expansion. Complete refinement from a trivial model to functioning VMs has been achieved: a 

worthwhile process revealing issues for consideration at all stages. 

Such extended refinement reveals the Event-B notation and method to readily support 

abstract concepts such as instruction set definition, but require greater efforts to handle more 

detailed concepts such as byte-level definition of memory systems. The key feature of Event-B and 

Rodin is flexibility, and both are still evolving, providing the opportunity to influence their future 

features. Such evolution is possible as Rodin is designed for expansion and well implemented, 

making domain-specific enhancements feasible.  

In conclusion, Formal Methods offer a level of rigour to ISA design and development 

complementary to conventional techniques. This inevitably comes at a price in development effort, 

but the new tools and techniques described here point the way to greatly enhanced formal 

construction in the future.
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Appendix A: Model Download and Display Procedure 

All source code described in the thesis is available for download at: 

http://deploy-eprints.ecs.soton.ac.uk/84/. 

 

Two files are available for download at this location: an archive MidasBundle.rar and a covering 

document Midas_Deploy.pdf. MidasBundle.rar is an archive containing source code for all Event-B 

models and supporting tools. The archive can be extracted using the WinRAR tool, available at: 

http://www.rarlab.com.  

 

Midas_Deploy.pdf gives complete instructions for installation, building and running of models, 

tools, virtual machines and test programs from the archive. The procedure given below re-iterates 

the parts of the instructions related to installation of the Rodin tool and loading of the MIDAS 

Event-B model for inspection.  

 

Rodin 0.8.2 is needed for browsing of the MIDAS model and its discharged proof obligations.  The 

following procedures assume the use of Windows XP and Windows Internet Explorer 7. 

 

Rodin 0.8.2 requires installation of the Java Runtime Environment 5.0 Update 19. This is achieved 

by the following procedure: 

• Navigate to http://java.sun.com/javase/downloads/5/jre 

• Select “Windows” from the “Platform” drop-down, and select “Continue”. 

• Select “jre-1_5_0_19-windows-i586-p.exe” and then “Run”. This will cause the installation 

to be downloaded and executed. 

• Select the “Typical setup” radio button in the “License Agreement” page of the wizard and 

select “Accept”.  

• Select “Finish” when installation is complete. 

• Verify that a new directory C:\Program Files\Java\jre1.5.0_19 has been created. 

 

The mathematical font used by Rodin is installed by the following procedure: 

• Navigate to http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=108850. 

• Locate the “Font: Brave Sans Mono” line and select “Download” on that line. 

• Select “BraveSansMono-Roman-0.12.ttf”. 

• Select “Save” in the download wizard. 
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• Select C:\ for the save location and select “Save”. 

• Close the download wizard. 

• Open the Windows Control Panel (in Start). 

• Select the Fonts folder. 

• Choose File > Install New Font. 

• Select C:\ as the folder in the installation wizard. 

• Select “Brave Sans Mono (TrueType)”. 

• Make sure the “Copy fonts to the Fonts” check box is selected. 

• Select “OK”. 

• Verify that a new entry “Brave Sans Mono (TrueType)” has appeared in the Fonts folder. 

 

The Rodin 0.8.2 main platform is now installed by the following procedure: 

• Navigate to 

http://sourceforge.net/project/downloading.php?group_id=108850&filename=rodin-0.8.2-

win32.zip&a=38548598. 

• Select “Download RODIN” from the top of the page. You will be invited to download a file 

“rodin-0.8.2-win32.zip”. 

• Select “Save” in the download wizard. 

• Select the Windows Desktop as the download destination. 

• Select “Save”. 

• Close the download wizard. 

• Open rodin-0.8.2-win32.zip by clicking on it on the Windows Desktop. It contains a single 

folder rodin. 

• Drag and drop the rodin folder into the “C:\Program Files” folder. 

• Rename the new folder “rodin” in “C:\Program Files” to “rodin 0.8.2”. 

 

In order to guarantee sufficient memory allocation for building of MIDAS under Rodin, a startup 

script is installed by the following procedure: 

• Navigate to folder C:\Program Files\rodin 0.8.2. 

• Right-click on the directory and create a new file StartRodin.bat. 

• Right-click on StartRodin.bat and select “Edit”. 

• Insert the following line into the file: "C:\Program Files\rodin 0.8.2\rodin.exe" –vm java.exe 

–vmargs –Xms1000m –Xmx1000m 

• Right-click on the file and select “Create Shortcut”. 

• Drag the new shortcut to the Windows Desktop. 

• Create a new folder C:\SJW\PhD\Development\RodinWorkspace. 

• Select the shortcut from the Desktop to start Rodin. 

• Browse to C:\SJW\PhD\Development\RodinWorkspace in the “Workspace Launcher” 

wizard. 

• Make sure the “Use this as the default and do not ask again” check box is selected. 

• Select “OK” to start Rodin. The Rodin “Welcome” tab will be displayed. 
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• Close the “Welcome” tab by selecting the close cross. 

 

Source code for all MIDAS components is supplied in the MidasBundle.rar archive. This file 

should be downloaded and saved to the Windows Desktop. 

 

Importing of the Midas model into Rodin is required for inspection. This is achieved by the 

following procedure:  

• Extract the Midas.zip file from MidasBundle.rar to the Windows desktop. 

• Run Rodin 0.8.2 using the procedure previously described. 

• Select File > Import in the Rodin environment. The “Import” wizard will appear. 

• Expand the “General” line and select the “Existing projects into workspace” line. 

• Select “Next”.  

• Select the “Select Archive” radio button and browse to Midas.zip on the Windows 

Desktop. 

• Select “Open” and then “Finish”. The import will commence. The model will be 

automatically rebuilt: this will take several minutes. 
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Appendix B: MIDAS Source Code Download and Display Procedure 

As described in Appendix A, all source code described in the thesis is available for download at: 

http://deploy-eprints.ecs.soton.ac.uk/84/. 

 

Two files are available for download at this location: an archive MidasBundle.rar and a covering 

document Midas_Deploy.pdf. MidasBundle.rar is an archive containing source code for all Event-B 

models and supporting tools. The archive can be extracted using the WinRAR tool, available at: 

http://www.rarlab.com.  

 

Midas_Deploy.pdf gives complete instructions for installation, building and running of models, 

tools, virtual machines and test programs from the archive. The procedure given below re-iterates 

the parts of the instructions related to installation and display of the MIDAS Virtual Machine 

source code and test executable. 

 

Microsoft Visual C++ 5.0 is recommended for inspection of MIDAS source code, and compatible 

workspace and projects are supplied as part of the archive in order to facilitate browsing. However, 

any text editing tool may be used. 

• Installation is performed by inserting of a Visual C++ 5.0 installation CD and following the 

automatically executed installation procedure. 

 

Source code for all MIDAS components is supplied in the MidasBundle.rar archive. This file 

should be downloaded and saved to the Windows Desktop. 

 

The Execution bundle contains all MIDAS source code. Importing this is achieved by the following 

procedure:  

• Extract the Execution.rar file from MidasBundle.rar to the Windows desktop. 

• Open Execution.rar by clicking on it. It contains a single folder Execution. 

• Create a folder “C:\SJW\PhD\Development”. 

• Drag and drop the Execution folder into the “C:\SJW\PhD\Development” folder. 

• Open the Visual C++ environment. 
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• Select “File > Open Workspace”. The “Open Workspace” wizard will appear. 

• Browse to C:\SJW\PhD\Development\Execution\WindowsProj and select Execution.dsw. 

The component projects of the workspace will be loaded.  

 


